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Preface to the Student 

Preface to the Student 
mumummaig. 	 Jim 

hlan wa S ahlan! Welcome to Arabic! This textbook, Alf Baa, represents the first in a 
series of textbooks aimed at teaching Arabic to English-speaking students, followed 
by Al-Kitaab fii Ta callum al-cArabiyya I, II, and III. The present book aims to help you 

learn to pronounce the sounds of Arabic and write its letters, and to begin speaking Arabic. 
Unit 1 will give you an overview of Arabic, and units 2 through 10 will introduce you to the 
letters, sounds, and symbols that make up the Arabic writing system. In addition to the sounds 
and letters of Arabic, Alit Baa will introduce and help you master over two hundred words 
of basic vocabulary, including important expressions for polite interaction with speakers of 
Arabic. 

The materials are designed for you to prepare at home and come to class ready to speak, 
read, and write using what you have studied outside class. Everyone learns at his or her own 
pace, and class time is limited, so it will be much more efficient for you to prepare the material, 
listen, and practice at your own speed. The textbook and accompanying media are designed to 
give you everything you need to study and learn the sounds, letters, and vocabulary. 

Alif Baa is accompanied by audio, video, and interactive exercises available on a companion 
website, wwwalkitaabtextbook.com, to be used outside of class. We have designed the book 
to work best with the companion website, and we encourage you and your teachers to use it. 
Each book also includes a DVD with the same audio and video that is on the website and 
everything that is needed to complete all of the exercises, in case you do not have reliable 

internet access. You know to turn to the DVD or website when you see the 0. The website 
can be used by independent learners or by a class, as most of the exercises are instantly graded 
for immediate feedback. 

In addition to audio and video exercises and activities, you will watch a calligrapher write 
the letters so that you have a model to follow as you work through them. The materials also 
contain some print examples of authentic or "real-life" Arabic from various sources, and we 
have included short cultural notes that explain some aspects of the situations that you will see 
in the scenes. You will find English—Arabic and Arabic—English glossaries at the end of the 
book that include all the words and expressions introduced in the book as active vocabulary. 
Please read the introductions to the glossaries before using them because each glossary is 
designed for specific purposes. 

All of the listening and writing exercises in Alif Baa are designed as homework for you 
to do in preparation for class. This approach allows you to study and learn at your own pace 
and saves class time for interactive activities. A feature that is new in this third edition of 
the program are a number of interactive, autocorrecting exercises on the interactive media 
that give you immediate feedback. It is very important that you work through all of these 
exercises as thoroughly as you can, and that you tell your instructor if you are having trouble 
with them in the form of many missed answers, or if you feel that you are just guessing and 
not answering. Your instructor should collect from you and check the dictation and letter- 
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connection exercises to check on your progress. In this edition the dictation exercises are 
recorded in video rather than audio so that you can take advantage of the visual clues to help 
you hear and write the words correctly. 

We believe that it is crucial for you to learn to recognize and produce Arabic sounds 
accurately from the outset for several reasons. First, you must learn to pronounce Arabic 
correctly in order to communicate effectively with Arabic speakers. Second, Arabic sounds 
are not very difficult. Many nonnative speakers have learned to pronounce Arabic sounds 
accurately as adults, and you should expect to do so as well. Third, it is important to learn 
the sounds correctly now when you have the time to concentrate on them; later you will be 
concentrating on other aspects of the language, such as vocabulary and grammar. Fourth, the 
Arabic language is structured around groups of consonant sounds that carry meaning, so the 
ability to recognize sounds accurately when you hear them will greatly enhance your ability to 
understand, learn, and remember vocabulary. Fifth, Arabic is largely phonetic, which means 
that if you learn the sounds correctly now, you will not suffer from spelling headaches later. 

These materials include three different varieties of Arabic: The spoken Arabic of Cairo, 
the spoken Arabic of Damascus, and formal Arabic. Your instructor will decide which form 
or forms he or she wants you to activate, or learn to produce. You may want to listen to other 
varieties for exposure. You will notice that much of the vocabulary is shared but that some 
words differ from one variety or another. The key to dealing with the richness of variation in 
Arabic is to differentiate between what you recognize and what you use actively. Choose one 
form to use actively and leave the others for recognition. This is what native speakers do when 
they interact with people from other countries, and it is an important skill to develop. 

We hope that the following principles will help you use these materials as they were 
designed to be used: 

(1) Study actively and interactively. Studying actively means that you are producing 
something, whether you are repeating sounds and words out loud, writing words, or creating 
sentences. Practice speaking every chance you get, with classmates, the dog, or to yourself. 
Most successful language learners talk out loud to themselves regularly. Study with a classmate 
because you are much more likely to study actively when you study with a partner. Every 
lesson in this book contains activities that are best done in pairs. The book and materials 
give you several open-ended exercises that you can do more than once, each time differently. 
Prepare for active participation in class too: Anticipate what you will be doing and be ready by 
planning and rehearsing the things you can say and do beforehand. 

(2) Be an audiovisual learner. Although most of your studies now are visually oriented, 
you learned your native language mainly through hearing and listening rather than through 
reading and writing. As children, most of us watched films and television programs and had 
the same stories read to us over and over, and this repetition helped us to learn our native 
language. Each time you watch and listen you can learn something new, whether it is the way 
a vowel sounds with this new consonant or the way words are put together in a new sentence. 
As adult learners we can speed up this process with visual material as well, but the more you 
can integrate sound and shape and associate the two together, the faster your progress to 
fluency in Arabic will proceed. Engage more than one faculty at the same time: Repeat aloud 
while you are listening, and rather than write silently, say and repeat whatever you are writing 
out loud. 

V I I I 
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(3) Once is not enough. Listen to the audio and video material and practice writing 
the letters many times. Whether you are pronouncing new sounds, writing new letters, or 
studying vocabulary, you should repeat the activity until you can produce the sound or word 
comfortably and be able to "hear" it in your mind or write it in a shape that you are pleased 
with. Remember that you are training your brain and your muscles to do new things, and this 
takes practice. 

(4) Own it. Make the words you are learning relevant to your life by using them to talk 
about your world. Personalizing vocabulary is the fastest way to memorize it. Own the sounds 
too: Once you learn them, they are not foreign sounds, they belong to you. 

(5) Make the review and study of vocabulary part of your day. Language is cumulative, 
and while you are learning new words and expressions, it is important to integrate them with 
previously learned material. Pair up each new word with an old one. Using the new to review 
the old will take some organization, but it will pay off in greater fluency and accuracy. When 
you learn new words, take the opportunity to work on previously learned sounds. When you 
learn new letters, go back to old vocabulary to see if you can write any of them in Arabic 
script. 

(6) Learning a language is a lot like learning to play a sport. The idea is to have fun 
while building skills. Both entail lots of repetition and exercises that build mental and physical 
strength. Expect to feel tired occasionally. Being tired is a good sign—it means that you are 
concentrating and learning actively. 

Learning language requires exposure, time, and effort. The single most important factor 
in your success is your belief in your ability to learn Arabic. We wish you a successful and 
enjoyable learning experience! 

ii■Nri  ix  



Teacher's Guide 
Ammismit 	• 

his textbook, and the continuing books in the Al-Kitaab program, are constructed 
around a philosophy of teaching and learning Arabic that continues to evolve. We ask 
that you, the instructor, read the Preface to the Student before reading this guide, that 

you have your students read it at home, and then discuss it with them in class so everyone 
understands the approach underlying the structure and contents of these materials. 

It is crucial that you read through this entire book before teaching it so you can formulate 
your own vision of what the students can learn by the time they finish: What they will be 
able to read, write, and most importantly, say. This vision will affect the way you teach these 
materials. You also need to be well acquainted with the interactive materials that accompany 
this textbook, precisely because the students will be using them outside of class more than 
in class. Students will take their cue from you, the instructor, in the importance they attach to 
working with these materials and the way they approach them. The book is designed to work 
best with the companion website, www.alkitaabtextbook.com , which provides instant feedback 
to the at-home exercises that the students will complete. If either you or your students do not 
have reliable internet access, a DVD is included that contains all of the same audio and video 
material that is included on the website. We encourage you to become familiar with all of the 
features of the website before you begin to teach. 

Alf Baa consists of ten units and English—Arabic and Arabic—English glossaries. 
Unit 1 provides an overview of Arabic, including the transliteration system that is used to 
introduce vocabulary that cannot yet be written in Arabic. In this third edition of Alf Baa, 
the transliteration system has increased importance because of our decision to introduce 
vocabulary according to its functionality, not spelling; that is, many words are introduced to 
the students to be actively learned before they can write them in Arabic. Units 2 through 8 
present the alphabet in groups that follow the modern Arabic order, with the exception that 
3 and Ls are presented in unit 2. Each unit contains a number of recorded listening exercises 
and drills on the alphabet and sound system, including reading, writing, connecting letters, 
and dictation. Students should complete all of the listening exercises and writing practice 
exercises at home. In this edition many of the listening drills have been transformed into 
interactive, autocorrecting exercises that the students will also do at home. This will result in 
less correcting for the instructor but will increase the importance of the correcting you will do 
to make sure satisfactory progress is being made. 

In describing the sounds, we have avoided technical descriptions, opting instead for a 
more practical approach that uses tips and exercises that focus on the points of articulation 
of the sounds. Following the description of each sound, we have provided a brief explanation 
about the writing of the corresponding letter that is meant to accompany the video showing 
calligrapher Sayyid El-Shinnawi drawing each of the letters. Please encourage students to 
watch these video portions as they work through the book. The materials are designed so 
that you do not have to waste time explaining the sounds and letters in class. Students should 
prepare at home and be ready to read and write in class. 
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Materials in Alf Baa integrate formal and spoken registers of Arabic and lay the foundation 
for the approach that is used throughout the AI-Kitaab series. This third edition of Alf Baa 
differs from the second edition in several important ways. You will notice the addition of 
Levantine Arabic scenes, filmed in Damascus, that run parallel to the Egyptian scenes. A 
more important change, however, is the way in which the colloquial materials have been 
incorporated into the pedagogy. In this edition spoken forms of vocabulary are presented 
alongside formal Arabic forms in writing, and vocabulary lists give students the option of 
learning a set of words in formal Arabic, Egyptian, or Levantine. In addition, many of the 
vocabulary exercises and activities include colloquial words and expressions, and students are 
given opportunities to practice and activate these forms. We believe that you will be pleased 
with what your students can do with Arabic by using just a few colloquial expressions and 
having the freedom to create with the language. 

Alf Baa, third edition, gives you, the instructor, more choices. In addition to the letters 
and sounds, each unit contains vocabulary and dialogues designed to be prepared at home and 
activated in class. The vocabulary is introduced in formal Arabic as well as in two dialects, and 
you must choose which of these varieties you will ask students to activate. Our experience 
working with multiple varieties in class has demonstrated to us that students have no trouble 
being exposed to more than one variety of Arabic, as long as they are not held responsible for 
"purity"—that is, as long as you allow them flexibility to decide which form they want to use. 

The main philosophical principles that underlie the design of these materials can be 
summarized as follows: 

(1) Arabic is one language, rich in registers and varieties. 
Each register of Arabic reflects vital parts of Arab culture, so students need to learn formal 
and informal varieties to understand the language and the culture. Our decision to include an 
introduction to colloquial Arabic is also a natural consequence of our desire to use language 
forms that are appropriate to context. A basic colloquial vocabulary of approximately twenty-
five words out of approximately two hundred presented in this book gives learners the tools 
they need to begin to express and communicate with native speakers in their immediate 
environment who will not speak to them in formal Arabic. In this third edition you and 
your students have new Syrian versions of the colloquial dialogues so you can have a choice 
of which dialect to teach. We have included formal Arabic vocabulary for those who prefer 
to work in this register, but we have not recorded dialogues in formal Arabic because of its 
artificiality in such contexts. This is not the time to worry about the mixing of registers in 
speech or in writing. Students' ability to choose appropriate vocabulary for the situation or 
context will evolve over time. The three crucial speaking skills to develop at this stage are 
pronunciation of sounds, gender agreement, and correct use (conjugation in context) of the 
forms of the verb we have included here. 

(2) Everyone can produce Arabic sounds accurately, and it is necessary to 
encourage and to expect accuracy from the outset. 
Not only is this an excellent opportunity for you and your students to focus all of your 
attention on the phonetic aspects of Arabic, it is also better to form good habits from the 
start. We believe that all language skills are important and that they reinforce each other. The 
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ability to hear the difference between, for example, e and 3 is a necessary prelude to being 
able to produce them, and the ability to do both will aid in mastering Arabic morphology, 
the root and pattern system, spelling, and retaining vocabulary. Your attitude as a teacher of 
Arabic should be that everyone can learn to produce these sounds. 

(3) It is crucial to set high expectations while maintaining an encouraging and 
cooperative atmosphere in class by rewarding success verbally and often. 
It is our job to expect a high degree of effort from students in preparing for class, and to 
reward this effort by spending class time doing interactive and small-group activities that 
permit maximum participation from all students. The book is designed so that the students 
can do much of their learning outside of class, each person working at his or her own pace 
so differences in learning speed will not affect the class as a whole. It is also important that 
students realize right away that the burden of learning is on them, because this helps them to 
become active learners. Finally, it is essential to follow through on the expectations you set. By 
"teaching" them what they should have done outside of class, you might inadvertently reward 
students who have not prepared and punish those who have. 

(4) Vocabulary is the foundation of Arabic skills. 
Grammar is necessary but not difficult; more important, the grammar that a student needs 
at the Novice level is simple and can be activated along with vocabulary. A major shift in this 
edition with regard to the treatment of vocabulary is our decision to introduce words and 
expressions in functional rather than alphabetical order; that is, words are introduced when 
they can be productively used, not when they can be written in Arabic script. Please note 
that the vocabulary used in listening and handwriting exercises is not active vocabulary. The 
meanings of some of these words are given merely as entertainment, so the learner knows 
that he or she is writing meaningful words. We have used only meaningful words throughout 
these materials because word structure in Arabic is based on consonant—vowel patterns, and 
we believe that listening to a large number of words, even if one does not know their meaning, 
will help learners begin to internalize these patterns and facilitate learning vocabulary. Active 
vocabulary is introduced in the vocabulary charts and recorded for students to listen to and 
learn at home. 

(5) The multiple varieties and registers of Arabic constitute a richness to be 
embraced, not feared. 

Our decision to introduce vocabulary in spoken and formal Arabic may blur the boundaries 
between these two registers; however, the reality of Arabic today is that these boundaries 
are quite porous. Even in the most formal of contexts, spoken forms of Arabic are often 
heard mixed in with formal Arabic. Moreover, most Arabic-speaking populations living in 
communities outside the Arab world, or in the Gulf, are exposed to and interact with dialects 
different from their own on a regular basis, and in such multidialect situations, few speakers 
maintain "pure" dialect. We do not need to expect a level of "purity" from our students that 
does not exist in the community or in the world around them. If your students will interact 
with Palestinians, Lebanese, Egyptians, or Moroccans outside of class, they will be exposed 
to different words. We can embrace this variety and richness of Arabic. Students' attitudes 
toward Arabic may reflect your own, so think carefully about what you project to them. 
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1 1 2 

2 2 4 

3 2 4-5 

4 3 6-7 
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6 3 6-7 
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Designing your syllabus 

We believe that this material can be actively learned in approximately twenty-two class 
hours plus forty-four to fifty homework hours, including quizzes and a skit presentation. 
Students should be told from the outset to expect two hours of homework for every hour in 
class. We suggest the following schedule as a rule of thumb in planning your syllabus. 

Notice that units 4, 5, and 6 are longer than other 
units, in part because of the extra work needed 
on emphatic letters and sounds. Because of their 
length, these lessons have been constructed with 
two different sets of vocabulary and speaking work 
so that a balance of alphabet and speaking work 
can be maintained day-to-day. An extra class hour 
is built into unit 7 because of the large number of 
activities in it. This time projection rests on several 
key assumptions: 

(1) The purpose of a textbook is to present 
7 	3 	6 - 7 	information to the learner for acquisition outside 
8 	2 	4 - 5 	of class, and the purpose of class time is to 

9 	2 	 4 	
activate (not present or explain) the material that 
students have prepared at home. These materials 

10 	1 	2 	have been designed so that students can do most 
Total 	22 	44 - 50 	of the preparation and studying of new material 

outside of class in order for class time to be spent 
doing interactive activities, practicing writing in the form of in-class dictation exercises, and 
practicing conversations. Assign all of the listening and writing exercises as homework so that 
students learn the sounds and letters at their own pace at home. In class, have them activate 
what they have studied through dictation practice of your own design and in-class exercises. 
As a new feature in this edition, the vocabulary lists include all of the expressions in the 
colloquial dialogues and allow students to prepare everything, even the dialogues, at home 
before coming to class. This approach has several important pedagogical benefits. 

First, it allows students to work at their own pace and avoids the frustration that can be 
experienced by students of different backgrounds and abilities. Second, the steps that we 
have provided in these exercises will help students develop listening strategies and encourage 
them to think not just about what they are listening to but how they are listening. These are 
strategies that you can encourage and build upon in class as well. Third, it allows more class 
time for activation: Rather than spending half an hour listening (passively) to the dialogue, 
students can come to class prepared to discuss what they saw and heard with a partner, listen 
one more time in preparation for activation, and spend at least twenty minutes in conversation 
with their classmates, moving from one partner to another for variety. 

(2) Class time should be distributed between two types of activities: sound and letter 
work in the form of dictation and paired reading exercises, and conversation and vocabulary 
practice in pairs and small groups. The distribution formula will depend on your goals and 
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priorities. If you believe speaking skills are important, we suggest that you aim to have at least 
some interactive work during every class period, and that the time set aside for this activity 
increase as students learn more vocabulary so that by the time you reach the end of the book, 
you are spending 65% to 75% of class time with students working together speaking directly 
with each other. Working in pairs and small groups is essential for students to build language 
skills and confidence. While it is true that the instructor may sacrifice a degree of control in 
this kind of classroom, the success of this approach in building speaking skills is clear. You will 
not be able to correct every utterance, but accuracy will improve if students see it rewarded. In 
the end, it is self-correction, not teacher correction, that underlies accurate speaking. Our goal 
is to train students to correct themselves and help each other, and our challenge is to create an 
atmosphere that demands accuracy in pronunciation with encouragement to create freely. We 
believe that it is good policy to reassure students that they will never be penalized for trying to 
say something new using the words they are learning. 

(3) Homework should be corrected as it is prepared, that is, outside of class. Many of the 
exercises autocorrect on the interactive media, which has the advantage of giving students 
immediate feedback. However, the fact that you will not see this work makes it all the more 
important that you collect and go over the dictation and letter-connection drills to make sure 
that the students are making good progress. Students should devote around two hours a night 
to homework and class preparation. All of the listening exercises in the textbook are meant to 
be done at home, and the drills are all labeled At home, In class, or both. 

(4) Our approach stresses dictation because we believe that the mastery of sounds and 
the ability to relate sounds and writing must be developed early. For in-class dictation, use 
your own words rather than those in the book or on the homework. In the beginning you will 
want to repeat words many times and have students repeat as a group to take the pressure 
off individual performance. It takes several repetitions of a new or unfamiliar sound in order 
to identify it, and several more to be able to produce it. Later, as students' skills develop, you 
may want to limit your repetitions to three to five times to help students develop their "active 
memory" listening skills It is very important to give students feedback on their dictation 
skills during the activity. If you can have some or all the students write on the board, you 
can check their progress most easily. It is also beneficial, if possible, to have an assistant in 
class who can go around the room and help students individually during dictation time. An 
advanced nonnative student can fill this role if your program allows it, and it is encouraging 
for beginning students to see nonnative peers who are successful learners of Arabic. 

(5) Active learning of vocabulary is the single biggest challenge that faces the learner 
of Arabic. Native speakers of Arabic start their study of Arabic in school already knowing 
six years' worth of vocabulary; the foreign learner has none and needs to catch up before 
mastering the intricacies of formal Arabic syntax. In the forthcoming third editions of the 
other books in the Al-Kitaab textbook program, there will be increases in the amount of 
vocabulary and exercises, and this new edition of Alf Baa is no exception. Each unit includes 
at least one vocabulary section and several exercises and activities for activation, most of 
which are designed to be prepared at home and activated in class. You will also find interactive 
vocabulary activities with phrases and sentences. By unit 6 you can push the students to 
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produce sentences (not just words), and we expect the students to have reached between 
Novice Mid and Novice High proficiency by the time they finish these materials. The key to 
this achievement is time spent activating vocabulary in context. 

Of course, no textbook can take the place of a good teacher. It is our hope that these 
materials will help you to enrich your classroom and make learning Arabic an enjoyable and 
productive experience for your students. 

mmommi  XV 
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Unit One 
In this unit: 

The Arabic Alphabet 

Special Characteristics of Arabic Script 

Pronunciation of Arabic 

Formal and Spoken Arabic 

A Transliteration System 

Vocabulary and Conversation: 
Greetings and Introductions 
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Egyptian and Levantine Colloquial 

Video Dialogues 

Culture: Saying Hello 
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Unit  1 

Letters and Sounds 

The Arabic Alphabet 

The Arabic alphabet contains twenty-eight letters, including consonants and long 
vowels, and fourteen symbols that function as short vowels and pronunciation mark-
ers, or as markers of certain grammatical functions. Units 2 through 10 introduce these 
letters and symbols individually. You will work with the workbook and the interactive 

media in tandem, and in the text you will see this media symbol 	, which indicates 
that you should listen to or watch the interactive media. The chart below shows the 
twenty-eight letters. Starting in the upper right-hand corner, the chart reads across 
from right to left, which is the direction Arabic is written and read. 

Listening Exercise 1. Arabic letters and sounds (At home) 

Watch the videos to see and hear the pronunciation of these letters. 

6 

3 

L 

The next chart shows the fourteen extra-alphabetical symbols and their names. 
They include short vowels, pronunciation symbols, grammatical endings, spelling 
variants, and a consonant that, for historical reasons, is not represented in the alphabet 
chart. These symbols will be introduced in units 2 through 10 along with the alphabet. 
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tanwiin al-fatH 

kasra 

MINIM 

Oss.' 

tanwiin al-kasr 

5 

Damma 

tanwiin aD-Damm 

fatHa 

waSla 

 

shadda 

 

0 

Sukuun 

     

dagger alit 

 

alif madda 

 

alif nnaqSuura 

    

     

  

hamza 

 

0 
taa marbuuTa 

Special Characteristics of Arabic Script 

The Arabic alphabet and writing system has four major characteristics that 
distinguish it from its European counterparts. 
(1) Arabic is written from right to left. One consequence of this directionality is 

that Arabic books, newspapers, and magazines are opened and read in the 
opposite direction from European and American printed materials. 

(2) Letters are connected in both print and script, unlike those of the Latin alphabet, 
which are connected only in script. The following individual letters are written one 
after the other. However, even though these letters occur in the correct combination 
and order, they do not form a word when they are written this way:  u  I y 611 

When they are connected, however, they do spell a word:  y L11  (al-baab the door). 

Notice that not all the letters in  yI.JI  connect to the following letter. This is a 
characteristic of certain letters that you will master as you learn to write. See if you can 
identify the nonconnecting letters in the following words: 

4) 1.4.0 	 c).?..) 	64011 	:.y. 3.1 
As you learn the alphabet, note which letters connect and which do not. When you 

write words, it is important not to lift the pen or pencil from the page until you get to 
a natural break at a nonconnecting letter. 
(3)Letters have slightly different shapes depending on where they occur in a word. The 
alphabet chart at the beginning of this unit gives the forms of the letters when they are 
written independently; however, these forms vary when the letters are written in initial, 
medial, or final position. "Initial position" means that the letter is not connected to a 
previous letter. "Medial position" indicates that the letter is between two other letters. 
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"Final position" means that the letter is connected to the preceding letter. Most letters 
have a particularly distinct shape when they occur in the final position, similar to the 
way English uses initial uppercase letters for words that begin sentences. 

The chart below gives you an idea of the extent of this variation. You will see 
that each letter retains a basic shape throughout, which is the core of the letter. If the 
letter has a dot, the number and position also remain the same Note that the last three 
letters, which all connect, appear to have a "tail" in their independent and final forms 
that drops off when they are connected and is replaced by a connecting segment that 
rests on the line. Look for the core shape of each letter; its dots, if any; the connecting 
segments; and the final tail in the following chart. 

Final Medial Initial Independent 
position position position shape 

As you learn each letter of the alphabet you will learn to read and write all of its 
various shapes. You will be surprised how quickly you master them with a little practice! 
(4) Arabic script consists of two separate "layers" of writing. The basic skeleton 
of a word is made up of the consonants and long vowels. Short vowels and other 
pronunciation and grammatical markers are separated from the consonant skeleton of 
the word. This second layer, called vocalization or vowelling, is normally omitted in writing, 
and the reader recognizes words without it. Compare the following two versions of the 
same text, a line of poetry, the first of which represents the normal way of writing 
without vocalization, and the second of which has all the pronunciation markers added: 

(The Great Qays)  	  
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Texts that are normally vocalized include elementary school textbooks, some 
editions of classical literary texts, and religious texts such as the Qur'an and the Bible. 
In scripture this precision has religious significance: The extra markings on the text 
leave no doubt as to the exact reading intended. Thus the texts of the Qur'an and Bible 
show full vocalization, as you can see in the following excerpts. 
5, 	  

.J-tROL! .63 1."5-U 
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In schoolbooks, vowel markings are used to introduce new vocabulary and to enable 
the students to learn the correct pronunciation of formal Arabic with all the correct 
grammatical endings. The following example is taken from an elementary reader used 
in Qatar. 

.r 	;1 	s,A1 	I ;c'  A) ),L0 C.)—C  (I) I 	4,01..;- 0.3%z 41 

9 3  3 -.9" J-13 	3 	0-13  
(r• •A   8j1j3 	4.0 bail J. iJI q .11.11,St1 41.,J1 	I 41)5C) I 'ea U1) 

Once students learn the 
new words, they see them 
in regular, unvocalized 
script. You will learn 
vocabulary the same way. 
Most books, magazines, 
and newspapers are 
unvocalized, like the 
following newspaper 
article. 
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In unvocalized texts, possible ambiguities in form arise every once in a while; 
however, the meaning is almost always clear from the context. In the rare cases in 
which there may be some ambiguity, a clarifying vowel may be added. In the Al-Kitaab 
textbook program, vocalization marks will be used when new vocabulary is introduced, 
but thereafter you will be expected to have memorized the pronunciation of the word, 
and these marks will be omitted. Since Arabic speakers normally read and write without 
vocalization, it is best to become accustomed to reading and writing that way from the 
beginning. 

Pronunciation of Arabic 

In addition to recognizing the characteristics of the Arabic script, you should also 
be aware of certain features about the sounds of Arabic. 

(1) Arabic has a one-to-one correspondence between sound and letter, whereas 
English spelling often uses one letter or combination of letters to represent several 
different sounds. Consider the plural marker sin the words dogs and books, and note that 
the sound of the first is actually z, not s. Compare also the two different sounds spelled 
as th as in think and those. These are two distinct sounds, and Arabic has two different 
letters to represent them. American English speakers sometimes confuse pronunciation 
and spelling without realizing it. For example, think about the word television. This word 
has been adopted into Arabic and is pronounced something like tilivi7joon. It is also 
spelled with the Arabic letter that corresponds to the sound z because that is the way 
it is pronounced. English spelling, on the other hand, requires an s, even though there 
is no s sound in the word. The letters we use to write English can represent different 
sounds, so it is better to associate Arabic sounds not with individual letters but rather 
with words so you can remember which sound corresponds to the Arabic sound you 
are learning. For example, associate the sound th with three, and s with so. This will be 
particularly important when you learn Arabic vowel sounds. 

(2) The Arabic writing system is regularly phonetic, which means that words are 
generally written the way they are pronounced. If you learn to recognize and pronounce 
the sounds correctly from the beginning, you will avoid spelling problems and you will 
learn and retain vocabulary more easily. 

(3) In general, sounds in Arabic use a wider range of mouth and throat positions 
than do sounds in English. To properly produce these sounds, be aware of the parts 
of the mouth and throat you must use while you are able to focus the most attention 
on them. You will learn to make new sounds, and to do so you must become familiar 
with the set of muscles that you use to make sounds like gargling or coughing but not 
to speak English. Your muscles are capable of making all these sounds, but you need 
to become conscious of what they are doing and practice constantly in the beginning. 
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Like sports, learning a language takes physical work along with mental focus. Just as 
you train your arm through repeated practice to hit a tennis ball, you must train your 
mouth to produce new sounds and combinations of sounds, and this takes constant 
repetition. Just like you keep your eye on the ball in tennis, you must also keep your 
mind on the sounds you are making at all times. An investment of time and effort into 
developing your pronunciation habits during the first month of learning Arabic will 
pay off later in that you will be able to learn, pronounce, and spell vocabulary more 
easily; you will understand other people better; and people will also understand you, 
which in turn will encourage them to speak with you in Arabic rather than in English. 

Formal and Spoken Arabic 

Every language has different registers (levels of formality) and varieties (dialects) 
that vary according to speaker or writer and situation or function. For example, I dunno 
is rarely written, except for special effect, and I do not know is rarely used in speech. 
Hoagie, submarine, sub, wedge, and hero are names that all refer to the same sandwich, 
and American southerners often distinguish between singular you and plural y'al/. 
Americans, Britons, and Australians learn to understand each other's accents merely by 
being exposed to them. 

With its long history, rich heritage, and wide geographical distribution, Arabic 
naturally encompasses greater variation in its written and spoken forms than English. 
These differences present challenges to native speakers as well as to students of 
Arabic. You will need to learn some pronunciation variation, but these are easy to 
learn with listening practice. Sometimes you will need to learn two different words 
for the same concept. However, the more Arabic you learn, the more you will see that 
the overwhelming body of vocabulary and expressions are shared among most or all 
forms of Arabic. 

Arabic consists of two registers, formal and spoken. Formal Arabic, also called 
Modern Standard or Classical Arabic, is learned in school rather than at home and 
is more a written than an oral register. It is highly respected and constitutes the 
"intellectual" register of Arabic. It is impossible to speak about topics of public interest, 
such as politics, economics, or even popular culture without using the vocabulary of 
formal Arabic. Hence, you will hear formal Arabic on news broadcasts and in other 
public contexts. However, educated speakers will often mix formal and spoken forms 
even in formal situations, because interacting with others in formal Arabic can seem 
impersonal. 

Varieties of spoken Arabic, or colloquial dialects, are often designated by city, 
country, or region, such as Cairene, Moroccan, or Levantine (a term that refers to the 
Levant, and includes Syrian, Lebanese, Palestinian, and Jordanian dialects, which share 

8  IONNOMENN 
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most vocabulary and structure). However, some variations are social and might signal 
class or sectarian identity, whereas, others distinguish rural and urban communities. 
The greatest variation in spoken Arabic is found in the most commonly used words 
in daily life, and what we call "accent"—the way certain sounds (especially vowels) 
are pronounced and words are stressed. For some examples of the similarities and 
differences in spoken Arabic, listen to four different regional varieties in Listening 
Exercise 2. 

Listening Exercise 2. Dialect variation in Arabic (At home) 

Listen to the sample phrases from four different dialects of Arabic. You will hear 
"good morning," "how are you?" "good," and "good-bye" each spoken in Tunisian, 
Egyptian, Lebanese, and Omani. Then you will hear each person say "I love Tunisia/ 
Egypt/Lebanon/Oman." Which phrases sound similar across dialects? Which sound 
completely different? 

To be fluent in Arabic, you must have control of both the formal and spoken 
registers, including the mix that naturally occurs in academic and other intellectual 
discussions. As you learn more and more Arabic, you will see that the majority of 
words and structures are shared among varieties and registers, and you will learn to 
transfer knowledge from one variety to another. 

In this textbook program we will introduce both formal and spoken forms of 
Arabic. The interactive media contain Egyptian dialogues filmed in Cairo and Levantine 
dialogues filmed in Damascus. In addition, the vocabulary and expressions that these 
dialogues contain are presented in Egyptian, Levantine, and formal Arabic. There are no 
dialogues in formal Arabic because this register is not used for social interaction in real 
life. The materials thus permit both learners and instructors to choose the variety they 
want to activate. Listening to two or even to all three forms will help you understand 
more Arabic, but with the guidance of your instructor, you should choose one variety 
as the one you will learn to use actively. In this way you will build both recognition 
and production skills. Both skills are important, and distinguishing between words you 
will recognize and those you will actively use will make the wealth of material more 
manageable. 

A Transliteration System 

It takes about twenty-five class hours plus at least fifty homework hours to master 
the Arabic alphabet and sound system introduced in this curriculum. We want you 
to spend a lot of this time learning and practicing basic greetings and expressions 
so that you can start speaking right away. In the beginning you will need a system of 
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transliteration, or way of representing Arabic sounds and words in the Latin alphabet, 
so that you can start to study the vocabulary. We have devised a simplified system that 
we use for words that you cannot write in Arabic because you have not yet learned all 
the letters in them. We recommend that you learn and use this system unless you are 
a trained linguist and have another system you prefer. However, using transliteration 
should be a temporary, transitional stage. You should start writing words in Arabic 
script as soon as you learn all the letters. It will take longer to write words using Arabic 
script at first, but using it is the only way to develop proficiency in reading and writing, 
and with practice your writing speed will pick up. 

The key to a good transliteration system is that each different sound should have 
its own unique symbol. Contrast this to English spelling, in which one letter represents 
many sounds, like s in sun, prism, and treasure, or one sound can be represented by 
different letters, like the sound f, also spelled gh in laugh and ph in philosophy. English 
vowel sounds and spellings are particularly fraught with ambiguities: the u in but sounds 
quite different from the u in duty, and o sounds quite different in dot, one, OK, and 
office. English uses the combination th to spell two different sounds, whereas these are 
distinct letters in Arabic. The following exercise will help you learn to distinguish these 
two sounds and learn to separate sound from English spelling. 

Drill 1. Differentiating the th sounds (At home) 

Distinguish between the sound th in the word three and th in the word other. These 
are two different sounds, and in Arabic they are written with different letters. Look at 
the list of words and repeat each one out loud several times to determine whether th 
sounds like three or that, and assign the word to the appropriate box. 

they thumb teeth there throb thus 

although think through brother together thought 

weather bother theft then depth rather 
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th as in three 

J 
j or g, varies according 
to region 

Arabic 
letter 

C.3 

J 

Transliteration symbol 
and sound 

as in bet 

t 	as in tip 

H 	a raspy, breathy h 

kh 	like a German or 

Hebrew ch 

d 	as in dip 

dh 	th in the and other 

r 	like Spanish or Italian r 

Arabic 
letter 

3 

L 

L 

Transliteration symbol 
and sound 

	

Z 	as in zip 

as in sip 

	

sh 	as in she 

emphatic S 

similar to sin subtle 

emphatic D 

close to the d in duh! 

emphatic T 

similar to t in bottle 

DH emphatic DH 

close to thin thy 

a sound produced deep 
in the throat 

gh 	like French or Hebrew r 
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Most of the transliteration systems in use among specialists contain special symbols 
to indicate distinctly Arabic sounds (the Library of Congress system is one example 
of these). The technologies of texting and chatting mean that more and more Arabic 
speakers are communicating in Arabic with Latin script, and new transliteration patterns 
are emerging that include numerals. Can you see why the following correspondences 
have become popular? 

3t 	616 
The transliteration system used in these materials is shown in the following charts. 

We developed this system to be simple, and the main difference between it and other 
systems is that it uses uppercase letters rather than dots and symbols to represent 
emphatic sounds, and we use doubled vowels aa, ee, ii, oo, and uu to represent long 
vowels. Listen to the pronunciation of letters on the alphabet videos again as you go 
through the consonant sounds in the first chart below. 

Consonants: 



Arabic 
letter 

Transliteration symbol 
and so 

Arabic 
letter 

Transliteration symbol 
and soun 

Short Short Long Long Transliteration symbol and sound 

ranges from e in betto a in father 

ias in bitlshort) ieas in piece (tong) 

ooas in poodle 

a as 

ii 

UU 
9 

French é as in fiance 

o similar to a la mode 

e in listen (schwa) 

e 

0 

ee 

00 

a 
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as in neat 

as in aha! 

W 	as in wow! 

as in yes 

the sound you hear between 
vowels in uh-oh! 
(glottal stop) 

 

f 

q 

k 

I 

m 

as in fun 

like k but deeper in 

the throat 

j 

L.5 • •• 

as in keep 

Like Spanish or Italian 1 

as in mat 

 

     

The next two charts give the vowel sounds. Formal Arabic has only three vowel 
sounds that are normally represented as a, i, and ti, and each can be short or long. 
However, spoken Arabic has an expanded system that includes two additional vowel 
qualities, which we will indicate with e and o. In addition, Levantine pronunciation 
sometimes uses a schwa sound, which we will indicate with the schwa symbol, a, which 
indicates a very short, unstressed vowel sound. Arabic distinguishes between short 
and long vowel sounds, and we will indicate length by repeating the vowel, as the chart 
shows. Pay particular attention to vowel sounds because they help you to distinguish 
emphatic consonants from their nonemphatic counterparts. 

Vowels: Arabic letter 

Additional vowel sounds in spoken Arabic (not written): 



1. Morocco (Rabat) 	 11. Lebanon (Beirut) 
2. Mauritania (Nouakchott) 	12. Syria (Damascus) 
3. Algeria  (Algiers) 	 13. Iraq (Baghdad) 
4. Tunisia  (Tunis) 	 14. Kuwait (Kuwait) 
5. Libya  (Tripoli) 	 15. Saudi Arabia (Riyadh) 
6. Egypt  (Cairo) 	 16. Qatar (Doha) 
7. Sudan (Khartoum) 	17. Bahrain (Manama) 
8. Somalia (Mogadishu) 	18. United Arab Emirates (Abu Dhabi) 
9. Jordan (Amman) 	 19. Oman (Muscat) 

10. Israel/Palestine (Jerusalem) 20. Yemen (Sanaa) 

Note: Country capital city names in parentheses, location denoted 
b * on ma  • 
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This transliteration system will be used to introduce words in new vocabulary lists 
while you are learning the letters. The only words that are transliterated are those that 
contain letters you have not yet learned. Remember that transliteration does not take 
the place of listening to the vocabulary on the interactive media. By listening and re-
peating new words several times, you will learn them well. 

Drill 2. Reading in transliteration (In class) 

The words in the following list are names of places you should be familiar with. 
With a partner, sound them out and identify as many as you can. 

1.  amriika 	 2.  afghaanistaan 	3.  lubnaan 
4.  faransa 	 5.  as-sa cuudiyya 	6.  al-yaabaan 
7.  al-kuwayt 
	

8.  tuunis 	 9.  ruusiyaa 
10.  as-suudaan 
	

briiTaaniyaa 	12.  al- c iraaq 
13.  al-hind 
	

14.  cumaan 	 15.  ifriiqiyaa 
16.  al-maksiik 
	

17.  al-yaman 	 18.  iiTaaliyaa 
19.  abuu DHabii 
	

20.  isbaaniyaa 	21.  al-urdunn 

Drill 3. Where  is Arabic  spoken? (At home) 

The map shows countries where Arabic is the main language of education and 
where it is widely spoken in everyday life. You will see the names of the Arab countries 
and their capitals in English. Listen to the audio to hear the name and capital of each 
country in Arabic, and choose ten to write out using our transliteration system. 
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Vocabulary and Conversation: 
Greetings and Introductions 

At least one section in each unit of Alf Baa is devoted to building vocabulary and 
speaking skills. Vocabulary is presented in the interactive media as well as in the book. 
You will refer to the vocabulary list in the book from time to time, but it is essential that 
you first learn it by using the interactive media so that you can hear and copy accurate 
pronunciation. You will remember vocabulary more readily if you repeat it out loud 
several times rather than read silently or listen passively. A good rule of thumb is to say 
each word out loud as many times as it takes to make it feel comfortable in your mouth 
and for you to be able to "hear" yourself say it. 

Egyptian and Levantine Colloquial 

The decision to include three varieties of Arabic in these materials rests on our 
conviction that competence in Arabic necessarily entails mastery of both spoken and 
formal registers. We have chosen Egyptian and Levantine because they are the most 
widely understood dialects across the Arab world. Levantine is a collection of dialects 
with many local flavors, but the pronunciation differences are small compared with the 
large amount of shared vocabulary and structure. The "flavor" of Levantine that you 
will hear in the dialogues is that of Damascus. Egyptian is represented by the dialect of 
Cairo, which is well-known from the films and music from the largest entertainment 
industry in the Arab world. 

Each vocabulary chart contains three columns: formal, Levantine colloquial (or 
shaami), and Egyptian colloquial (or maSri). The shaami and maSri words are indicated 
in different colors throughout the materials. Our intention is for you to choose one 
spoken variety to master, but you might want to listen to the other dialect once to 
develop passive comprehension and recognition skills. 

You will notice that most of the words you will learn are shared among all three 
varieties, sometimes with a slight shift in accent or a vowel. You will soon develop a 
sense of the characteristics that identify each dialect. For Egyptian, these include the 
hard g sound in place of the j of other dialects, and a distinctive accent pattern that 
emphasizes the second-to-last syllable. Levantine dialects are distinguished by a final e 
vowel sound on certain nouns and adjectives where other dialects have a, and their own 
distinctive intonation. 
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(-)  New Vocabulary  (At home) 

Listen to these greetings and repeat each one many times until you can say it easily. 
Choose one greeting and prepare to use it in class, and prepare to introduce yourself 
to others. 

Meaning maSri (Egyptian) shaami (Levantine) Formal /written 

Greetings! 
(Islamic 
greeting) 

i&l.11 1 I  (1,11.L../  °:(1- 	1"4"i'l  / e'  
issalaamu calaykum assalaamu calaykum assalaamu calaykum 

Hello! or Hi! 
(used more 
in Egypt 
than in the 
Levant) 

-, 	4- 

%:51 
ahlan 

1.ta I
5 

ahla 

- 	5 
:- 1.cb I 

ahlan 

Hello! 4,03 	1-4T3  I 
ahlan wa sahlan 

1.11.:09 	t.to I 
ahla w sahla 

5 

4449 	1-4b I 
ahlan wa sahlan 

Hello! 
(used in the 
Levant) 

L.-;i1-4  
marHaba 

, 
It;It° 

marHaban 

5 
Ul 

ana 

5 
Ul 

ana 

5 
1.11 

ana   

my name 
I Li  .Lr"41- 

ismi 
z..74"Ad- 

ismii 
- 	- 

ismi 

from t...)-4,3  

min 

‘-)1 

min 

k)-`? 

min 

the city of ... 
al.) J-o 

midiinit 

al?. .1.43 

madiinit 

ii.:.).  AA 

madiinat 

in k.. 

fi 

..) 

: 

bi 
4 

fii 
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Video Dialogues 

In every unit there will be at least one video dialogue in both Egyptian and 
Levantine Arabic. We recommend that you choose one to learn actively, though you 
may choose to watch both varieties for the exposure and for comprehension practice. 
It is important to study the vocabulary from these dialogues before watching them, 
and to watch them at home before coming to class. The dialogues have three purposes: 
(a) to give you some speech models to imitate so you can start speaking; (b) to show 
you some aspects of polite interaction in Arab culture; and (c) to develop listening 
comprehension skills that you will use in class and in the real world, skills that help 
you understand what people are saying without knowing all the words they are using. 
You will find instructions for steps to take as you listen to these dialogues, and these 
steps are meant to help you reactivate and exploit the same listening strategies you used 
subconsciously to learn your native language. Each time you listen, you will get more 
out of the dialogue, especially if you set some specific goals and expectations for each 
"listen" ("listen," as usual, here is meant as a step; you will find it helpful to listen more 
than once at each stage, especially in the beginning). The final listen should take place 
after you have understood all you can, and it is the "activation" listen, in which you 
pay attention not to what is being said (because you presumably already know that), 
but rather on how it is being said, in pronunciation, vocabulary, and structure. In this 
activity, which should take place in class, you are preparing to use material from the 
dialogue in your own interactions with your classmates. Drill 4 below introduces the 
first dialogue. For this time only, listen to it in class with your instructor. 

c)  Drill 4. Scene 1: Ahlan wa sahlan (Formal and Colloquial) (In class) 

In scene 1, people from across the Arab world introduce themselves. There are 
two versions, one formal Arabic and one spoken Arabic. Choose one to start with and 
watch it several times according to the following steps: 

1.Before listening, ask yourself, "What do I expect to hear?" 
2. First listen: Listen to see if your expectations are met. What do you hear? 
3. Second listen: Which greetings do you recognize? 
4.Third listen: What kinds of information do the speakers give? How do they express 

it, and what do you notice about the phrasing? 
5.Fourth listen: Activate some of what you learned by introducing yourself to 

some of your classmates. 
6.After you have understood and activated the variety you chose to begin with, listen 

to the other variety. What similarities and differences do you notice? 
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Culture: Saying Hello 

Polite behavior requires you to say hello to everyone in a room or place you enter. 
The same principle also applies to a loosely defined "space" that someone regularly 
occupies, such as an outdoor work area or a guard's position outside a building. When 
you enter a space that is occupied, you must say hello. Whether or not you greet a guard 
or shopkeeper as you pass by depends primarily on your gender. In general, women do 
not say hello to men they do not know if they are not conducting business with them. 
Practice polite behavior by always saying hello to anyone in the room when you enter 
your Arabic class. 

MMINNI 	17 
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Letters and Sounds 

1 as Calif) 

The name of the first letter of the Arabic alphabet is alif. Alif has two functions, 
the first of which will be introduced here, and the second will be discussed in unit 3. 
Here we are concerned with its function as a long vowel whose pronunciation ranges 
in sound from the e in bet to the a in bat to the u in but. Say these three words aloud and 
notice the difference in the quality of the vowels: the first is pronounced in the front of 
the mouth, the second slightly lower, and the last low in the mouth. The pronunciation 
of alif has a similar range; we refer to these differences in pronunciation as vowel 
quality. Two factors influence the vowel quality of alif: regional dialect and surrounding 
consonants. 

In the eastern regions of the Arab world such as the Arabian Peninsula and Iraq, 
the sound of alif is generally deeper, similar to father, whereas farther west, especially 
in North Africa, it tends to be frontal and at times it approximates the sound of e in 
bet. You will notice this regional variation when you interact with Arabic speakers from 
different countries. 

The other reason for variation in the quality of alif has to do with surrounding 
consonants. Arabic has several "emphatic" consonant sounds that are pronounced 
farther back in the mouth, and these consonants deepen the sound of a neighboring 
alif so that it resembles the u in but. Learning to discern and produce this difference 
in vowel quality will help you understand, speak, and write Arabic accurately. The 
following exercises will get you started, but remember to keep paying attention to 
vowel quality as you work through this book. 

Listening Exercise 1. Frontal and deep alif (At home) 

To hear the frontal and deep variants of alif, listen to the following pairs of words 
by clicking on them. The first word in each pair contains a frontal alif that contrasts 
with the deep alif in the second. Listen to and repeat these sounds aloud several times 
until you can hear the difference clearly and produce it. 

	

tt-40 / t.s.4 .2 	ul_to / yij .1 

	

clai6 / ‘A .4 	 / 	.3 
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The first word of each pair in Listening Exercise 1 begins with a consonant sound 
familiar to speakers of English, and the second word begins with a deeper sound that 
resembles the first but is pronounced with the tongue lower and farther back in the 
mouth. These deeper sounds are often called emphatic consonants, and they affect 
the pronunciation of surrounding vowel sounds. Listening for the difference between 
frontal and deep alif is the best way to distinguish between emphatic and nonemphatic 
consonants. We will discuss this point in more depth in unit 5, when you begin to learn 
the emphatic letters. 

Drill 1. Hearing frontal and deep alif (At home) 

Each word you will hear contains an alif. Say the word aloud as you listen to it and 
decide whether the alif is frontal or deep. Select F if the alif is frontal and D if it is 
deep. 

1. D F 2. D F 3. D F 4. D F 

5. D F 6. D F 7. D F 8. D F 

9. D F 10. D F 11. D F 12. D F 

In addition to vowel quality, Arabic also distinguishes vowel length, and this too can 
affect the meaning of a word. In Listening Exercise 1, you can hear that the alif is a 
long vowel. In the very last word, DHaalim, you can hear the contrast in vowel length 
between the long alif in the first syllable and the short vowel i in the second. Notice 
that the stress or word accent in DHaalim is on the first syllable, the one with alif. Long 
vowels attract word stress in Arabic. We will practice hearing and pronouncing this 
distinction later in this unit. 

Writing 

L 	L 	I 	1 
The letters above are, from right to left, the independent, initial, medial, and final 

shapes of the letter alif. In this section you will learn to write the various shapes of 
the letter alif. Watch calligrapher and professor of Arabic Sayyid El-Shinnawi write the 
shapes of alif as you read and write this section, and learn to draw the letters using the 
same hand motions he does. 
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Alone or at the beginning of a word, the alif is written as a single stroke, drawn 
from top to bottom, as the arrow in the example shows. Practice on the blank lines 
below, copying the example on the first line, pronouncing alif as you write it as many 
times as you can in the space provided: 

When the alif follows another letter, it is written from the bottom up. The previous 
letter will end in a connecting segment drawn on the line. Start with that segment, then 
draw the alif from the bottom up as shown: 

0  

In both cases the alif does not connect to what follows it. Always pick your pen up 
from the page after writing alif. 

Now practice reading alif by circling all of the alifs you can find in the following 
sentence (taken from 1001 Nights): 

J-0-419 J-c1-1[ ).) 	a 1 
 	 . 	) -0 1,i  I  H  
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kaw) baa 
• 

The second letter of the Arabic alphabet is pronounced like b in English. This con-
sonant lends a frontal quality to vowels. 

Listening Exercise 2. Pronouncing ‘,..) (At home) 

Listen to and repeat the words containing  L.  •  focusing on the frontal quality of 
the vowels. 

1.  01—.$ 	2.  LA—) 	3. C)L44,•J 4. kittig 	5. CAA', 	6.L.  

Writing 

‘1.4= 	 =1.4= 	 LIN) 
• 

The independent, initial, medial, and final shapes of the letter baa all share an initial 
"tooth" and a single dot below the line. Watch Professor El-Shinnawi write the shapes 
of this letter as you read and write this section, and imitate his hand movements. Unlike 
alit, this is a connecting letter, which means that it connects to any letter following it in 
the same word. The main parts of the letter, the initial tooth and the dot beneath the 
body, remain constant in all four shapes. Compare the independent and final shapes, 
and note that both end in a second tooth. Think of this tooth as the "tail" of the letter 
that is used when it occurs at the end of a word. It is not written in initial and medial 
positions because the letter  L.  always connects to the following letter in those cases. 

When written alone, this letter takes the independent shape shown above. Following 
the steps shown in the example on the first line below, trace the letter with your pencil 
a few times, and then write it. First, write the body: from right to left, begin with a 
small hook, then continue straight along the line and end with another hook for the 
tail. After you have finished the body, place the dot below the letter as shown (you can 
associate the sound b with the dot below the letter). Copy and practice: 

0 
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When followed by another letter, it connects to that letter by deleting the final hook:  i. 
When writing this and other connecting dotted letters, you should place the dot more 
or less in vertical alignment with the initial tooth of the letter. The exact length of the 
body and placement of the dot may vary somewhat according to the style of the hand-
writing or print font; study the various styles you see and imitate the one that suits you. 

Now write the first two letters of the alphabet joined together:  L.  . Do not pick 
up the pen to cross the  —)  until you have finished writing the alif joined to it. Copy the 
example and pronounce it aloud: 

When  ...4..  occurs in medial position, connecting segments link it to previous and 
following ones as shown. (This will become clearer when you learn a few more letters.) 
Copy the example: 

4.-••  t-- C) 
• 	o- 
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Final 	resembles the independent form with the final hook. This form may be il- 
lustrated by writing two  LJ's  together:  LA).  Copy the example: • • • 

Now you can write your first word in Arabic:  L., U  door. Practice writing this • • 
word by copying the example shown below, pronouncing it out loud as you write. 
Remember: Do not stop to dot the letters until you have finished the skeletal structure 
of the entire word. 

As you work through this book, remember 
to pronounce the words and expressions 
you write out loud as you write them, 
preferably more than once. Develop the 
habit of writing and saying words out loud 
simultaneously rather than writing silently. 
This practice helps to reinforce the 
connection between sound and shape, 
to build reading skills, and to memorize 
vocabulary faster. 
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Ls) taa 

The third letter of the alphabet is pronounced like a clear, frontal English t. 
How many different ways do you pronounce t? Read the following list aloud the way 
you would normally pronounce the words when speaking bottle, teeth, automatic. Of 
these words, most American speakers pronounce the t in teeth forward in the mouth, 
against the back of the teeth. This is the correct position of the tongue (and not the 
flap of the tongue you use to produce bottle and automatic) for the pronunciation of this 
Arabic sound. Arabic  C.,  must be pronounced with the tip of your tongue against your 
teeth but without aspiration.' Since  C.)  is a frontal letter, the vowel sounds surrounding 
it are frontal too; in particular, the alif sounds like e as in bet (and not like u in but). 

Listening Exercise 3. Pronouncing C..14  (At home) 

Listen to the sound of the letter  C.)  and repeat. Pay attention to the position of 
your tongue as you do so and notice the frontal quality of the vowels. 

1. 0  tj 	2.  Ca  1J 	3.  Vji 	4.  4.33 	5.  C.A.0 	6. 	lf* 

Writing 

Watch Professor El-Shinnawi and imitate his movements as you read and write this 
section. This letter has the same shapes as the  V  in all positions, and it is also a con- 
nector. Instead of one dot underneath, however, it is written with two dots above its 
body  C.,  (you can associate the sound t with two dots on top). In printed text the two dots 
are separated, as you see. In handwriting, however, they are often run together into a 
short horizontal bar (this depends in part on individual practice. Try to write two dots 
quickly and you will see how this handwriting form developed.) Practice writing the 
independent  C.)  by copying the example: 

 

IOW 

 

   

'Aspiration refers to the breathy sound often heard with t, p, and k. Light a match, hold it in front of your mouth, and say, 
"Peter, Tom, and Kirk went to town." The flame will flicker each time you pronounce one of these letters. Arabic sounds do 
not have aspiration, so practice saying t and k with a lit match in front of your mouth until you can pronounce them without 
making the flame flicker. 
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Practice writing  C.4  in initial and medial positions by copying the word  ‘7.4:61...  
(tatub) as shown: 	

0,0  

• c). 

Practice writing  C..)  in final position by copying the word  Cr.?  (bit): 

Drill 2. Dictation (At home) 

Watch the video and listen, then write the words you hear below. Watch as many 
times as necessary. 

1. 	 2. 	 3. 

4. 	 5. 	 6. 

• 
Lif) thaa 

The fourth letter of the alphabet is pronounced like th in fourth, and also like th in 
three (which matches the number of dots on this letter). Do not associate this sound 
with the English letters th, because the English spelling represents two quite distinct 
sounds, each of which has an Arabic equivalent. In unit 1 you practiced distinguish-
ing between.  the sounds in three and that, now you begin to put that skill into practice. 
The letter  C.,  represents the sound in three, and not the sound in that. Remember this 
by reminding yourself . that this letter has three dots, and say three out loud before pro-
nouncing or reading  V  . 
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• Listening Exercise 4. Listening to V (At home) 

Listen to the sound of the letter  6  in the following words and repeat. 

1.  ei 	2. W.
»» 
	3. C.4.4:4.)* 	4.  6111 	5.  e■da! 

• Listening Exercise 5. Contrasting  th  and  dh  (At home) 

Listen to the difference between the sound  V  and the sound  S  (dh) in the following 
words. Listen to each pair several times until you can hear the difference clearly. Note 
also the frontal quality of both sounds. 

1. L.)I  ,S/L.)1.1 	2. j3,4/19.:44 	3. jig/Jul 

4. us /u 	5 .  a?"  /  e:-‘?" 
c)  Writing 

44 

■:4  

This letter is a connector and is written just like  L.  and  C.)  in all positions, except 
that it has three dots above. Watch Professor El-Shinnawi write  C.)  and imitate his 
writing. Notice that he connects the three dots as a caret. In print the three dots appear 
as you see above but in handwriting the three dots are usually connected and written 
as a caret-shaped mark (which can be slightly rounded) as shown in the example below. 
Practice writing and saying independent  C..•  : 

Copy and practice initial in the male name  k....4)" U  (thaabit): 
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Practice writing medial  -fz-  in the  wordy  (tathbut): 

No. A 

Write final  :CA—  by copying the word  kt..4-1j  (tabuth): 

Drill 3. Word recognition (At home) 

Listen to the audio to hear a word, then decide which of the two words in each pair 
that you heard and select that word. 

1.  LA)  / 
	

2. 	cAt) 	3. 	lj  / 
4.  L..j 
	

5. 	 6.  L...‘j 	eLiaZi*  

! g:91).) Bravo! You have learned the first four letters of the Arabic alphabet. The 
next letters in sequence will be presented in unit 3. Now we will skip ahead to the other 
two long vowels and the symbols for the corresponding short vowels 

3 uu 

This letter represents the second of the three long vowels in Arabic. It is pronounced 
like the exclamation of delight: 00000! Practice saying this sound and stretch it out, just 
like you would say the exclamation. Don't be afraid to exaggerate vowel length—it will 
help you get used to thinking about vowel length. Remember that the pronunciation 
of  9  , like that of alif, should be twice as long as normal English vowels. 
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0  Listening Exercise 6. Listening to and pronouncing 9 (At home) 

Listen to and repeat the words containing  9.  Give its full length in pronunciation. 

. . 5  ‘)44...39.3 .4 c...4.9.4 .3 	
C.44  .9.!1.3 .2 	Ca.  3.3  .1 

()  Writing 

3- 	3- 	3 	3 
Like alif, this letter does not connect to any following letter, and therefore its shapes 

do not vary much. To write independent or initial  9,  start on the line, loop clockwise 
to the left and up, then swing down into the tail, which should dip well below the line. 
Watch Professor El-Shinnawi and copy the example: 

o 

When writing  9  connected to a previous letter, the joining segment leads into the 

beginning point of the loop. Copy the example: 

Now practice writing and pronouncing the word  k..," .9.3  (mulberries): 

also 	ow 	al/ 	••• 
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3. 	 4. 
(111 11j 	

L7m-A—"I—A—) 

 

 

	.J 

O Drill 4. Dictation (At home) 

Watch the video and listen, then write the words you hear below. Watch as many 
times as necessary. 

1. 	 2. 

3.  	4.  	  

6 II 

This letter represents the last of the three long vowels, the sound of ee in beep. Re-
member that this is a long vowel; pronounce this sound for twice as long as you would 
pronounce ee in words like beep, street. Practice by imitating the sound of a honking car 
horn: beeeeep! Exaggerate it to focus on hearing and pronouncing vowel length. 

O Listening Exercise 7. Hearing and pronouncing 6 (At home) 

Listen to and repeat the words containing  6,  giving it full length in pronunciation. 

1.  (.7..!3.1 

O Writing  

2.  C.4.4.aft.i.J  " 

N7

▪ 

 -  
mANN 

** 6 
As you can see above, the independent and final forms of  6  differ slightly from 

the initial and medial forms. Like  L...), C.),  and  C.),  which it resembles in its initial and 
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medial shapes, this letter is a connecting one. All shapes of 	retain the two dots be- 
low, but in handwriting, the two dots underneath are usually drawn as a short horizon-
tal bar, just like the dots on top of  C.).  . 

To write independent 	, start above the line and curve slightly upwards and 
around in an s-like shape. CCintinue below the line into a wide, flat curve as shown, and 
make sure to bring the tail all the way back up over the line: 

In final position start from the connecting segment on the line, and then make a 
small hook into the body. In this position the letter is almost entirely below the line and 
has only a small curved hook before dipping into the wide, flat curve. Practice copying 
and pronouncing  ‘.  and bring the tail all the way back up above the line: 

MOP 

When 	occurs at the beginning or in the middle of a word, it takes the same 
shape as  V , except that its two dots are below the body of the letter. Copy the ex-
ample of  initial.)  : 

0.24  

Now practice writing medial  .4..  in the word 	"  (tathbiit): 

A  ON 
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0  Drill 5. Dictation (At home) 

Watch and listen to the video, then write below the words you hear. 

	

1. 	 2. 	  

	

3.  	4. 	  
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D  Short Vowels 

  

  

9 

  

  

a (fatHa) 	u (Damma) 

 

i (kasra) 

   

Each of the long vowels  I  ,  3  , and  ks  has a short vowel that corresponds to it. These 
short vowels are shown above, where you can easily see and hear the correspondence: 
as (alif) is the long vowel corresponding to a (fatHa), uu to u (Damma), and ii to i 
(kasra). The length of these short vowels corresponds to the length of most English 
vowels, and the length of the long vowels should be at least twice that of a short vowel. 
English has no long vowels so Arabic long vowels should sound and feel extra long 
to you. Do not worry about pronouncing a long vowel "too long"—stretch it out so 
that you can hear the difference. It is important to learn to distinguish between the two 
lengths in listening and in speaking because vowel length often makes a difference in 
meaning, or, if mispronounced, renders the word unintelligible. 

Short vowels are indicated in Arabic script by symbols written above or below 
the consonant skeleton and dots. Remember: syllables in Arabic always begin with 
a consonant; by convention, short vowels are written above or below the consonant 
they follow Writing vowels is the third and final step in writing a word, after both the 
consonant skeleton and the dots have been completed. Of course, as you learned in 
unit 1, short vowels are usually not written at all; you have been writing words without 
them so far. Remember that vowel length affects word stress. Syllables with long vowels 
are almost always accented (emphasized in pronunciation). 2  

The following exercises will help you learn to hear and produce the distinction 
between long and short vowels; work through them carefully and repeat until you are 
comfortable hearing this distinction. 

Listening Exercise 8. Hearing vowel length (At home) 

Listen to and pronounce the differences in vowel length in the pairs of words you 
hear. The first word in each pair contains a long vowel and the second word contains a 
short vowel. 

1.  w...:4$ 	%)t../.40 
	

2. 	/ 
	

3.  Ls...1;J  / 	t—J 

4. 	 5. 	/  ‘13-13 

2  For those with some linguistic training, note that in general, Arabic word stress falls on "heavy" syllables: syllables with a 
long vowel or consonant-vowel-consonant (as opposed to just consonant-short vowel). Word accent or stress will fall on the 
heavy syllable closest to the end of the word. If there is no heavy syllable, stress varies according to regional dialect. Egyptian 
word stress patterns are quite distinctive and usually fall on the penultimate syllable. 
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• Drill 6. Distinguishing between long and short vowels (At home) 

Listen to each pair of words and repeat several times until you can hear the 
difference between the long and short vowels. Select the letter that corresponds to the 
word that contains a long vowel. 

	

1. 	a b 	2. 	a b 	3. 	a b 

	

4. 	a b 	5. 	a b 	6. 	a b 

• Drill 7. Identifying long and short vowels (At home) 

Listen to the audio to hear a selection of words. For each question, select L if you 
hear one of the long vowels  I  ,  3  , or  6,  or S if the word has only short vowels (fatHa, 
Damma, or kasra). 

	

1. 	L S 	2. 	L S 	3. 	L S 	4. 	L S 

	

5. 	L S 	6. 	L S 	7. 	L S 	8. 	L S 

	

9. 	L S 	10. 	L S 	11. 	L S 	12. 	L S 

a (fatHa) 

The short vowel that corresponds to alif is called fatHa. Like its long counterpart 
alif, fatHa ranges in quality from frontal to deep, depending on the quality of the con-
sonants surrounding it. In its most frontal position, fatHa sounds like English e as in 
bet. Deep fatHa sounds like English u in but. Consonants  L.,  ,  V  , and  V are frontal 
ones, so they give fatHa a frontal quality, like e in bet. The name fatHa means "open-
ing", and refers to the shape of the mouth in pronouncing it: open. Try it and see! 

• Listening Exercise 9. Contrasting alif and fatHa (At home) 

Listen to and repeat the words containing alif and fatHa. Pay special attention to 
the difference in vowel length. 

2.  L3 	3.  Cit., 	4.  4.4.44.:-$1-3 	5.  C...)1...J 
4 
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Writing 
.00  

Arabic words consist of syllables that always begin with consonants, followed by 
either a short or long vowel. Short vowels are written on top of the letter that precedes 
them, the first letter of the syllable. FatHa is written as a short, slanted line segment 
above its consonant, as in the word  L.04.4.1  . Watch Professor El-Shinnawi write fatHa 
and copy the example: 

  

/ 	I  
" 

	Les41111--. 

  

c)  Drill 8. FatHa dictation (At home) 

Listen to the words and write fatHa where you hear it. 

1. 	 " 

4.  C.A.A.j 

2.  C..) *L..) 

5.  C.A.s.Zi 

u (Dammal 

The short vowel that corresponds to  9  is called Damma and is pronounced like oo 
as in booth when it follows frontal consonants. When it is affected by deep consonants it 
is a little bit deeper, somewhat like oo in wool. Do not confuse this vowel with English o 
and u, which represent many different sounds, some of them closer to deep fatHa than 
to Damma. Remember: English u in words like but and gum actually represents the 
sound of a deep fatHa, not a Damma. The name Damma refers to the correct shape 
of the mouth in pronunciation: rounding. If you keep your mouth rounded, you will 
pronounce Damma correctly. 
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Listening Exercise 10. Hearing and pronouncing Damma 

Listen to and repeat the words containing Damma, rounding your mouth as you do 
so. Listen for two words that contain both Damma and waaw and practice the differ-
ence in vowel length. 

9 9 

:). 	 C....4.-)44  9  1. L 	 2. 	 3. L  J  
4. V 	7 	5.  k...4-40 	6.  Cs...!.:  44.J.  

Writing 

Damma is written like a miniature  3  on top of the letter that precedes it, as in the 
word  Loj  . Imitate the motions that Professor El-Shinnawi uses to draw Damma and 
practice writing  .°  as shown: 

9 	 9 

i (kasra) 

The short vowel that corresponds to  l5  is called kasra, and its pronunciation ranges 
from frontal ee as in keep to deep i as in bit. As with fatHa and Damma, the exact 
pronunciation of kasra depends on surrounding consonants. Frontal consonants like 

and  .k.;)  give kasra a frontal quality. The name kasra, "break", refers to the fact that 
your mouth is slightly open in pronouncing it (as opposed to the broad fatHa opening). 
Pronounce kasra and note that your mouth is slightly open, and not wide open. 
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Listening Exercise 11. Pronouncing kasra (At home) 

Listen to and repeat the words that contain kasra. 

The kasra is written as a short, slanted line segment under the letter it follows, as in 
. Copy the example: 

• / 	 • 

Drill 9. Letter recognition (In class) 

To practice recognizing all the letters you have learned, go back to one of the vo-
calized texts in unit 1 (the Qur'an, the Bible, or the schoolbook) and, with a partner, 
identify as many letters as you can. Name the short vowels you see too. 

Drill 10. Short vowel dictation (At home) 

Listen and write all of the short vowels in the words you hear. Listen as many times 
as necessary. 

2. 

5.  C.4.4.:44.J.  " 

3.  C.40‘..4...A.3 

6. 
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5.  C.) 1.4:i 6. 

8 .  C.A.! 9. 

11. 	1/4....43U.  12. 

(-)  Drill 11. Dictation (At home) 

Watch and listen to the video and write below the words you hear including all 
vowels. Listen as many times as necessary. 

1.  	2. 	 3 	  

4.  	5.  	6 	  

	 8 	  

c)  Drill 12. Reading aloud (At-home preparation; in-class activation) 

Read aloud each of the following words. Then listen to the audio to check your 
pronunciation. 

;5.1. 

1.  L.v 	 2.  L!L! 	3.  LA—A-4 —) 

4.  L.v 

7.  1-1 Li 

10. 

Drill 13. Letter connection (At home) 

Connect the letters to form words as shown in the example and pronounce them 
out loud as you write. 

Example: 	 =  u + I + C.) 
• 

	  =  1+ 4‘....)+1+u  .1 

+ C.) + I + 	+ 	.2 

	  =  1+u+1+‘.)  .3 

- = 	-I- L..) -I- k...4 • 
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= 	+ u + 3 + C4..)  .6 

9 

=  C.) + u + C.)  .7 

=  I  u + 3  +  C.)  .8 

9 
+  C.  +  u + 	+ C.J  •9 

= 	+ 	+  Li.) + C.) 

	  = 	+  C  +  + u  .1 
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Vocabulary and Conversation: 
Meeting People 

New Vocabulary (At home) 

Listen to and learn these expressions that are used when 
meeting someone new Select the dialect you are learning, 
Egyptian maSri or Levantine/Syrian shaami (the Arabic 
word shaami can mean Syrian, Damascene, or Levantine). 
Listen to and repeat each word many times until you can 
"hear" and pronounce each word easily. To use this vocabulary you need to know that 
Arabic omits the present tense verb is/ are, so the question "What is your name?" will 
consist of what and your name, for example: shuu ismak? (Levantine), and  ismak ee? 

(Egyptian, note that the word "what?" occurs at the end of the question in this dialect). 
You will notice that this list includes two sets of words for "you", one identified as 

"polite": HaDritak / HaDritik or  HaDartak  /  HaDartik.  This polite form (which 
literally means "your presence") is used in situations where you want to show respect 
to the person you are talking to, especially in Egypt. You will hear this expression used 
in the dialogues; practice using it in class. 

Meaning maSri shaami Formal /written 

door LA) L.A.+ 
• - 

L.)IJ   

name `ow) 
ism 

'owl 
ism 

òw) 
ism 

what? • ..I 
ee? 

c 	:. 
...9-‘`' 

shuu? 
1.0 

maa? 

(reply to) 
ahlan wa 
sahlan (to 
a male) 

a) %::,1 
, 

ahlan biik 
el., 	

, 
11AI 

ahlan fiik 
a) %AI 

ahlan bika 

(reply to) 
ahlan wa 
sahlan (to 
a female) 

	

,- 	c. 

	

el....) 	l.cal 

ahlan biiki 

	

. 	, 

	

eia 	t.cb I 

ahlan fiiki 

, 
e.IJ 	1..ebl 

ahlan biki 

(reply to) 
assalaamu 
calaykum 

fa.JI 	1.5.....1s.. 	3 

wa calaykumu 
s-salaam 

:1....C.4.1s.  el.,JI3 (:&.4.1 It.5...-1.g,  3 

wa calaykunnu 
s-salaam 

wa c alaykumu 
s-salaam 
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Meaning maSri shaami Formal /written 

you (polite 
form, to 
a male) 

e..6:pa; 

HaDritak 

etiil 47L  ;, 

HaD3rtak 

d6..-ra.‘,- , 

HaDratuka 

you (polite 
form, to 
a female) 

HaDritik 	
„ a, f* 

HaD3rtik 

dA-pil.:;, 

HaDratuki 

Nice to meet 
you! 

1-1b!i4 
itsharrafna 

.. 

tsharrafna 
Lzi:plai 

tasharrafnaa 

you 
(masculine) 

C.,..M1 ‘ 
inta 

C4.11 , 	. 
inte 

C.,.:$1  , 
	

t 

anta 

you 
(feminine) 

C....11 . 
inti 

C.:4-31  . 
inti 

I C.,-ii 
anti 

my 
(possessive 
suffix) 
my name 

-i 	‘$ - 

ismi 	y.0.41 

-i 4 — 

ismi 	vo.01, 

-i 	L$  - 

ismii 	L.,4-"11 

your (suffix, 
masculine) 
your name 

-ak 	et - 

ismak 	ai,..,01 

-ak 	et. - 

ismak 	aldi401 

-ka or -k 	a_  - 
ismuka 	4,01 

your (suffix, 
feminine) 
your name 

di_ -ik 	- 

ismik 	a.o...4 I 

di_ -ik 	- 

ismik 	d.l.o.wl 

di_ -ki 	- 

ismuki 	4.,41 

where? 
• .yt.i 

feen? 	 - 
s 

ween? 	• 011.•  -9 
t 

ayna? 	IC.).:;.- 	I 

from where? 3.■.-.0 mineen? min 	643 min ween? min ayna? &''  ::i  k:›4- 

yes aywa 	
o g:i.I gul 

ee 	 - `" nacam 	c'"  
no V 

la' 
V 

la', laa 
9 

laa 
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al-qaahira 
maSr 

'IRAN 

Sinai 

Aswan 

U 

Mediterranean 
Sea 	ISRA 

Gaza 
Port 

id --atisicandarlyya. 

Red 
Sea 

0 	100 200 Krns 

0 	100 	200 Miles 

Unit  2 

Drill 14. Meet someone new (At-home preparation; in-class activation) 

At home, actively study the new vocabulary by rehearsing the greetings and ques-
tions that you will ask your classmates. You can write them out but you will not be able 
to read from the paper in class, so remember to practice out loud. In class, go around 
the room and greet all of your classmates one by one, and if you do not know their 
names, find out! 

Drill 15. Listen and interact (At home) 

On the audio you will hear someone initiate a conversation with you. Respond 
out loud to the person's questions using as much Arabic as you can. More than one 
response is possible, so you can do this exercise as many times as you want to practice 
interacting. 

Drill 16. Cities in Egypt and Syria (At -home preparation; 
in-class activation) 

The maps above show the major cities in Egypt and Syria. You will hear the Arabic 
names of some of these cities in the dialogues. Use the internet to find out more about 
one or two of them and report to your classmates. 
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c)  Drill 17. Scene 2: HaDritak min maSr? / inti min ween? 
(At-home preparation; in-class activation) 

Watch scene 2 according to these steps: 

1. First listen: What are the two people doing? 
Do they know each other? How do you know? 

2. Second listen: What words and expressions do you hear this time? 
3. Before listening a third time, prepare your questions. 

What parts of the exchange do you want to understand more of? 
What do you think is happening in that section? 
Based on this hypothesis, what words and expressions do you expect to hear? 
Write what you think was said. 

4. In class, discuss the scene and go over any questions, then listen once more for 
activation, and act out the scene with your classmates. 

Culture: Shaking hands 

In social as well as in professional situations, it is polite to shake hands upon meeting 
or greeting another person of the same gender. The appropriateness of shaking hands 
with the opposite gender varies widely according to religious beliefs and personal 
practice. If you are a male meeting a female, it is better to wait for her to extend her 
hand first, indicating that she wants to shake yours. In many regions children are taught 
to greet older, respected guests by shaking hands and leaning over to kiss or be kissed 
on both cheeks to welcome them into the home with warmth and respect. 
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Unit  3 

Letters and Sounds 
The three new consonants you will learn in this unit represent the next three letters 

in the alphabet after  C,:.)  . Just as  k..)  ,  V  , and  Ce.)  share the same skeletal shape and 
are distinguished by the number and position of the dots, so these three letters have 
the same basic shapes and are distinguished by their dots. Two of these three conso-
nant sounds have no English equivalent. You can learn to pronounce them properly by 
practicing every day to develop the muscles you need to pronounce these sounds. 

jiim / giim 

The letter jiim has three pronunciations that vary according to region across the 
Arab world. In Iraq, the Gulf, and in many rural and Bedouin dialects, it is pronounced 
like jin jack In most of the Levant region and North Africa, it is pronounced like the 
French jin bonjour (a sound often represented in English by s; as in pleasure or deci-
sion). In Cairo, it is pronounced like the hard gin game. 

Listening Exercise 1. Variation of t (At home) 

Listen to the words as they are pronounced in the three dialect variations of  t. 
1.  z.L3 2  ‘...4—v• 

. 	• 
3 • 	..  • 4.  zt—?ii 

Learn to recognize all three pronunciations of  t,  and choose one to use when 
speaking. It is a good idea to choose at least one voice model to imitate for speaking 
in general, whether a teacher, friend or acquaintance, or some of the characters in the 
colloquial scenes. Choose the pronunciation of that your voice model uses. 

Writing 

Zi•• 
	 z 

These letters show the shapes of  t  and its sister letters in print. Notice that the 
independent and final shapes (first and last above) have a big "tail" that curves well 
below the line. In all positions the body of the letter retains its basic form that you see in 
the initial shape. The medial form shows what the looks like when it is connected 
on both sides. However, in handwriting, this letter and its sisters are connected in a 
different way than in print. Watch Professor El-Shinnawi write the shapes of and 
similar letters as you learn to write these letters and imitate the handwritten forms, not 
the print ones. 
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nir  3 

As the initial and medial shapes of this letter suggest, is a connector. To write  t 
alone, start at a point well above the line, make a small hook, then draw a line straight 
across, then change direction and swing down below the line into the tail. Follow the 
arrows and imitate the shape that you see: n  

To write 	in initial position, begin with the hook as you did above, then slant 
down toward the line into a point just above the line, and then, instead of curving 
down into the tail, continue into the connecting segment as shown: 

Practice writing the word  V 	(he brought): 

When this letter is connected on both sides, it takes the shape  —?r—  in printed text, 
as in 	(she answers). However, it is not written this way by hand. Watch • "  • 
Professor El-Shinnawi write this shape and look at the example below. To write this 
letter in second position, after an initial, you must plan ahead because the connecting 
segment lies well above the line, at the highest point of this letter. This means that you 
need to end the previous letter above the line. As you can see, the combination  ...?;.3 
is written by starting and drawing the completely above the line and then dropping 
down into the . You will notice that Professor El-Shinnawi draws the "tooth" of 
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the initial  .3  upside down; this is a sophisticated calligraphic style used by some people , 	
i when they write. Copy the word  LA.,,..prj  as it is written here: 

/ 
... 

C—.A.A....  
. .... 	• 

To reach the starting point of a medial or final 	, a connecting segment is drawn 
from the line up and then over as the example shows. In word-final position,  t  takes 
the same tail it has in the independent position. Watch Professor El-Shinnawi and copy 
the word .•—$. .  (beige): 

.t. o 

  

0  Drill 1. Dictation (At home) 

Using the video, write below the words you hear, including all vowels. Watch and 
listen as many times as necessary. 

	

1.  	2.  	3 	  

	

4. 	 5.  	6.  	  

t Haa 

The letter Haa represents a sound that is pronounced deep in the throat. It has no 
equivalent in English. First, take a few minutes to become better acquainted with some 
of the throat muscles that you use often but not to speak English. The following ex-
ercise is designed to make you aware of what these muscles can already do so that you 
can use them to speak Arabic. Practice this exercise as often as you can over the next 
two weeks or so until you can do it easily and your pronunciation of  t  has developed. 

• 	.. • 
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Pronouncing  t  : With your mouth open, make a raspy, breathy sound like an exaggerated 
h, or like you are breathing on glass in order to make it fog up. Put your hand on your 
throat as you do this, and notice that your throat muscles are not moving at all. 

To pronounce  t,  you need to activate those muscles by tightening them on the 
inside so that you are constricting the air passage and blocking off air from the inside. 
You should be able to feel the Adam's apple move. Make more raspy h sounds. Constrict 
the muscles so that air can just barely squeeze through your throat. When you do this 
successfully, it will produce  t.  Keep practicing contracting and relaxing the muscles 
using your hand to guide you. Most important, repeat this exercise as often as you can. 
Pronouncing  t  takes practice and concentration at first. The more you practice now, 
the sooner you will be able to say it easily. It is important to pronounce this sound 
correctly to distinguish it from the English h, which is a different letter in Arabic, 
because this difference affects meaning. 

Listening Exercise 2. Pronouncing t (At home) 

Listen to the sound of  t  in various positions and repeat until your pronunciation 
matches that of the speaker. 

2.  ‘..4—Pra 3. 4.  tl.!.4D 

Writing 

Like 	, the letter  t  is a connector. It is written exactly like  t 
no dot. Watch Professor El-Shinnawi and imitate the way he writes 
of  t  . Practice writing initial  t  in the word 	.4.-4-4.4?"  (darling): 

, except that it has 
the various shapes 
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Now practice writing and pronouncing medial  ..,r.  in 	(below) as it is writ- 

ten by hand (not in print). Remember to plan ahead and write the preceding letter 
above the line so that you can connect .2c.  from above. Copy the example: 

Sometimes two of these letters oc-
cur together in juxtaposition. Here, too, 
you must give yourself room to connect 
into the second letter by writing the first 
one well above the line. Do not break the 
skeletal structure of the word by lifting 
your pen. Copy the example and practice 
writing  L.‘i  (veil, bijab): 

f. 
Final  tr.  is written with the tail. Copy the word 	as it is written, starting 

above the line to give yourself room to connect down into the  t  : 

 

NM • 
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c)  Drill 2. Dictation (At home) 

Using the video, write below the words you hear, including all vowels. Watch and 
listen as many times as necessary. 

	

1.  	2.  	3. 

	

4. 	 5.  	6  	  

• 
khaa 

The sound of the letter khaa is found in many European languages: the Russian x, 
the Scottish pronunciation of loch, and German ch as in Bach. To pronounce  t,  say k 
and pay attention to where the back of your tongue hits the back of the roof of your 
mouth and cuts off the air flow (the blocking and release is what makes the k sound). 
Instead of closing off the air flow with the back of your tongue completely, block it 
part way and you will be able to produce this sound. 

Listening Exercise 3. Pronouncing t (At home) 

Listen to and repeat these words  containing ' . 

1.  LA-3- 	2. 	 3.  tLi 	4.  CA—.46 

c)  Writing 

♦  " 
5 .  L—...A3 

 

Like its sisters,  t  is a connector and its shapes are written exactly as the ones you 
learned for  t  and  t,  except that it takes one dot above. Practice writing initial  t  in 
the word  kij i_i„,  saying it as you write: 

• 

• 
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2. 

6. 

10. 

3. 

7. 

11. 

Unit  3 

Practice writing and pronouncing medial  t in :)  (luck): 

• 
Now practice final  t  by copying the word  't.7  (chat, fancy): 

• 

Drill 3. Recognizing z , , and t (At home) 

There are twelve words, each containing ,  t  , or  t.  Listen to each word on the 
audio, then select the letter you hear. 

Q Drill  4. Letter connection (At home) 

Connect the following letters to form words. Then listen to the words and write in 
the short vowels where you hear them: 

= Cn$ 	+ 1+ t  .1 

= 	+1+ 	t  .2  

=  y+ + u + 	
. 3 



♦ 

3-2c—i  .14 

.15 

.9  

1/4-.4,•  LI  .10 

V 1 —,21  .11 • • 	 .3 

tr.,J  .12 	LJ 1..2 .,"  .4 

9 
.5 • • • 

Unit  3 

= 	'‘.*.J + 3 + t + '‘.:J  .4 

=  y + 3 + z + C.)  .5 

=  6 + 3 + t + L.,J  .6 

4-1- t. -F 3 + y + C.)  .7 

=  L...)+V+Z+t  .8 

Drill  5. Dictation (At home) 

Using the video, write below the words you hear, including all vowels. Watch and 
listen as many times as necessary. 

 	2 	 3. 

4.  	5.  	6. 	  

Drill 6. Reading aloud (At-home preparation; in-class activation) 

Read each of the following words aloud, paying special attention to vowel length 
and the sounds  t  and  t.  Then, check your pronunciation by listening to the audio. 

k, 1—.4-  .8 
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0 

sukuun 

This symbol is a pronunciation marker that occurs on consonants. The word 
sukuun means "silence", and a sukuun indicates the absence of a vowel following the 
consonant it is written on. So far, you have learned to use fatHa, Damma, and kasra 
over consonants to indicate short vowels, or  I  ,  9  , and  L5  to indicate long vowels. 
Consonants that are not followed by a vowel have been left "blank," such as*L4.6,4Afa 
tathbiit, in which no vowel occurs between th and b: tath-bilt. In fully vowelled texts, 
the absence of a vowel is marked so that all consonants have at least one marking. If 
no vowel follows the consonant, like th in tathbiit, a sukuun is written to indicate that 
the syllable ends there. After a medial sukuun, a new syllable begins, so a medial sukuun 
must be followed by a consonant. 

To see how sukuun works, listen to and study the words shown below in Arabic 
script and in transliteration broken down syllable by syllable. Note that every syllable 
that ends in a consonant takes a sukuun, indicating that there is no vowel and hence no 
new syllable. 

0  -0 

1. 	(taH - taj) 

.9 	.9  o 

3.  L....4.M2r.—)  (taH — "JU — hU) . 	• 
0  - 

5.v  (baH - thii) 

0 

	

2. 	.L7 04...4...)  (takh - tii) 
0  5 

	

4. 	 (tuth — bi - tii) 

Listening Exercise 4. Reading sukuun (At home) 

Listen to the words you studied above and practice reading them by syllable. 

Writing 

0 

Like the short vowel symbols, the sukuun is rarely used in unvowelled or partially 
vowelled texts. When it is written, it appears as a small open circle above a letter not 
followed by a vowel. In writing sukuun, make sure to draw a closed circle and not 
a Damma or a dot. Practice writing sukuun in the words C Aprj  (below),  •• °  (you 
repented), and •  "  (my luck): • 
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waaw 

In unit 2 you learned that the letter  3  represents the long vowel sound uu. It also has 
a second function related to the first one: When preceded or followed by a long, or short 
vowel, this letter is pronounced was in well, or as in the name of the letter:  313  waaw. 
To see how these two sounds are related, pronounce oo and hold it 0000000000 then 
go right into a. You will hear a w sound connecting the two vowels. At the beginning 
of a word,  3  will always be pronounced w because Arabic words cannot begin with a 
vowel. Remember: any vowel, short or long, preceding or following  3  turns it into a 
consonant. 

Listening Exercise 5. Pronouncing 9 (At home) 

Listen to and repeat the words containing consonant  3. 

1. w9 2. LAP'  13  3. y19-:?. 4. _h.?: 	5. 431-4 

The letter  3  also represents the 
word  3  and, as in ana wa anta 
(formal), you and I. 
You know that English w can occur 
with vowels in diphthongs, such 
as ow in grow. Similarly, Arabic 
3  combines with fatHa to form 
the diphthong  3- (3  preceded by 
a fatHa). In spoken Arabic this 
combination makes a sound similar 
to ow in grow. The sound of this 
diphthong in formal Arabic has no 

exact equivalent in English but falls somewhere in between owin grow and owin now. 
Listen to the examples and practice saying this sound aloud. 
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Listening Exercise 6. Hearing and pronouncing 	(At home) 
0 , 

Listen to the sound of the diphthong  3-  in these words and repeat: 
o

0 	

o 	,  o 	 i o 

1. 	 2.  t93 	3. r.). .3.3 	4.  t...9.0" 	5.  03-p- 

In fully vowelled texts this diphthong is indicated with fatHa on the letter preceding 
3  and sukuun on  3  , as you see in the words in Listening Exercise 6. In unvowelled 
texts the fatHa, or the sukuun, or both, may be omitted. Thus the following are all 
possible ways of writing the word (peach): 

• 	• 	0 	• 	• 	o 

The sukuun alone (without fatHa on the previous letter) can indicate a diphthong 
because sukuun only occurs on consonants, so if you see  .9'  , you know that the  3  is 
functioning as a consonant and that a fatHa precedes it. 

Drill 7. Dictation (At home) 

Using the video, write below the words you hear, including all vowels. Watch and 
listen as many times as necessary. 

1.  	2. 

3.  	4.  	  
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When  L$  is preceded by a fatHa and followed by 
sukuun, it forms a diphthong that is pronounced like 
ay as in say (it has a deeper sound following emphatic 
consonants). The sukuun alone may be written on  VC' 
to indicate this diphthong, or the fatHa may be used,  or 
both sukuun and fatHa. Thus there are three different 
ways of vocalizing the word  CA.!  (house): 

••  • 

4*  • 
° 

5 
0 

2. 4.  .L...A.41--) 
4  0  

1.  L.4.4...," 3. L...64—P• .  ..  • 

0 

3 4 	  

Unit 3 

yaa 

Like long vowel  9  , long vowel  $  also functions as a consonant at the beginning 
of a word and whenever preceded  by  or followed by a vowel: it is pronounced like, in 

yes. Say eeeeee and go right into a and you will hear yourself say yaa. 

Listening Exercise 7. Pronouncing L5 (At home) 

Listen to words containing the consonant  a  and repeat. 
•• 

.• 	 4 
1. 	 2.  ‘...1%—A—.; 	3. ‘,....)3-A—P• 	4. 	 5. L..)3j....; 

Listening Exercise 8. Hearing and pronouncing (At home) 

Listen to the sound of the diphthong  —A—  and repeat. 

Drill 8. Dictation (At home) 

Watch and listen to the video and write below the words you hear, including all 
vowels and sukuun. Watch as many times as necessary. 

1.  	2 	  



HH1:  3 

Drill 9. Reading aloud (At-home preparation; 
in-class activation) 

Read each of the following words aloud. Then, check your pronunciation by 
listening to the audio. 

! 
 .15 (.4.4.," (. -11-14-Virj. • 	 • " •  .8  

- 
L.) L...7"  .16 	 V7  '9 

0
♦  - 

A ?.   

.2 

	

LAM.)  .17 	 (.7.,•.9-t-3  .10 
♦ • 

. 	0 - 

	

C.A..A.,".  .  . 18 	 C.....A.,r.)  .11 

y1.9..?" .19 1..1  .12 

	

‘....)4 15.-,'  .20 	 k....) .9..4.: !  .13 

‘...43.2•3  .14 • 

Drill 10. Letter connection (At home) 

Connect the following letters to form words. Then listen to the words and write in 
the short vowels where you hear them: 

=C.)*  +u+I-Fz.i 

	 =y + t. 1- t .2 

	  = Ls+u+I+ + Z.*)  .4  

	  =  + + 3 + u+ +  . 5 

	  = 	+ C.)* +u+ + + t  . 6 

	  =  6+3+ 	y  . 7 
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	  =  C.)+I+u+t+1+3.8 

	  = 	+ 3 + 	+ L..)  .9 

	  =  u+ + ‘,5 + z 

Drill 11. Dictation (At home) 

Watch the video and write below the words you hear, including all vowels. Watch 
and listen as many times as necessary. 

1. 	 2  	3 

4. 	 5. 	 6. 

immuummiorTi: 



Vocabulary and Conversation: 
Greeting People 

Studying and Activating Vocabulary 

In a few short weeks you will have mastered the Arabic alphabet and sound system. 
Learning vocabulary, on the other hand, is a process that takes much longer. Ultimately, 
your fluency in Arabic will depend more than anything else on the range and accuracy 
of your vocabulary. As the vocabulary lists accumulate, you will need to develop good 
strategies for active vocabulary acquisition. By "active" we mean that you have not 
really learned a word unless you can produce it as well as understand it in context. 

The drills and exercises in this book that you do at home and in class are meant 
to help you in the process of activating vocabulary and to show you various strategies 
and activities that may be useful for you to do on your own. Studying or reviewing 
vocabulary should be part of your daily life, and it does not need to be done at a desk. 
We believe that the most efficient strategies for learning vocabulary are those that 
combine mechanical and creative activities in multiple modes. Notice, for example, 
that staring at the vocabulary chart is much less productive than reading, listening, and 
repeating the words aloud. Another good practice is to write the word five to ten times 
(in Arabic script as much as you can) and to pronounce words simultaneously. 

The creative part of vocabulary work comes in the form of your own production, 
both speaking and writing. You will remember best the words that you "own," that 
have become part of your world. For every word you learn, think about what you 
can say with it that relates to your life. You talk with your classmates in class; at home 
you can talk to yourself, or the cat, the dog, or even the goldfish. Write to a real or 
imaginary person, to your classmate or teacher, or just to yourself. The important thing 
is that you create with the words you are learning. It does not matter if what you say 
is not entirely correct—accuracy will develop over time, and you will learn to monitor 
and correct yourself. 

One final point to keep in mind is that you will not be able to express everything 
that you want to right now Resist the temptation to ask for or look up extra new words, 
because this actually slows down your progression to fluency. It is important at this 
level to focus more on what you can say than what you want to say, and to try to say 
as much as you possibly can with words that you know now 
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New Vocabulary (At home) 

Listen to and learn the words in the vocabulary chart. You will find the masculine 
and feminine forms of "How are you?" separated by a slash, with the ending -ak 
indicating the masculine gender and indicating the feminine gender. From now 
on, masculine and feminine forms of nouns and adjectives will be listed together, 
separated by a slash, with the masculine form preceding the feminine form. 

Meaning maSri shaami Formal /written 

and .9 .9 :9 

veil, head 
covering 

Y I-?'"" Yl‘;" . 
  

L.)66,- 

house C....-! C*..., C44-i 

street tJU  
shaari

c t- Igl  
shaar

ic 
shaari

c 	tti'z' 

homework t......,-13 • : 2-6-...-69 
waZiife 

L.,...,-13 • : 

news ji.:;.1 
akhbaar 

ittg akhbaar JI-:-;1  akhbaar 

book YUS 
kitaab 

YUS 
ktaab 

YI-7-5  
kitaab 

my (male) 
dear, darling 

.‘.7•-.4.-•-' °••-• (...rtt1-' 

my (female) 
dear, darling 

y;-:-.:-:-' ...C7 4̀': ...L.r .  

morning! 
Good s CLI,; 

SabaaH it-kheer 

:141 ti.:..i,  

SabaaH it-kheer 

a) 41  tl-:.s; 
SabaaH al-khayr 

(response 
to) Good 
morning! 

JP' tL. JP' ti t'211  J93JI Z. 1-di7 

 SabaaH an-nuur SabaaH in-nuur SabaaH in-nuur 

signal that 
you are 
addressing 
someone 
directly 

... 	I'. — Is. — 1-)  .. 
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Meaning maSri shaami Formal /written 

How? c L.S3 1  izzayy? 	• .. 	- kiif? SAS - kayfa? 	s C..& 

How are 
you? (masc./ 
fem.) 

‘!..1..61 

izzayyak/-ik? kiifak/-ik? 

lellS I16.11 a:5 

kayfa al-Haal? 

(response 
to) How are 
you? 

cLb la..;11 

it-Hamdu lillaah il-Hamdilla 

4) J.,,,.;:11 4C1J 14.;11 
al-Hamdu lillaah 

great, fine 

tamaam tamaam 

flal jayyid 	.L.';- ... 
jayyida 	&LI.; ... 

OK 
maashi 	O 1.°  maashi 

Lo 
 

this (masc.) Io 

da 

haada 

hayda 

JAca 

I,..L4s1 

13,ib 

haadhaa 

this (fern.) L.5,) 

di 

haadi 

haydi 

, ‘,5A(12. 

6 .icb 

. 	s 

°Jab _ - 

haadhihi 

good (masc.) 

good (fern.) 

kuwayyis 	0°).55 

kuwayyisa 	a.„,;" ;,c ....7- 

mniiH 

mniiHa 3,6420 

ts1•3  
bi-khayr (reply 	 - 

to kayfa al-Haal?) 

(am/are/is) 
not 

A-!' 
mish muu 

34  t..;':'?1  
laysa 

- 	 - 

The words  LIt4.4-,'"  and  (.7.4t4.AP",... 	can be used with anyone you love, including 
children, parents, and close friends. 

0  Drill 12.  Vocabulary matching  (At home) 

This exercise is found at www.alkitaabtextbook.com  only. Listen to the vocabulary 
words and match them to the corresponding picture. 
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Hill! 3 

Drill 13. Vocabulary practice (At-home preparation; in-class activation) 

Ask your classmates questions with new and old vocabulary and answer their 
questions. Greet them first, introduce yourself if you have not worked with them 
before, and ask them how they are. Remember to think about the gender of the person 
you are talking to. Questions you can ask include: 

Where is your house? 
Where is your book? 
Where is your homework? 
What is your news? 

When you have gotten all the information you can from the first person, find a new 
partner and repeat. 

Drill 14. Listen and interact (At home) 

Listen to the scene on the audio where you encounter someone you know who will 
initiate a conversation with you. Reply out loud, greet him or her, and respond to the 
person's questions using as much Arabic as you can. 

Drill 15. Scene 3A: izzay Hadritik?/kiifik? and 
Scene 3B: SabaaH 1-Kheer (At-home preparation; in-class activation) 

Watch scenes 3A and 3B in these steps: 

1. First listen: What are the two people doing? Do they know each other? How do 
you know? 

2. Second listen: What words and expressions do you hear this time? 
3. Third listen: Before listening a third time, prepare your questions. 

What parts of the exchange do you want to understand more of? 
What do you think is happening in that section? 
Based on this hypothesis, what words and expressions do you expect to hear? 
Write down what you think was said. 

4. In class, discuss the scenes with your classmates and go over any questions. 
Listen once more to prepare for activation, then have a "reception" in which you 
arrive one by one and mingle, greet and ask about each other. al2lan! 
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Unil 3 

Culture: Expressions SabaaH il-khayr!and al-Hamdu li-llaah! 

In Arab culture it is considered rude not to say good morning, good evening, or hello 
to people you know, even casually, the first time you see them each day. Handshaking is 
not usually a daily practice but is used whenever one wants to convey a warm greeting, 
no matter what the reason. Same-gender kissing on the cheeks (once on each cheek 
in most places, but local practices vary) is another greeting practice you will see and 
experience, especially in the context of welcoming someone. It is a sign of warmth, 
welcome, and respect within the parameters of the extended family and in circles of 
good friends. Close friends of the same gender kiss each other on the cheeks if they 
have not seen each other for a while, or if one has returned from a trip, or on any 
special occasion where extra warmth is warranted. 

Literally Praise Be to God, Thank God, al-Hamdu li-llaah is one of the most widely 
used phrases in Arabic by people of all religious backgrounds. Its most common uses 
are (a) in response to How are you? whether or not one is well, because God is to be 
thanked at all times; (b) upon finishing a meal, to signal that one has had enough, and 
(c) upon successfully completing a task or learning of a positive outcome. 

EXIT 
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Unit  4 

Letters and Sounds: Part One 
In this unit you will learn about the second function of alit and the next four con-

sonants in the alphabet. All of these consonants are nonconnectors, that is, they do 
not connect to a following letter. You will also learn how to say and write the numerals 
0-10, and practice introducing people to others. 

hamza 

In unit 3 you learned that  3  and  l5  sometimes function as consonants, representing 
the sounds w and y. They function this way whenever they are at the beginning of a 
word, as in the words  L.A.T19  and  Li  . You have also learned several words that begin 
with vowel sounds, such as ism and akhbaar. But you also know that a short vowel 
cannot be written on its own, it must be written on a consonant. To write ism, we 
cannot use  S  because that would result in a ysound: yism. This problem is solved with 
a consonant called hamza. 

Hamza is not a vowel but rather, like other consonants, it is a carrier of vowel 
sounds. It is a sound you make in English all the time—every time you say a word 
that begins with a vowel, in fact—but you do not recognize it as a consonant because 
English has no letter for it. In linguistic terminology, this sound is called a glottal stop. 
Say uh-oh several times and pay attention to the sound you make in between the two 
syllables. You make the same sound when you pronounce any word that begins with 
a vowel, such as our, K it, I, on, up. Say these words out loud and pay attention to the 
"catch" in your throat as you pronounce the first vowel. This sound is not written in 
English, which treats these words as if they began with a vowel. In Arabic, however, 
this sound is considered to be a consonant. Remember: in Arabic, no word or syllable 
begins with a vowel. What sounds to English speakers like an Arabic word that begins 
with a vowel is actually a word that begins with hamza. 

For historic reasons that involve Qur'anic spelling, hamza has no place of its own in 
the alphabet. Tradition holds that the dialect of Mecca, which the Prophet Muhammed 
spoke, did not have this sound, therefore it was not written when the Qur'an was first 
recorded in script. The symbol for the hamza was developed, along with the short 
vowel markings, at a later date. This is why hamza has several different "spellings," 
depending on its position in the word and the vowel sounds surrounding it. 

In this unit you will learn two common spellings,  1  and  G.  We will present the other 
spellings in unit 8. In most transliteration systems, including ours, hamza is represented 
by an apostrophe: '. 



1. ‘...$  I 2. ‘...4.J1 
••■ 

tl 	4. C.)15.3•1 	5. 6L3I 3. 
.5 

Unit 4 

When a word begins with hamza, it is always written on an alif "seat." In everyday 
print and handwriting, initial hamza is usually written on topof the alif thaccarries" 
or represents it. Thus, initial hamza may appear as  I  or as  I  . The combination  I  is called 
alif-hamza. Remember: Alif at the beginning of a word is always a seat for hamza, 
never a long vowel. Since hamza is a consonant, it takes a vowel or sukuun. You will 
see and hear examples of alif-hamza with fatHa in Listening Exercise 1. 

Listening Exercise 1. Listening to and pronouncing hamza (At home) 

Practice  sayings  by listening to and repeating the words. 

I. 	 2. L.1 	3. 	4. 
LtIoL)4 	

5' 0414 

Drill 1. Recognizing hamza (At home) 

Listen to the audio to hear a selection of twelve words. For each, select Yes if you 
hear hamza and select No if you do not. Remember to listen at the beginning and end 
of the word as well as in the middle. 

Yes No 2. Yes No 3. Yes No 4. Yes No 

Yes No 6. Yes No 7. Yes No 8. Yes No 

Yes No 10. Yes No 11. Yes No 12. Yes No 

Listening Exercise 2. Listening to initial hamza with fatHa (At home) 

Listen to initial hamza with fatHa  I  in these words and read along with the audio. 

1. 

5. 
9. 

At the beginning of a word, hamza is represented by alif, either  I  or  I  . However, 
the vowel sound this alif-hamza represents may be any of the short vowels: fatHa, 
Damma, or kasra. The words in Listening Exercise 2 all begin with hamza followed by 
the vowel fatHa. In other cases, the other short vowels may appear in this position; that 
is,  1  serves as a seat for Damma and kasra as well as for fatHa. When the initial vowel 
is kasra, the hamza is often written underneath the alif, as in:  C.$1.4.31  . Remember: • 
While  I  can carry the kasra, hamza underneath the alif  I  always indicates a kasra vowel. 
Listen to examples of Damma and kasra on alif-ham.-za in Listening Exercise 3 and 
read along. 
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Listening Exercise 3. Initial hamza with Damma and kasra (At home) 

Listen to initial hamza with vowels Damma and kasra and repeat. 
a o s 

I. 	 2. Cd...3'1 

In fully vocalized texts the short vowel will be marked. In unvocalized texts you 
will see only the consonant skeleton. Here, as elsewhere, to read an unvocalized 
word correctly, you need to know it, or make an educated guess based on knowledge 
of Arabic word patterns (this will become clear later on). Learn to associate the 

o • 
4. Z)../•1 

pronunciation of each new vocabulary 
item with its consonant frame the same 
way you associate certain pronunciations 
in English with certain spellings (think of 
neighborand weigh, taughtand caught). In 
your native language you read by word, not 
by syllable, and it is important to develop 
this same skill in Arabic. 

c)  Writing 

The actual shape of the hamza, shown above, is a small "c" shape that continues 
into a line on the bottom. Watch Professor El-Shinnawi write the hamza, first on the 
line and then on alif, and practice with him. At the beginning of a word it is always 
written on alif (where the hamza itself is sometimes omitted in unvowelled texts, 
leaving the alif to represent it). When hamza occurs in the middle of a word, it may 
be written on a seat that has the shape of any of the long vowels:  ,  9,  or (you will 
learn more about these spellings of hamza in unit 8). When hamza occurs after a long 
vowel at the end of a word, it is written on the line, without a seat, in which case it is a 
bit larger in size. Copy and practice the shape of independent hamza: 
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Listening Exercise 4. Final hamza (At home) 

The names of many letters of the alphabet end in hamza. Listen to and repeat the 
names of letters you have learned. 

1. OU 	2. OU 
	

3. OW 	4. at,' 	5.01..7 

Practice writing and pronouncing final hamza by copying the names of these letters: 

/1: 	st.;   

a • i  
Practice writing initial hamza on alif by copying  t I  (brother), 	(sister), and 
1.4.:;. j  (/roof): 

• 



4 

Drill 2. Dictation (At home) 

Watch and listen to the video, and write below the words you hear, including all 
vowels. Watch and listen as many times as necessary. 

1 
	

2.  	3. 	  

4. 5.  	6.  	  

Drill 3. Distinguishing initial hamza, 3, and (At home) 

Listen to the audio to hear six words that begin with hamza followed by a vowel, 
or with one of the consonants  3  or . Select the letter that represents the sound you 
hear. 

1. 	 3 	LS 
	

2. 	 3 

3. 	 3 
	

4. 	 3 

5. 3 
	

6. 	 3 
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MO Arabic Numerals and Numbers 
Two related sets of numerals, shown in the chart, are used in the Arab world. 

The second column from the left, "Arabic-Indic Numerals," contains the set that was 
developed first, in the eastern part of the Arab world. The numerals in the leftmost 
column were developed in North Africa and were introduced into Europe from Islamic 
Spain in the Middle Ages—hence our name for them, Arabic numerals. The use of 
these numerals has recently been spreading across the eastern Arab world through 
print media and other technologies. Arab and Muslim mathematicians adopted their 
numerals from India and expanded on earlier Hindu and Greek contributions to 
develop algebra and other branches of higher mathematics. 

Numbers 0-10 (At home) 

Listen to and learn the Arabic names for these numerals: 

Arabic 
Numerals 

Arabic-Indic 
Numerals 

maSri shaami Formal / 

written 

0 Sifr 	1°s° 
ziiru 	3);1.3 

)6° 
Sifar 

-)124°.  
Sifr 

1 1 ,.1..".19 
waaHid 

4-71-9 
waaHid 

..1.."-13 

waaHid 

2 r J.,.-'31  
itneen 

&%-*1  
tneen 

ci-iji_ 
ithnayn 

3 r icAti 
talaata 

&At:).  
tlaate 

irflO 
thalaatha 

4 i .432-1) 1  
arba Ca 

g*J1  
arb ca 

ii3z.Y1 
arba C a 

5 0 
khamsa khamsa khamse 

6 1 
sitta 

3.4.4 . 
sate sitta 

7 V iiszt...', 
sab'a 

il.a.:;., 
sabca 

4.3z..;., 
sab Ca 

8 A 19.1-i 
tamanya 

al l6.3 
tmaane 

a:':' 1-i 
thamaaniya 

9 9 ilsz.zi 
tisca 	- 

ax...41 
tisca 	- 

4si.,:,3 
tisca 

10 I, o 
cashara 

it.f.t..c  
cashra 

. 	1 - ozs. 
cashara 
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Writing 

Watch Professor El-Shinnawi write the numbers 0-10. Notice that he writes zero 
as a dot, and pay attention to the way he writes the numerals 2 and 3. The handwritten 
shapes of these two numerals look different than their print forms, and it is important 
to learn the different shapes so that you do not misunderstand, or be misunderstood. 
In print,  r  and  r  appear in these shapes. In handwriting, however, they take on slightly 
different forms, in which the handwritten 3 resembles a printed 2, except that its "dip" 
is much deeper. Following Ustaaz El-Shinnawi and the examples below, practice writing 
these two numerals: 

You can see that the numeral  r  in print closely resembles the numeral  r  when 
written by hand, except that the hook at the top of handwritten  r  is usually deeper. 
To avoid confusion, always write these numerals as shown in the handwritten example 
above, and when reading, remember to differentiate between printed and handwritten 
forms. 

1.  9 AV "lo 	c   

Writing Numbers Greater than 9 

Numbers in Arabic are not written from right to left but rather from left to right, just 
like numbers in English. The reason for this is that Arabic numbers were traditionally 
read from right to left in the same direction they are written: ones, then tens, then 
hundreds, and so on. Only recently have larger numbers (hundreds and above) come 
to be read before ones and tens. 

Compare the following English and Arabic equivalents of various numbers. Note 
that Arabic uses a comma rather than a period for the decimal point, and does not 
normally mark commas in large numbers or hyphens in telephone numbers: 

r,o•  =  2.50 

Oli•AiS  =  569-0894 

rro  =  325 

•VAi  =  10,789 

1100  =  1955 
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Now practice writing large numbers by writing out your telephone number, left to right: 

and your birth date: first day, then month, then year, separated by hyphens or slashes: 



■ 1[11'  4 

Vocabulary and Conversation: 

Introductions 

New Vocabulary 1 (At home) 

In this vocabulary section you will find masculine and feminine nouns referring to 
people. How do they differ? In Arabic, nouns referring to human beings reflect the 
natural gender of the person. All other nouns are either masculine or feminine, which 
means there is no ungendered word for itin Arabic, and the words huwa  (huwwa,  huwwe) 
or  hiya (hiyya,  hiyye) refer to both human and nonhuman nouns. Remember that you will 
see words whose letters you know only in Arabic script, without transliteration. You 
should put this into practice too: From now on, stop using transliteration for all the 
words whose letters you know. Listen to and learn these expressions. 

Meaning maSri shaami Format /written 

please come 
in, go ahead 
(to a male) 

itfaDDal 
Lil•il 

 tfaDDal 
- JsLu' I.-.  

tafaDDal 

please come 
in, go ahead 
(to a female) 

itfaDDali 
LIC41-1- 

tfaDDli 

vlaio,., - 

tafaDDalii 

please come 
in, go ahead 
(plural) 

itfaDDalu 
1.9L__1 

tfaDDlu 
Igislki 13.11i3 

tafaDDaluu 

my (male) 
friend; my 
boyfriend 

SaHbi 
y.t.vis,c) SaaHbi 

rfii'i 

‘7t-' I-4° 
-..• .. 	j  

Ida 
SaaHibii 

my (female) 
friend ;  my 
girlfriend 

SaHbiti  
C.„.z.....,4.4o SaaHibti

rfii'ti 

lsa 
L.7.4-!..?"  La  

aS aHibatii 
Lia. .4.-9-) 

he/it (masc.) 
huwwa 

9' 
huwwe 

341  
-9 
.94ti 

huwa 

she/it (fern.) 

hiyya 
kg's  

hiyye 
VI' cr? 

hiya 
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Meaning maSri shaami Formal /written  

his 

his name 

-u 

ismu 

6.9. - 

4.901 

-o 

ismo 

41- 

41,41 

-hu 

ismuhu 

9 
4- - 

9, 	, 
4.4....0 I 

her / hers 

her name 

-ha 

ismaha 

(4_  - 

44.41 

-a 

isma 

1_ - 

44.44 1 

-ha 

ismuha 
1 

 

Lef-  - 
LerL, 

student 
(male) Taalib 

‘...Jlb 
Taalib 

k...JU0 
Taalib 

L.JU0 

student 
(female) Taaliba 

Lill, 
Taalbe 

3.41.6 
Taaliba 

iL.Ilb 

professor, 
teacher (male) ustaaz 

t 
SL,01 

istaaz 
SL,,) 

ustaadh 

t 
S LI I 

professor, 
teacher 
(female) 

ustaaza 

I 
&SU...01 

istaaze 
8,SL..01 

ustaadha 

t 
CiSLz...,1 

the university 
of... gam c it ... 

i't..a.0 I..,- 
jaam c it ... 

Zito 1-?- 
jaami cat ... 

ii.32.0 LT 

(-)  Drill 4. Scene 4A: izayyak?/kiifak? and 
Scene 4B: al-Hamdu Lillah/1-Harndilla 
(At-home preparation; in-class activation) 

After you have studied the expressions in New Vocabulary 1, watch scenes 4A and 4B. 

1. First listen: What is the situation? Do these people know each other? What are they 
doing? 

2. Second listen: What new and old expressions do you recognize? 
3. Third listen: Before listening, focus your attention on the parts you want to 

understand better. What do you want to learn this time? 
4. In class: After discussing the scenes with your classmates and teacher, listen once 

more for final details and prepare to use what you have heard to introduce your 
classmates to each other. 
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Culture: Introducing Someone 

In English we often use the phrase this is to introduce people, as in This is my 
friend Tom, or This is my sister Dina. In Arabic, however, we usually avoid using this 
is to refer to people. To introduce someone, just say the person's name and her or his 
relationship to you, as you heard in scenes 4A and 4B. 

Drill 5. Vocabulary practice (At-home preparation; 
in-class activation) 

(A)Write five sentences about your friends using as much of the new vocabulary as you 
can. 
Example: SaHbi Cory Taalib fi gam3it Colorado. 
Remember to say the sentences out loud as you write them. 
(B)Using your new vocabulary and the expressions you heard in scenes 4A and 4B, 
prepare to introduce your classmates to each other. Rehearse before class so you are 
ready to speak and interact during class. 

761simunin 



.),9 	.r 
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Unit 4 

111M Letters and Sounds: Part Two 

daal 

This consonant is pronounced like a clear, frontal d in English, as in the word 
deep (not like the d sound in puddle). Pay particular attention to your pronunciation 
of medial and final J , which should retain the same frontal position, and to the 
surrounding vowel sounds, which should be frontal in quality (like e in bet). 

Listening Exercise 5. Recognizing and pronouncing J (At home) 

Listen to and read aloud the words containing J. 

Writing 

otm Am 1) 	1) 

Like alif, the letter J does not connect to any letter that follows it. Watch Ustaaz 
El-Shinnawi and imitate the shape he draws. To write initial J, begin well above the 
line and slant down as shown below. Just before reaching the line, angle sharply and 
finish along the line. In handwriting, the exact shape and slant of this letter vary slightly 
according to individual style, but it is important to keep the angle of the body of this 
letter less than 90 degrees and to keep it above the line. Copy the examples: 

To write J when it is connected to a previous letter in medial or final position, be-
gin from the connecting segment, draw the top half of the letter from the line up, then 
trace your line back down, make a sharp angle as before, and finish. When connected 
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from the previous letter, the top half of the angle tends to have a slightly different 
shape because of the connecting segment. Copy: 

Now practice by copying the words 	(chicken) and  Jv a—..;  (new): 

  

N   

   

• 
dhaal 

In unit 1 you learned to distinguish between the sound th in three:  represented in 
Arabic by the letter  V  , and the sound th in the word other. The letter  J  represents the 
other sound (pun intended; remember it this way!). Practice hearing and pronouncing 
this distinction in Listening Exercise 6 and Drill 7. 
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Listening Exercise 6. Reading and pronouncing j (At home) 

Listen to words containing  J  and read aloud. 

CASs 

j11;" .0 

Drill 6. Pronouncing V and S (At home) 

Read the following words aloud with the audio, paying particular attention to the 
pronunciation of  .L..)  and  S. 

Drill 7. Distinguishing between V and S (At home) 

Listen to the audio to hear the twelve words that follow each containing either  S  or 
V.  Select the letter that corresponds to the sound you hear in each word. 

1. 

5. 

9. 

2.  6 S 
6. J 

10.  6 

3. 

7. 

11. 

Writing 

The letter  S  is written just like  J,  except that it takes a single dot above. Like  J,  it 
does not connect to a following letter, and so has only two forms, initial/independent 
and medial/final. Watch Ustaaz El-Shinnawi write this letter in its connected and 

5 
unconnected forms. Practice the initial/independent form by copying 

• 	• 
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. 
Practice writing the medial/final form by copying 	(take!): 

-9 ®. 

Now copy and read aloud these words: 
$ 0, 

(self) C.:JIS 	(it  melts)  L.)3 	( I took) C....)wl..41 

5o, 0 fo, 
•••• • • 	 • • 	 , 	 . r 

Drill 8. Reviewing the difference between V and S (At home) 

Listen to the audio to hear words containing either  6  or  S  and select which letter 
corresponds to the sound you hear in each word. 

. r 	Lj3  	.‘ 

.Lr!"9 	
k.,) 	 .€ 

$ 
.A  	I  	1.v 
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raa 

This is the name of the Arabic r. 
It is a flap, like the Spanish or Italian 
r. You already know how to make this 
sound: it is the sound American English 
speakers make when they say gotta as in 
gottago. Say gotta several times in a row 
very quickly and pay attention to what 
your tongue is doing. You should feel it 
flapping against the roof of your mouth 
behind your teeth. Now pronounce the 
sound alone. Another good exercise is 
to practice making a whirring sound: rrrrrrrrrr. Practice these exercises daily until you 
have mastered this sound, and go back to the alphabet chart in the Introduction to 
watch it being pronounced. 

Listening Exercise 7. Pronouncing j (At home) 

Listen to and read aloud words containing  j.  Note that  j  often deepens the quality 
of alif and fatHa so that they sound like a in father. 

c)  Writing 

This letter is a nonconnector and is written almost entirely below the line. Watch 
Ustaaz El-Shinnawi and copy his example. You will see that the exact angle and shape 
of the  j  vary somewhat in handwriting and print styles, but it is distinguished from  J 
by its wide angle and its long body that rests below the line (as opposed to the sharp 
angle of  J  , which rests on top of the line). To write initial  j  , begin on the line and 
curve downwards below it. Imitate the shape in the example: 

J 	 
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To write  j—  connected from a previous letter, 
start from the connecting segment on the line, 
then curve down. Do not go upwards above the 
line to make a "tooth" at the beginning but rather 
drop immediately down from the line. Copy: 

zaay 

This consonant corresponds to the English sound in z ebra. 

• 
Listening Exercise 8. Pronouncing j (At home) 

Listen to and read aloud words containing the sound  j. 
5 	 0  

	

ZL.?".3 .r 	L.J 	r 

	

.1 	 .o 
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Writing 

The letter  3  is a nonconnector and has the same shape as  j,  except that it takes 
one dot above. Watch and imitate Ustaaz El-Shinnawi write  3  in its connecting and 
nonconnecting forms. Practice writing initial/independent  3  by copying the word 

(husband): 

Copy  j.  in medial/final position in the word  j.:4L3.  (bread): 

0 	® 
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Drill 9. Letter connection (At home) 

Connect the letters to form words. Then listen to them and write in the short vowels 
you hear: 

=  z + + 3 + +I  .v 
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0  Drill 10. Dictation (At home) 

Using the video, write below the words you see and hear, including all vowels. 
Watch and listen as many times as necessary. 

	  1 

  

  

  

	  0 

	  1 

	  V 

	  A 

	  1 • 

Drill 11. Reading aloud (In class) 

(A) Read the following words aloud. 
(B) After you have read through the list, go back and review the list to look for pairs 
of words that share three consonants in the same order (they will be adjacent to or near 
each other). What are the shared consonants in each case? 

	

j_.:).).4-  .ro 	zL.?;)  .1v 

	

y13..,:1  .11 	ksi..?-  I  . ■ A 

	

)°?. .S  .14V 	u).;  . ■ 

	

C.).  15.;-1.r`1 	C......41  .1s1 	zt-?-3  .‘r 	k..,,9_.)..)  .o . 	3: 

	

J33:  .r • 	‘...)3.2-  .yr 	j.._.3-  .\ E. 	Jbil  .1 

	

4)199  .r ■ 	k.:.).9).".  .rr 	il.....;-1  .\(-.) 	.)..".v 

	

,),I,..!  .rr 	jiwt):  .YE 	j...?. :1;ci  .11 	C.,3* Is  .A 

11).33  .14A 
4  01  ''. 

•L's.3  .et ..)I 	.\ 

L„-;1  .1. 6L.v.ls  .1-' 

jlpgi  .11 ...L.t...9.3  .r 

oi.13  . ■ r .?).3  .E. 
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Vocabulary and Conversation: 
More Introductions 

New Vocabulary 2 (At home) 

Listen to and learn these words. For class, think about and be ready to talk about 
what you can say in Arabic, such as the things you have and the people you like. 

Meaning maSri shaami Format /written 

bread ‘A-.':c- c
eesh it'' 3s.-  

1 
'" 

chicken firaakh 	ti-,  t i"?. ')  Z I' S  

neighbor 
(male) 

.)L-?' .k it?' 

neighbor 
(female) 

V?' 
gaara 

6.) 1-?" 
jaara 

Bit?' 
jaara 

brother 
t /  t

/,s  
 t i  

sister C.:A.6-I 
I 

C.,...41 
i 

CA.4'1 

new (masc.) J.., ,.)../- 1$..).-T a.) a.;. 

new (fern.) gidiida 	
a ...w  ...7- 

- 	 - off`' ,`'jdiide 	6J. --  jad ii da 	6  .Y. wL?" 

Good 
evening! 

11..Q1 01,...,3 
misaa' it-kheer 

/ .3J1 1.,..c. 
masa l-kheer 

1 ;JI ol..,j3 

masaa' al-khayr 
(response 
to) Good 
evening! 

J5111 0 LA 

misaa' in-nuur 

jg.:11 L4.0 

masa n-nuur 

j3.1.11 0 Lo....; 
masaa' an-nuur 

I have candi - S`"  c andi 
c indi 	

ks J.10 

I don't have 
 ' '""- 	La  ma 	andiish 

	

c 	
6.1'5' 

	

laysa 	i
.
ndi 6  •• 6  maa candi 

question L11.0  su'aal kilil,  su'aal su'aal 	J14.:4 

I love ,.) 1 

love 
..:.,,a., you (masc.)  

'‘:...., 6'.) 
, 

‘...,m3 . 	_ • - • - 
you (fem.)
love '  c..71" 71 .1.1;?%3  

tuHibbiin 

telephone 
number 

c.).9.6-:1  .6.)-e 
nimrit tilifuun 

.9414-6. .6.te 
nimrit tilifuun 

‘).9.6-.-Y f93 
raqm tilifuun 
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Unit  4 

Drill 12. Vocabulary activation (At home) 
Write as many sentences as it takes for you to use all the new vocabulary from New 

Vocabulary 2. 

Drill 13. Dialing the telephone (At home) 
This exercise is available on the companion web site only. Complete it by following 

this scenario: You heard a contest on the radio to "call in and win." The telephone 
numbers will be announced by digit. "Dial" these numbers by clicking each one on 
your screen. If you dial correctly, the phone will start ringing! 

Drill 14. Exchanging telephone numbers. (At-home preparation; 
in-class activation) 

Prepare for this activity by memorizing your telephone number in Arabic numerals. 
In class, get the names and phone numbers of your classmates—in Arabic—and write 
them in your notebook. 

Drill 15. Vocabulary matching (At home) 
This exercise is available on the companion website only. Practice recognizing new 

vocabulary in context by matching the phrases you hear with the pictures shown on the 
screen. 

Drill 16. Vocabulary practice (In class) 
With a partner, use new and old vocabulary and your imagination to talk about this 

picture: 
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Unit 4 

G0  Drill 17. Listen and interact (At home) 

Listening to the audio for this exercise, you will hear someone who you do not 
know very well initiate a conversation with you. Find out more about each other using 
as much Arabic as you can. 

0  Drill 18. Scene 4C: tasharrafna / tsharrafna (At-home preparation; 
in-class activation) 

After you have studied the vocabulary and expressions in New Vocabulary 2, watch 
scene 4C. 
1. First listen: What is the situation? Who are the people in this scene? 
2. Second listen: How does this situation differ from the last scenes you watched? 

What new and old expressions do you recognize? 
3. Third listen: Before listening, focus your attention on the parts you want to under 

stand better. What do you want to learn this time? 
4. In class: After discussing the scenes with your classmates and teacher, listen again 

for final details and prepare to use what you have heard. In groups of three, think 
of a formal introduction situation and practice what you would say. 
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Unit  4 

Culture: Forms of Address 

In addition to the polite "you" forms HaDritak  ( 1P)-412:')  and HaDritik 
(e.1-3 j•gil—P'),  titles are also used to address people politely. Some of the most common 
titles are: 

used to address or refer to medical 
and academic professionals 

   

duktuur 

duktuura 

        

 

used to address or refer to an 
educated person, white-collar 
employee, school teacher, etc. 

used in very formal situations 
and correspondence to refer to 
or introduce people who have no 
professional title 

     

ustaadh or ustaaz 

ustaadha or ustaaza 

sayyid 

sayyida 

        

 

used to address or refer to an older 
and/or married woman 

   

madaam 

        

 

used to address or refer to a young, 
unmarried woman 

   

aanisa 

These titles are traditionally followed by the person's first or full name (not by the 
last name alone). When used to address someone directly, these titles may be preceded 
by  1-)  : yaa duktuur George; yaa duktuura Zeinab; yaa ustaaz Muhammad; yaa aanisa 
Khadij a. 
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Unit Five 
In this unit: 

Doubled consonants with shadda L' 

Letters 0%, Jo (.)Zo 0.0 

Culture: Good-bye! 

Vocabulary and Conversation: Being Polite 

Uses of itfaDDal j..:11 

Roots 



Letters and Sounds: Part One 

shadda 

Shadda is a pronunciation marker whose function is to double the length of a 
consonant in pronunciation. This doubling also affects the meaning of words in 
Arabic. In English, we spell many words with doubled consonants, such as little and 
recommend, but we do not pronounce the t and m in these words that are doubled 
in length, and the spelling has no effect on the meaning of the word. (Doubling in 
English often indicates a difference in the pronunciaton of the previous vowel: if little 
were spelled with one t, we would pronounce it like title.) Remember: In Arabic, 
doubling changes both the pronunciation of the consonant on which it is written and 
the meaning of the word in which it occurs. Like other vocalization marks, shadda is 
usually omitted in unvowelled texts, except in rare cases where ambiguity might arise 
without it. 

Any medial or final consonant may be doubled, but the first consonant in a word is 
never doubled. The difference between a single consonant and a doubled one is length: 
A doubled consonant is pronounced and held for twice as long as a single one. This is 
easy  to do with fluid sounds like  j,t,  ,t,Z„ V  , and  j  . To double the 
sounds  4‘....)  ,  V  , and  J  , begin to say them and pause in the middle of pronouncing 
them for a second. Practice this along with the voice in Listening Exercise 1. Another 
key to hearing and pronouncing shadda is word stress. A syllable that has shadda at the 
end of it will always carry the stress or accent in the word. You will hear this contrast 
in the first pair of words in the next exercise. 

Listening Exercise 1. Hearing and pronouncing shadda (At home) 

The following pairs of words contrast consonants with and without shadda. Listen 
to the pairs of words and repeat them aloud several times until you can hear and 
pronounce the difference in each case. In each pair the shadda makes a difference in 
meaning. 

/ 	.r 
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Unit  5 

Drill 1. Identifying shadda (At home) 

Listen to the twelve words on the audio. For each, select Yes if you hear shadda and 
No if you do not. 

1. Yes No 2. Yes No 3. Yes No 4. Yes No 

5. Yes No 6. Yes No 7. Yes No 8. Yes No 

9. Yes No 10. Yes No 11. Yes No 12. Yes No 

Distinguishing between a consonant doubled with a shadda and a long vowel sound 
requires practice and repetition. Remember that  3  and  lS  can be both consonants and 
vowels. When these letters function as consonants, giving a wand ysound, respectively, 
they can take a shadda. You will hear examples of this in Listening Exercise 2. Practice 
making this distinction, and keep working on the pronunciation of both shadda and 
long vowels as you learn new vocabulary. 

Listening Exercise 2. Contrasting shadda and long vowels (At home) 

Listen to the following pairs of words. The first word has a long vowel and the 
second word has a shadda. Listen and repeat aloud until you can hear and say the 
difference. 

&;3- / 6 133  
-.- 	 - - 

* 	 r J3--?" J3 . • / 

.41p .o 	 / 040 1  •t 

Drill 2. Identifying shadda and long vowels (At home) 

Listen to the twelve words on the video. Each contain either shadda or a long 
vowel. Select the letter that represents the sound you hear. 

2. 

  

4. 

  

6. 

  

8. 
4.1 

 

1 0. 

  

   

12. 

  

3 
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Unit  5 

0  Writing 

Shadda is written like a tiny, rounded w on top of the consonant that it doubles. 
Watch Ustaaz El-Shinnawi write shadda and copy the shape he draws, then practice by 
copying the word  p.  (pi 1pimage): 

v3  / 	v) / 

Practice writing and pronouncing shadda in these words: 
9 

(I love)  L...4—..,-') 	1 
•   

9 	 9 
G s 

v.) 	 ...) 

t_....t.....1 	c_.A__., I 
. , 	 •  , 

Shadda never occurs on the first consonant in a word. When it occurs in the middle 
of a word, it is always followed by a vowel; thus, shadda and sukuun do not occur 
together on the same consonant.' When writing the vowels on shadda, remember that 
fatHa and Damma are always written above the shadda. When writing shadda + kasra, 
you have two options: (a) the kasra may be written in its normal position beneath the 
line, such that the shadda sits above and the kasra below the consonant, or (b) the kasra 
may be written just below the shadda above the consonant. 

`Formal Arabic has stricter rules about syllable and word formation than spoken Arabic, and three or more consonants in 
a row without a vowel are not allowed. Technically, words in formal Arabic do not end in sukuun but rather in grammatical 
suffixes with vowels, so, for example, the shadda at the end of the word1 does take a vowel in formal Arabic (this is why 
we do not write sukuun at the end of words). In spoken Arabic, many dialects do not have a rule against consonant clusters. 
In other dialects, like Egyptian, a short helping vowel breaks up consonant clusters—listen for this in the colloquial scenes. 
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Learn to recognize both forms and choose one to use. Copy the examples: 

Q  Drill 3. Dictation (At home) 

Using the video, write below the words you see and hear, including all vowels. 
Watch and listen as many times as necessary. 

	  r   .r   .\ 

	  .1   .o   € 

04 siin 

Siin (pronounced like English seen) is the name of the Arabic letter that corresponds 
to English s, as in the word seen itself. However, remember that English s is often 
pronounced as such as in easy and optimism, and in many plurals like dogs and 
bugs. Arabic  od,  on the other hand, always retains the soft ss sound. is is a frontal 
consonant, which means that surrounding vowels take a frontal quality, especially alif 
and fatHa, which sound like e in bet. 

INOMMIMPI  95  
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Unit  5 

Listening Exercise 3. Reading 0.0 (At home) 

Listen to and read aloud words containing  00. 

.0 	y)  14.413 .E 	C.J  1.4:40  .r 	j44.1  .r 	031-40  .1 

Writing 

0.4A. 	.4061. 	.040 	0•60 

0.4.0 is a connecting letter that is distinguished in print by its three "teeth." In 
handwriting, however,  0,0  is often written without its teeth, as a long straight line, 
although this varies according to regional practice or personal preference. In either 
case, it takes a tail when written in independent or in final position. Compare the 
printed and handwritten forms of the following: 

You will quickly become accustomed to reading  0.0  (with its teeth) in print. We 
suggest that you learn to handwrite it without the teeth so you get accustomed to 
reading it that way in handwriting, too. Watch Ustaaz El-Shinnawi write the forms of 
00  and imitate what he does. To write independent  0,0  , begin on the line and draw 
a very small hook, just enough to indicate the beginning of a letter. Continue into the 
long, flat body, then dip below the line into the tail, making sure that it comes all the 
way back up to the line in a full semicircle. Practice writing the word  odi 3  (lesson): 



Initial  0,4)  is written just like independent  0,40  but without the tail. The body of 
initial  ..w  merges into the connecting segment so that the two are indistinguishable, 
so make sure to lengthen the body of the letter. Practice writing initial  —4.4  in the word 

I  (black): 

/0 

When..0.0 is connected from a previous letter, the connecting segment and the body 
of the letter are indistinguishable and there is no hook on the beginning, so that 
the connecting segment and the letter together form a flat line like this: . The 
body of this toothless  —0.44—  must be long enough to distinguish it from a connecting 
segment. Remember: In handwriting, a flat line   represents  —Av.  , but 
in print, a flat line without teeth does not represent  —Au—  . Copy this connecting 
handwritten form in the word  La 1.40—,"  (arithmetic): 

ComiA 	•••■ -•-•••• 

/ 

Final  04)  is written with its tail, which must come all the way back up to the line 
(otherwise it might be mistaken for  j—).  Copy final  44  in the colloquial word  Le.) 
(that's all, enough): 



Unit 5 

Drill 4. Dictation (At home) 

Using the video, write below the words you see and hear, including all vowels and 
shadda. Watch and listen as many times as necessary. 

	  r 

shiin 

This letter corresponds to the sound sh in shoe. 

0  Listening Exercise 4. Hearing and pronouncing oir•  (At home) 

Listen to and read aloud these words containing  Jo*  . 

0.10 ,—/'  3 . 0 	.  ,:. 	4  -- 
.....  .E "L  .r 	

:.  - 	 . 

. 	.)-.4-4.  44-'  .r 	..). 
 : 

!.‘0  . ■ 

Writing 

•♦ 

0.404.■ 

The letter  0,40  is a connector, and its shapes match those of  040  , except that this 
letter takes three dots above. In handwriting,  of;)  is written without its teeth (like  00) 
and the three dots are connected in a caret, just like those of  V.  Watch Ustaaz El-
Shinnawi and imitate his writing. Practice initial  —tt  by copying  k.51.24•  (tea): 
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Vi 
4.........___•.■ 
	■No717-__ 

Copy medial and final 	in  0.t....4.44,—,-.  -  (grass): 

 

ts  n 

-0--7"-- 

 

 

Unit 5 

0  Drill 5. Dictation (At home) 

Using the accompanying video, write below the words you see and hear, including 
all vowels. Watch and listen as many times as necessary. 

	  r   r   1 



Unit  5 

Vocabulary and Conversation: 
Taking Leave 

New Vocabulary 1 (At home) 

Listen to and learn these words: 

Meaning maSri shaami Formal /written 

bus 
LYA-4-'  .3331  ‘)"-.!!939 1  c.).°-.93.9 1  

lesson 04JS 04JS 04-9 

tea 
‘51-4) ‘. S. LI  L.S Us 

young people; 
"guys" 
(including 
mixed 
gender) 

YI-4 YI-:2°.  ‘-.' 

good, 
kind-hearted 
(as adjective); 
OK, well... 
(as an 
interjection) 

Tayyib Tayyib Tayyib 

Tayyiba 	ii;.1.6 Tayyiba 	*ego Tayybe 	4;4,  

may I be 
excused? 
(what to say 
when you 
have to leave) 
(masc. / fem.) 

Can iznak 	d. ')S1 ,js,  
c 
 an iznik 	di: ?_S! 6s,  

can iznak 	dii,SI k:).c 

Can iznik 	k.s.4SI 6s,  

Can idhnika 	d.13S1 k:}G 

Can idhniki 	&SI 

class; 
classroom 

Ligai 
faSI. 

ai, 
Saff  

faSl 

Saff 

good-bye ii.o l.4tJ1 t..' .O 
ma ca s-salaama 

itia:&":JI .. :43 

ma ca s-salaame 

44&.1,11 -7.o. 

ma ca s-salaama 

(reply 
to) ma ca 
s-salaama 
(masc./fem.) 

dici:‘, 	4.1)1 

allah yisallim-ak/ -ik 

ac..L.4.) 4b I 

alla ysallm-ak/ -ik 
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Unit 5 

Drill 6. Scene 5A: tayyib itfaDDali/tfaDDali 
(At-home preparation; in-class activation) 

Before listening: In this scene you will see people meeting each other. What words do 
you expect to hear? 

1. First listen: Listen to and recognize familiar words and expressions. What do you 
recognize? Write down what you hear. 

2. Second listen: Before you listen again, think about particular parts or expressions 
to focus on. What do you want to check? Write down additional expressions you 
hear. 

3. Third listen: Focus on phrases more than on single words. Do you have any more 
questions about how things are being said? Think about them, then listen again and 
write down anything new 

4. In class: After you have discussed the scene with your classmates, listen with the 
purpose of preparing to use the expressions you heard yourself. Focus on how 
things are said and repeat them aloud to rehearse. 

Culture: Good-bye! 

Like saying hello, taking leave or saying good-bye has a set of patterned expressions. 
Polite behavior requires you to excuse yourself before leaving the company of 
someone by saying can Iznak or can Iznik, as you saw in scene 5A. The other person 
then says itfaDDal/i, followed by 
maca s-salaama. The person leaving 
waits for the other person to say 
mica s-salaama, and replies allaah 
yisallimaktik. 
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Unit  5 

Letters and Sounds: Part Two 

Saad 

This letter represents the emphatic counterpart of  00.  Pronounce  0.0  aloud, and 
note the position of your tongue: It should be toward the front of and close to the 
roof of the mouth. Now, starting at the back of your teeth, move your tongue back 
along the roof of your mouth. You will find a bony ridge just behind the teeth, before 
the upward curve of the roof of your mouth. Put your tongue against this ridge. The 
rest of your tongue will drop lower inside your mouth. The emphatic or velarized 
consonants in Arabic are pronounced by placing the end of your tongue in this spot 
and dropping the rest of the tongue as low as you can. 

Remember:  Lp  and other emphatic consonants deepen the sound of surrounding 
vowels, most noticeably alif and fatHa, which sound like u in but. Pay attention to the 
sound of all vowels near this emphatic letter, because the quality of the vowels gives 

the clearest indication of emphatic consonants. 

• Listening Exercise 5. Hearing and pronouncing kip (At home) 

Listen to and pronounce words with  uP,  paying particular attention to the 
surrounding vowels. Compare the fatHa in these words to the vowel in English but. 

.44;;Lp•  .0 	J.9-010 
	 .r 	j  l..LO  .r 	Asa  .\ 

• Listening Exercise 6. Hearing the difference between 0.0 and JO 
(At home) 

Listen to the contrast between  0.40  and  00  in the alphabet videos several times. 

• Listening Exercise 7. Contrasting between 0.40 and JO (At home) 

Listen to and repeat the following pairs of words contrasting  0.0  and  uP.  Notice 
that the emphatic quality of  up  deepens the sound of surrounding vowels. Listening 
to vowel quality is the easiest way to distinguish between  0.0  and  00. 

.r 1.!-‘44. 
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Drill 7. Distinguishing between 0.0 and p (At home) 

Listen to the twelve words on the audio, each containing either  0.4)  or  JO  . 
Select the letter that represents the sound you hear. 

	

1. 	JO 	, toJ ... 	2. 	S)  04 	3.  JP 04 	4.  JD 

	

5. 	00 	A,  ... 	6.  VD 04 	7. 	Jo JA■ 	8.  VD 

	

9. 	04 	10.  LP 	)4 	11.  VD 0.0 	12.  JD 

Writing 

00. JCL — 

The letter  00  is a connector, and it retains the same basic shape in both print and 
handwriting. There are two essential points to keep in mind when writing  00  : (a) the 
loop must be large and oval-shaped, and (b) there should be a small "tooth" after the 
loop. Watch Ustaaz El-Shinnawi and imitate his hand movements. 

To write independent  00  , start on the line and make a big loop up and back to 
your right, then swing down and close it. Without stopping, make the tooth and then 
drop well below the line to make the tail. The tail of  jO  is the same shape as that of 

and must come all the way back up to the line. Practice this new shape: 

Initial  -•O  is written the same way but without the tail. After making the tooth, 
continue to the connecting segment. Copy  tch.,f-410  (correct), and remember to start 
above the line so that you can continue into the 
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To write 	connected from a previous letter, draw the connecting segment to the 
starting point of the loop, the same point at which you started in initial position, then 
follow the same steps as above. Copy, following the arrows: 

Practice by copying the word 	(photography): 

0 	 0 -- 

- .7.1-3J4g; 	3-L42-)  

Final  JO—  is connected the same way as medial  00—  and ends with a final tail the 
same shape as the tail of  od. 

• -- 

Practice by copying  00—.,-.60 (p(person): 

o / 
• " 	 • 
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0 Drill 8. Identifying up and 0.0 (At home) 

Listen to the audio to hear words containing either  JO  or  ori.  Choose the correct 
letter to complete the word. Remember to listen for vowel quality to help you distinguish 
between the letters. 

- 	
- 	 - 

J :1- 	..3  .E,    —)  .r 	_)--' 	 —.1  .r 	t,_)L  	 .1 
. 

-i- - 	- 	
fig. 	

s  , 
S 	...,-  .A    I  .v 	L3    .1 	L 	 i,1..,  .0 t"t" 

Q Drill 9. Reading 0.40 and 00 (At-home preparation; 

in-class activation) 

There are two parts to this exercise: 
A. At home, listen and read these pairs of words aloud, and pay attention to  u  and 

LP. 
B. In class, take turns with a partner reading a random word and ask your partner to 
identify it. 

0 

3. ( a) 	j.....—A0 	(b) 	j..../..-4, 

4. (a) 	0,4,29.'4 	(b) 	ja";. 

6. 	(a) 	C„) „t,1 	(b) 	C,) 

1. (a)  :)i-44., 	(b)  31.4 

2. (a)  0.4A-.! 	(b)  001—? 

3. (a)  j.t-44.■  1 	(b)  1—.,-4,1 

Q  Drill 10. Dictation (At home) 

Watch and listen to the video and write below the words you hear, including all 
vowels. Watch and listen as many times as necessary. 

	  r   r   1 

	  1 	  o 	  s 
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Unit  5 

Daad 

In the same way that  00 
represents the emphatic counterpart 
of  040  , the letter  LO  represents 
the emphatic counterpart of  J  . To 
pronounce  0■0,  place your tongue in 
the same position as you did to say 
00  and say  J;  the result will be  LO. 
Remember that  LO  is an emphatic 
consonant that deepens the quality 
of surrounding vowels, especially alif 
and fatHa, which will sound like u in but. 

• Listening Exercise 8. Hearing and pronouncing JO (At home) 

Listen to and repeat aloud these words containing  00. 

• 001.!  j .0  1.41L.,'  .€ 	 .r 

• Listening Exercise 9. Hearing the difference 

between J and 00 (At home) 

Listen several times to the contrast between  J  and  0:7  in the alphabet videos. 

c)  Listening Exercise 10. Contrasting %) and VC (At home) 

Listen to and repeat the pairs of words contrasting  J  and  040. 

/ 	.r 	 / 

/ 	.0 	 / V  J  .E 

• Drill 11. Contrasting I.) and uti) (At home) 

Listen to the twelve words on the audio, each containing either  J  or  0:).  Select the 
letter that represents the sound you hear. 

LP 	J 	.E. 	c.)° 	J 	.r 	00 	J 	.r 	VC 	J 	.\ 

0° 	J 	.A 	0'2 	.V 	04:2 	J 	A 	cii2 	J 	.0 

0=7 	J 	.\r 	c.)=) 	J 	.11 	L? 	,5 	.. 	Oil' 	J 	.,‘ 
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Writing 

• 

VC  is a connector and is written just like  00  except that it takes one dot above. 
Watch Ustaaz El-Shinnawi and follow the same steps you did for writing  00.  Practice 
writing the independent form: 

Practice  initial.ib  by copying the name of the letter,  ,g-22).  Pronounce the sound 
aloud as you write, and remember to give connecting  —rib  its tooth: 

Now practice medial  —ria—  by copying  j.42—."-i  (green): 



Unit 5 

Practice final  ‘12—  in  ji:A4-3 j  (white): 

0  Drill 12. Recognizing .) and j.::) (At home) 

Listen to the words on the audio containing either  J  or  0::).  Select the correct letter 
to complete each word. 

   

0 -- 
.r 	......"'‘' 
	

X yl-! 

 

0* 

 

 

21.  A 	ji j  . 	I  .A 

L.4) 
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Drill 13. Reading aloud (At-home preparation; in-class 

activation) 

There are two parts to this exercise: 
A. At home, listen and read these pairs of words aloud, paying attention to 
J  and 

B. In class, take turns with a partner reading a random word and ask your 
partner to identify it. 

1. (a)  Jj 
t 5, 

2. (a)  ja.i.  

3. (a)  CJJ.L.,r.:i 

4. (a) 

5. (a)  jjJ  
..• 

6. (a)  j—P.J 

7. (a)  ‘4:.).),J.,- 

8. (a)  0.0.).) 

Drill 14. Letter connection (At home) 

Connect the letters to form words. Then listen to the words and write in the short 
vowels you hear. 

	  =  j+3+u+uo .' 

	 =6+y+I+u+ ut 

	  =  j+I+ j+ 0,0+i .r 

	  =  + + + uo + 

	  =  .)+ I + j +6+C) + 0.40+ 1  .0 
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	  =  t+ 6+ j+I+3+Jo 

	  =  4‘.:J +1+3+ j+JO+ 	.v 

+ j+I+3+ Jt  .A 

 	=  C.) +1+,+1+ 0:11+1 

	  =  t +i+ y + jo  .1. 

=  4 	 \\ +,+ 3 + Jo  .  

	  = 	6+Jo+I+ j+Jo  .1r 

=  C.)+0:2+ j+ L)::■ + 	.‘r 

=  C.) + + 	+ Jo + + 

Drill 15. Dictation (At home) 

Using the video, write below the words you see and hear, including all vowels. 
Watch and listen as many times as necessary 

r 

...... 	 ........ 	 ...... 	 A  	V 
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Drill 16. Reading aloud (At-home preparation; in-class activation) 

Read each of the following words aloud. Then, check your pronunciation by listen-
ing to the audio. 

.ct 

cL.7..i.to  .1. 

joLaj  .€ 

iii 
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Vocabulary and Conversation: 

Being Polite 

New Vocabulary 2 (At home) 

Listen to and learn these words. Notice that the masculine and feminine forms of 
adjectives are listed together, with masculine listed first and a slash separating the two 
genders. From now on, all adjectives will be listed in this manner: 

Meaning maSri shaami Formal /written 

correct! 
right!

`"' 

white 
0:2-.1  

$ 
0°-.4.-il 

, oi 042....t. 

black ° 	' 
.9.,..J1 4,11 ,):9.11 

green 
/la'''  •  I .P41.'".  • I ..P2-''' . I 

thank you 
shukran 	ii.51 

:-. , i. 
shukran 	/-,)''''' shukran 	1).C.AS 

you're 
welcome 

3.6.ill 

it- cafw 

d•L'i V41009 	Isill 

ahla w sahla fiik/-ki 

iglic 

cafwan 

please 
&mall ‘:)..c„ 

min faDlak/-ik 

411„Eli  t).,, 

min faDlak/-ik 

divai  ..,, 
 LI7 

min faDlika/-ki 

sorry! 
6 / jgaj 

, 
aasif / asfa 

- 
mit'assif 	Lit. :11:10 

, 

g. 
mit'assfe 	iii:ollo   

aasif 	Lsi.,,T 

aasifa 	iia..0I 

there is fii 	 4'41. fii 	 tioi - hunaak 	eul 

there isn't ma fiish 	ottli 6  maa fii 	asi Lo a.z1b 
laysa hunaak 

that's all, only ? . faqaT 

something Haaga 	46 .4") aL97.1 .. 

something 
else 

L.3 13  a-?- 1,- 
Haaga taani 

4'3  4, 
shi taani 

-- 	-: 
..4-1 o Lo  

shay' aakhar 
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Saying "I want" in Arabic (At home) 

The Arabic expressions used to say want vary from region to region, but all 
are related to formal Arabic. In many dialects, want is a verb. In Levantine, want is a 
noun-possessive construction (my desire is . . .), and in Egyptian it is an adjective am 

wanting). 

Meaning maSri shaami Formal /written 

I want
(masc./fem.) 

6/3..). ls,  Ul 

ana caayiz/cayza 

kShb..  .. J.-?.ii 

you want 
(masc.) 

3.iIs,  CZ  I 
inta caayiz biddak 

z 
LILL)  

... 

you want 
(fern.) 

6:)..3.  Lc c..,i I 
inti cayza biddik 

k!.11 
:. 

turiidiin 
C.)-.1.-Y) 

he wants .3-1 1s• 3sb 
huwwa caayiz - biddo 

I 
OJJ a:)..):.). 

she wants 4.)l.A, 	.to y  
hiyya cayza 

bidda 
Isb.r.) :. . -11/   

Drill 17. Vocabulary matching (At home) 

This exercise is shown on the companion website only. Match the phrases with the 
pictures you see on your screen. 

Drill 18. Listen and interact (At home) 

Someone needs some information from you and will initiate a conversation. Use as 
much Arabic as you can to respond to the person's questions. 
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Drill 19. Scene 5B: min faDlak (At-home preparation; 

in-class activation) 

Watch scene 5B. 
1. First listen: Where is this taking place? What does the second person want? 
2. Second listen: What new details do you hear this time? 
3. Third listen: Is the person successful in getting what she wants? Why or why 

not? 
4. In class, listen once more with a partner and prepare to use the expressions you 

heard yourself. Act out a similar scene together. 

Drill 20. Scene 5C: Uses of Lisii2,11:il (At-home preparation; 

in-class activation) 

Watch scene 5C, which contains various uses of the expression itfaDDal 

What does this expression mean in the situations you see? 

Drill 21. Skits (At -home preparation; in -class presentation) 

With a partner, create a skit to perform in class using as many expressions and as much 
vocabulary as you can. Do not use words from outside class that your classmates don't 
know. 
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IED  Roots 
Arabic, like other Semitic languages, is based in part on a system of roots, which are 

sets of consonants that carry meaning. A root normally consists of three consonants 
that must occur in the same order in all the words derived from it. Every Arabic noun 
and verb has a root, and you should begin to pay attention to the consonants of words 
you learn. These roots are used in patterns that you will eventually come to recognize: 
noun patterns, verb patterns, and adjective patterns. As you learn more vocabulary, we 
will begin to introduce aspects of this "root and pattern" system. For now, focus on 
picking out roots of nouns, verbs, and adjectives you know. Using the words in drill 
16, see if you and a partner can find the Arabic roots for the following, and two words 
derived from each: 

1. studying/teaching: 	  

2.correctness. 	  

3.drinking. 	  

4.whiteness. 	  

5.greenness: 	 
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Unit  6 

Letters and Sounds: Part One 

Gender in Arabic 

You have learned that all nouns are either masculine or feminine, and that nouns 
that describe humans have both masculine or feminine forms to reflect the person's 
natural gender. You also know that adjectives have masculine and feminine forms to 
allow them to agree with the nouns they modify. Adjectives must always agree in gender 
with their nouns. Fortunately, gender is easy to predict in Arabic, because almost all 
feminine nouns and adjectives end in the feminine marker taa marbuuTa. 

taa marbuuTa 

This symbol is not considered to be a part of the Arabic alphabet because its 
function is primarily grammatical. It can only occur at the end of nouns and adjectives. 
This letter is called taa marbuuTa, meaning the tied  C.),  and it almost always indicates 
feminine gender.' As its name and form indicate, it is related to the letter  V ,  and 
sometimes it is pronounced as  V  (in possessive constructions, which you will learn 
soon). At other times it is not pronounced as  C.:),  but the fatHa vowel that always 
precedes  0  is always pronounced. In spoken Arabic, a fatHa at the end of a word 
will almost always indicate  0.  Remember: When you hear a noun that ends with a 
fatHa sound, you can usually assume that it is feminine and spelled with a  8 . 

Listening Exercise 1. Reading words with ti (At home) 

Listen to and read aloud words ending in  8  2. 

Zus-40 .0 	.E 	 .r 	 LLs.‘s I 

(-)  Drill 1. Listening for 0 (At home) 

Listen to the audio to hear nine words. For each, select Yes if you hear  .6  and No if 
you do not. 

1.  Yes No  2.  Yes No  3.  Yes No  4.  Yes No  5.  Yes No 
6.  Yes No  7.  Yes No  8.  Yes No  9.  Yes No 

The taa marbuuTa has another function in classical Arabic, and that is to mark intensity or exceptionality. The few masculine 
words that end in taa marbuuTa are survivors from classical Arabic. 
2In Levantine dialects, this fatHa vowel is pronounced e (between fatHa and kasra), except after emphatic consonants. 

1 1  8 
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Writing 

Since  8  only occurs in word-final position, it has only two shapes: one that follows 
connecting letters and one that follows nonconnectors. Watch Ustaaz El-Shinnawi 
write  0.  As you can see, the two dots that appear separately in print are usually drawn 
together as a short horizontal bar in handwriting (just like the dots of  C.)  and  5).  To 
write  0  after a nonconnecting letter, start at the top of the letter and draw the loop 
down to your right and back up. Practice by imitating Ustaaz El-Shinnawi, then copy 
the independent form and the word  is s  : 

To write  8  connected to a previous letter, start at the connecting segment, draw the 
right side of the loop up into a point, then swing back down to your left to close the 
loop. The shape of this loop is usually lopsided and not as round as when  0  is written 
alone, and individual handwriting styles vary. Copy and practice the word as 

• shown: 	 •" 
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Now copy and read aloud the following feminine nouns and adjectives ending in  N 

a2t..4.,6440 0 J w  

No. 	 •■•• 

• 	 •••• 	• 

.16 Taa 

This letter represents the emphatic counterpart of  V.  To pronounce it, put the 
tip of your tongue up against the bony ridge behind your teeth on the roof of your 
mouth, the same position used for  VC,  and drop your tongue low in your mouth. Try 
to say t holding this position. The result will be The difference in pronunciation 
between  ,6  and  4‘,...)  parallels that between  00  and  J.  Remember:  ,6  is an emphatic 
sound that deepens the quality of surrounding vowels. 

Listening Exercise 2. Contrasting C.) and ,6 (At home) 

Listen to the alphabet videos several times to hear the contrast between k..4.) and  ,6. 

c")  Listening Exercise 3. Pronouncing ,6 (At home) 

Listen to and repeat out loud words containing  Jo. 

,6LA.zz• 	,6.)Lb  .0  t-4.12  .E 	 .r  LJL6  .r 	. ■ 
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Remember: Since  ,6  is an emphatic letter, it affects the quality of surrounding 
vowels, so that fatHa in words containing  6  sound like u in but and contrasts with 
fatHa in words with  4....44  , which sound like e in bet. 

• Listening Exercise 4. Contrasting  ‘4....3  and  ,6  (At home) 

Listen to the pairs of words contrasting  C.,  and  42. 

.12_4to 	.r 	yUcs  /  yLi  . ■ 

.0 	 /  j.:4.4.)•

0 

	.E 

Drill 2. Recognizing 	(At home) 

Listen to the pairs of words and select the letter of the word that contains 

1.  a b 	2.  a b 	3.  a b 	4.  a b 	5.  a b 

6.  a b 	7.  a b 	8.  a b 	9.  a b 	10.  a b 

• Drill 3. Identifying  ,6  (At home) 

Listen to the ten words on the audio. For each, select Yes if you hear  ,6  and No if 
you do not. 

1.  Yes No 	2.  Yes No 	3.  Yes No 	4.  Yes No 
5.  Yes No 	6.  Yes No 	7.  Yes No 	8.  Yes No 
9.  Yes No 	10.  Yes No 

c)  Writing 

16. .6. 12 
.„6  is a connector and is written in two separate steps. It is important for you to 

follow these steps, otherwise you will not be able to connect this letter properly. Follow 
Ustaaz El-Shinnawi and imitate the way he writes  ,6  . The loop that forms the body is 
written in one motion, connected to the rest of the word, and the vertical line is written 
afterwards, much like crossing the tin cursive English. Do not write  ,6  by beginning 
at the top with the downstroke, because this shape does not look Arabic. 

To write independent  ,t  start on the line and make the loop first. It should be 
large, oval, and should rest along the line lengthwise, as you see. The final step in 
writing  ,6  is the downstroke. After forming the loop, lift up your pen and draw this 
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stroke as you draw the alif, from the top down. Aim the downstroke at or near the left 
end of the loop. Write independent  JO  following the example: 

To write a word beginning with  42,  begin exactly as you did above and continue into 
a smooth, connecting segment without stopping to write the downstroke. Unlike 
00  and  00,  this letter does not have a tooth between the loop and the connecting 
segment. Write as the example shows: 

When writing  ,6  in medial position, start from the connecting segment, continue 
along the line, and without lifting the pen, loop backwards and around to the line 
again to continue on to the next letter. Do not stop to write the downstroke until 
you have finished writing the body of the word. Like dotting the i or crossing the tin ILI  
English script, this is done at the end, as the example shows. Copy the word 	

L.:40 
 

(line): 

/ 
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In final position,  Jo  ends just past the oval in a rather stubby tail. Copy final  Jo  in 
the word  ,12:i°  (duck): 

I  • 4   

Now copy the following words containing  Jo  in initial, medial, and final positions, 
following the steps you practiced. Examples: 

, 
(handwriting) LA...A.—JO  (doctor) 

• 4.• • 

Drill 4. Identifying Ci and .6 (At home) 

Listen to the audio to hear words containing either  V  or  Jo  and select the correct 
letter to complete the word. 

-  o 

	

a— 	—!1.)  •r 

t 	J3-4.40-4—  • • • 	.0 	 .E 

9 	
9 

.9 	 A L 	 . A 	 .v 
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Drill 5. Reading words with 4k.:, and 	(At-home preparation; 
in-class activation) 

There are two parts to this exercise: 
A. At home, listen and read these pairs of words aloud, and pay attention to  V  and 
42. 
B. In class, take turns with a partner with one of you reading a random word and the 
other identifying it. 

1. (a)  JLITI 	(b)  J1-691 

2. (a)  ‘,...4.4j3 	(b) 
o, 

3. (a)  Cut 	(b) 

4. (a)  LA., 	( b )  124 

5. (a)  143 	(b) 

6. (a) 

	

	I 	(b)  6-11 05 

7. (a)  j 	(b) 

8. (a) 	 (b)  ‘,43-6 

Drill 6. Dictation (At home) 

Watch the video and write below the words you see and hear, including all vowels. 
Watch and listen as many times as necessary. 

r 	 .r 	 ■ 

	 1   0 

j k‘mLi 
imum■No+ 

DRIVETHRU 
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DHaa 

This letter represents the emphatic counterpart of  S.  Place your tongue in the same 
position as you did for  Jo,  and say  J.  The tip of your tongue should be between your 
teeth, but the rest of your tongue should remain in the same position as for  ,6,  low in 
the mouth. Remember: is an emphatic sound that deepens the quality of the sur-
rounding vowels.' 

• Listening Exercise 5. Pronouncing .,60 (At home) 

Listen to  ,14:4  in these words and repeat, and give special attention to vowel quality 
9 . 

.19-6.6  0 	 €. 
Et  1. 	̀0.11.. .r .r 	L 0..6 .r 	 . ■ 

♦♦ • 

• Listening Exercise 6. Contrasting S and 	(At home) 

Listen to the contrast between  S  and 	several times. 

• Listening Exercise 7. Contrasting words with IS and ,16 (At home) 

Listen to the contrast between  S  and  ,6  in the pairs of words and repeat. 

jia.; 	1,;•  X
-- 

4.40.46 
 L..43 .r 	slb  /  JIS  . ■ 

O Drill 7. Recognizing lb (At home) 

Listen to the pairs of words and select the letter of the word that contains  ,6. 

	

1. 	a b 	2. 	a b 	3. 	a b 	4. 	a b 

	

5. 	a b 	6. 	a b 	7. 	a b 	8. 	a b 

	

9. 	a b 	10. 	a b 

in some urban dialects of spoken Arabic, this sound is pronounced as emphatic Z, which we will indicate with an uppercase 
Z. You will hear this sound in the New Vocabulary in the word maZbuuT. 
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Writing 

1•3_ 	_6 	•Ita 

Like  ,6  , the letter  ..)i)  is a connector and is written like  16  in all positions, with 
the addition of one dot above the body. Watch Ustaaz El-Shinnawi and imitate his 
movements. Independent and final  .,60  have the same truncated "tail" as  ,6  . Follow the 
arrows to write independent : 

t. 
When writing connected  .,1%,  , do not stop to "cross" and dot  40  until you have 

finished writing the skeleton of the word. Copy the name of the Arab Emirate, 
, as shown: 

3—! 

Copy and sound out the Levantine word  3.6.9-)  (ice cream): 
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Final  ,6  has the same truncated "tail" that  JO  has. Copy final  .16  in the word,
(luck, and finish writing the entire consonant skeleton before you go back and draw the 
downstroke, then dot: 

Listening Exercise 8. Recognition of  C.)  ,  J  ,  VD  , and 

(At home) 

• 	• 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Listen to these words 

(a) 
 0:46  

(a) 

(a) 

to review these sounds: 

(b) 	,12.!1..4,6 

- 

(b) 

(b)  JCL! 

Drill 8. Distinguishing V ,  J  ,  0;2  , and 	(At home) 

Listen to the audio to hear ten words. For each, select the letter that represents the 
sound you hear. 

1.  la 	00 	S 	v 	2.  ,ta 	j;:, 	S 	6 

3. 	1.2 	jii, 	:) 	O 	4. 	la 	cio 	S 	t..) 

5. 	,la 	0 .10. 	S 	‘-.., 	6. 	,to 	jo 	S 	6 

7. 	,I6 	jo 	S 	 8.  16 	JO 	S 	*.J 

9.  ,16 	ja 	S 	k:::) 	io.  16 	040 	S 	6 
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(-)  Drill 9. Reading 6 , S , and ,6 (At-home preparation; 
in-class activation) 

Listen to the audio and read the words aloud, paying attention to  S  ,  6  , and  ',Li): 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

..

. 	

- :. 

(a)  ‘,.4-4-i 

1 	-9 
(a)  (.7"4—°.  

-I 4 	5 , 
(a)  L...4—,r., 

- 	• i 
(a)  j-3 I 

, 

(b) 	kar,t—!* 

(b)  6S3.," 

(b)  3 1,6.  

(b)  j ap• 

(c) 	
.4.424.6  

° (c) 	L7.16;•  

(c)  3 
 . I a 

  tr, 
(c)  	

..7).6_:,..- 

(--)  Drill 10. Identifying V , J , and 	(At home) 
• 	• 

Listen to the audio to hear words containing  V  ,  J  , or  ,ta.  Choose the correct 
letter to complete the word you hear. 

0 

Drill 11. Dictation (At home) 

Watch the video and write below the words you hear, including all vowels. Watch 
and listen as many times as necessary. 

	  1 

	  A 

r 

V 
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Drill 12. Reading aloud (In class) 

Before reading aloud the following pairs of nouns, look at both of them at the 
same time and see if you can identify the root (some of them will have roots with  3  or 
‘,5  , and not all the roots will be identifiable right now Skip the ones that are difficult). 
After you have finished, read each pair aloud. What is the relationship between the two 
words? 

C. . 3 1 — 4 - - 4 — 4 . 6 	i i . . . 6 . .4 . . .  .  412  . ■ r 	
s: 	• 

	

b...4.440. "  /  td.  .v  o  - 	C.-)  1  .).9.)  /  619.ies  . 1  • .. • 	/ 	♦ 	• ,.,  

	

C....6 :ltdi  /  tijI.;.:".;  .q. 	 '‘.;,Lo-* :  /  .4.14-;.'  .A 	j_p  /  il,  .r 

	

19—.‘b.  I  J1.4.L  .ro 	C.$1—!...?. 13  /  Lt..4.?-13  . 	yl:)L.,  I  /  k...4.7:  .r 

C..)9-4  /  Co....;..s:  xi c. L-61  /  L.,....4-1  .E Z1■ 6‘  /  iL,"  .‘ • • , 	• 	.• • 

i 	i 	 ,  $  1 t  

	

JOU;  /  JaJ tsb  .‘V  C.3.  IS .1...L.4.411  /  .6S .1...z..441  .rr 	 j3.442 /  & .9-°  .o 

	

41-4.6 /  a...41.6  .1A 	C...)1 j1.2'  /  8 j 1...,"  .1r 	6 1A,,JI  /  sL.:4.:J., 

EINMEMOI  29 
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Vocabulary and Conversation: 
Coffee Time 

New  Vocabulary 1 

Listen to and learn these words. Notice that the qaaf in qahwa is pronounced as a 
hamza in both Cairo and Damascus; this pronunciation of qaaf is widespread in the 
urban dialects of Egypt and the Levant. 

Meaning maSri shaami Formal /written 

ready '6 I yb1.0- 
gaahiz/gahza 	- 	• 

61 _ALT 
jaahiz/jaahze 	- 

O/yb1..? 
jaahiz/a 

coffee 'ahwa 	6 5 4  ;}.9 
'ahwe 	 6.94:4  qahwa 	6 5 i :9* 

milk .)-!-1 laban 
‘....6- 

Heft 	• - 
..4.4.1.; 

Hata 

sugar sukkar 	..)5•-"1   sikkar sukkar 	

jk:o 

medium 
sugar 

,63.ts.a.0 

maZbuuT 

larag j.C..a.• 

sikkar wasaT 

.6.13 j'..20 

sukkar wasaT 

juice caSiir 	 -& caSiir 	
1.4cas, caSiir 	

-):' ..°• 

water '34.-.° mayya mayy 	 Cr°. 
olo 

maa' 

Let's go! L 	11.1.) 	: 	W.; 

yalla; yalla biina 

%-) 

yalla 

1.1) Lib 

hayyaa binaa 

I go t3J1 t3J1  adhhab 	."..--' 1  

you (masc.) 
go 

t9-)3, e3i3  Via' 
tadhhab 

you (fern.) go e3.)-)  .e.9.):; 
, 	- 	•:. 

"-) 
tadhhabiin 

he goes t34 t-9)! Leib:14 
yadhhab 

she goes t9)): V) r''".  
tadhhab 

I drink 
5 

Yr/4'.  I Y.-rfq 
5 

,-.-'3 .1  
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Meaning shaami Formal /written 

you (masc.) 
drink 

k' 	a Yts:13  ,..' 

you (fem.1 
drink 

--1 1̀ 4:A'1  u1-!.+ 
tashrabiin 

he drinks Y-A" Y:r1-? Y;:7.4. 
she drinks ‘.-'. YrZ.z.  Yi 

Example sentences: 

%5  L.:ZoL 	LAM:0*  
• 	• 

" 
o3,45 

jutZi 
..• CA:4-4). I t5i 1 .31$. 1P 	 C-6.641.. Is' 	‘P..! 

Drill 13. Scene 6: yalla! (At-home preparation; 

in-class activation) 

After you have studied the new vocabulary, watch scene 6. 
1. First listen: What is the situation? 
2. Second listen: What new expressions do you hear? 
3. Third listen: Plan your strategy beforehand. What sentences or phrases do you 

want to hear better? Write down the part of the sentence or phrase you know and 
listen to it again until you can write down the rest. 

4. In class: After discussing the scene with your classmates, listen together once more 
in preparation to act out a similar scene with others. 
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c,  Culture: tishrab ahwa? 

Coffee and tea are the most popular social drinks in the Arab world. They are 
served to visitors at home and in the workplace. The choice between coffee and tea 
is partly a matter of local custom and supply, and partly a matter of personal taste. In 
much of North Africa, tea is more common and is often made very sweet with loose 
green tea and mint. In restaurants, coffee is usually served European style. 

In Egypt and the Levant, Arabic coffee (also called Turkish coffee) is a strong 
drink made from very finely ground, dark beans boiled in a little pot, and often served 
in demitasse cups or glasses. Watch the video to see how it is made. In Egypt, unless 
you request otherwise, coffee will be served to you maZbuuT, which means just right, 
referring to the amount of sugar (about one teaspoon per small cup). Tea is also popular 
and is served sweet. 

In the Arabian Peninsula, another kind of Arabic coffee is served. The coffee 
beans are roasted in a different manner and the coffee itself is almost clear in color and 
has .a unique flavor. It is served in tiny cups without handles, and the cup is refilled by 
the host until the guest signals that he or she has had enough by tilting it from side to 
side several times. 

Culture: At the coffeehouse 

Coffeehouses are popular meeting places, 
although by custom they are frequented more 
by men than by women in most Arab countries 
(women tend to socialize privately in homes). 
However, it is now common in many urban 
areas to see young men and young women in 
upscale cafes smoking the water pipe, called 
shiisha or argiile, which is enjoying a new wave 
of popularity among young people. In addition 
to coffee, tea, and other hot drinks, games 
such as chess and backgammon are available 
in traditional coffeehouses. Watch the video to 
see scenes from some traditional coffeehouses 
around Cairo. 
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NED Letters and Sounds: Part Two 

cayn 

We now come to one of the most distinctive sounds in Arabic:  e.  When pronounced 
correctly,  E.  has its own unique beauty and can be a very expressive sound. The degree 
to which  e.  is emphasized differs slightly from one dialect area to another; in the Gulf 
and in some areas of North Africa, it is pronounced with a greater constricting of 
the muscles and has a more powerful sound. It is not difficult to pronounce but you 
need to exercise the same throat muscles that you use to pronounce  t.  You should 
still be practicing the exercises you learned above for  t,  in which you constrict your 
throat muscles as if you were blocking off the air passage from the inside. You can feel 
this by putting your hand on your throat. Say  t,  and feel the muscles contract. Now 
pronounce the same sound and voice it, that is, instead of a breathy sound, make a 
deep, throaty sound. Keep your hand on your throat so that you can feel your muscles 
contract. Also, if you bend your head down so that your chin rests on your chest, you 
will be able to feel and hear what you are doing more easily. Use the alphabet chart and 
then listen and watch the pronunciation of  t. 

Listening Exercise 9. Pronouncing t (At home) 

Listen to and read aloud the words containing  t  in various positions. 

: .E 

0 

It is helpful to put your hand on your throat so that you can feel the muscles con-
tract every time you say  E.  for the next few weeks, until you are accustomed to the 
sound.  E.  is a very important sound in Arabic, and you must learn to say it properly in 
order to be understood. The more you practice now, the sooner  e.  will become natural 
for you. 

Listening Exercise 10. Contrasting s and e  (At home) 

Listen to the following pairs of words and repeat, paying attention to the 
pronunciation of and  t.  Remember that hamza is a sound you produce naturally, 
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without effort. Say uh-oh before pronouncing  0 ,  and put your hand on your throat 
when pronouncing  e.. 

, 	
I  .r 	

tr, .., 	z5. 
 .r  „ 
	 „  „  5, •  _  "  /  ,'  4 i " 

.1r4.444acr  /  ).:41. 4.4 O 	 u 	 h.s.c,3  /  13  . ■ 
.11- -i: 

Drill  14. Identifying C and t (At home) 

Listen to the audio to hear nine words. For each, select the letter that matches the 
sound you hear. 

1. t 	0 	2. t. 	0 

3. t. 	s 	4. t s 
5. er 	0 	6. a 

7. 	t. 	0 	8. 	t 	s 

9. t a 

Writing 

As you can see, the letter  e,  is a connecting letter whose shape varies somewhat 
depending on its position. It is important to distinguish between the connected and 
unconnected shapes of  t.  Watch Ustaaz El-Shinnawi as he writes the various shapes 
of this letter and imitate his motions. 

In independent and initial positions, the common element is a c-shape that rests 
on the line. As an independent letter,  e.  takes a tail. When connected to a following 
letter, it leads into a connecting segment as shown. Practice writing and pronouncing 
independent  t  in the word  tiL 1  (street): 
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Practice connecting  e.  to a following letter by copying  ii_c,Laj  (clock): 

When  37—  is connected from a previous letter in medial and final positions, the 
body of the letter becomes a closed loop. Rather than a c-shape, the left side of the 
body comes to a point, while the right side may be pointed as well or slightly curved. In 
some calligraphy styles the body appears filled in but most people write it open as the 
example shows. Practice writing the shape of  medial—a—  in the word  kiniAss,p-  (d cult): 

In final position,  E.—  reassumes its tail. Practice by writing  EM l9  (wide): 

_51 to 
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Drill 15. Contrasting s and t in words 

(At-home preparation; in-class activation) 

There are two parts to this exercise: 
A. At home, listen and read these pairs of words aloud, and pay attention to  e. 
and  a. 
B. In class, take turns with 
identify it. 

„-4 ci „I.nil 
1. (a) 

	

	 (b) 

.. 0 
2. (a) 	6.)'!! 	(b) 

tr. 
 

C/    
3. (a) 	

613 
(b) 

4. (a) 	
iii  

(b) 

5. (a) 	C.J4 I—P.  

	

. 	(b) 
c 

6. (a) 	3 1 
(b) 

0 
6.-  1..,--  7. (a)  (b) 

a  Lit  
8. (a) 	t 	

(b) 
5 „ 

9. (a) 	I J.do 	(b) 
5, - 0 5  

10. (a) 	
, 

l....)1:R'l 	(b) 

a partner reading a random word and ask your partner 

Drill 16. Distinguishing between 0. and t (At home) 

Listen to the audio to hear words containing either  a  or  t  and choose the correct 
letter to complete the word. 
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• Drill 17. Dictation (At home) 

Watch and listen to the audio and write below the words you hear, including all 
vowels. Watch and listen as many times as necessary. 

	  A   V 

ghayn 

This letter represents a sound similar to that of  t,  and is also similar to the sound 
you make when you gargle. Gargle for a minute and pay attention to the muscles that 
you use.  t  is pronounced using these same muscles in similar fashion. You may also 
think of this sound as a voiced  t  . The difference between voiced and unvoiced 
consonants is a vibration of the vocal cords, and you can hear this difference in the 
sounds kin kite and gin game. kis unvoiced and gis voiced. Pronounce k and g several 
times, paying attention to how your voice changes when you say g Now say  't  several 
times, then voice it. 

• Listening Exercise 11. Contrasting e  and t (At home) 

Listen several times to the contrast between  t  and  t  in the alphabet videos. 

• Listening Exercise 12. Pronouncing t (At home) 

Listen to and read aloud the words containing  G,  in various positions. 

 

r 

N 

 4-1  

.r 	L.A-)jr. 
.  Qv. 
t, • 0  
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Listening Exercise 13. Contrasting E and r.  in words (At home) 

Listen to and repeat these words contrasting the sounds and  t: 

L.6.4-66 • •• 

j 	

9 

0113.246'4  ": 	k.)4134)  

w  • 

Writing 

;  9 	 ;  -9  

/ 	 .r 
♦ 

 

The letter  E  is a connector and has the same shapes as  e,  except that it takes a 
single dot above. Watch Ustaaz El-Shinnawi and copy independent  E  as shown: 

0. 
• 

Initial  S  connects to a following 
letter, as Ustaaz El-Shinnawi shows. 
Practice writing and pronouncing the 
word  L.A.1 J.G  (strange). Do not stop to ♦•• 
dot until you have finished writing the 
entire word: 
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Medial  —it—  is written just like medial  —ir—  . Watch Ustaaz El-Shinnawi, then copy 
and pronounce  jAizs,P  (small, little): 

cp. 

. 
Final  t—  assumes the long tail, just like  a—  . Practice by copying and saying  a—t—, 

(tobacco): 

, 0.  

Drill 18. Distinguishing between t and t (At home) 

Listen to the audio to hear nine words. For each, select the letter that corresponds 
to the sound you hear. 

1.  t 	 2• 	E 	3. 	E 
4. 	E 	 5. 	 6. 

7. 	 8. 	E 	 9.  t 

••• 
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Drill 19. Reading words with t and t (At-home preparation; 
in-class activation) 

There are two parts to this exercise: 
A. At home, listen and read these pairs of words aloud, and pay attention to  E 

and  t. 
B. In class, take turns with a partner reading a random word and ask your 

partner identify it. 

(b) 

(b) 

(b) 

(b) 

(b) 

(b) 

(b) 

(b) 

(b) 

(b) 

(a) 	. 

(a) 

(a) 	.r 

(a) 	.€ 

(a) 	.o 

(a) 	.1 

(a) 	.v 

(a) 	.A 

(a) 

(a) 	• ■ • 

 

• • 
-a) 4m lifir442 'Cr  

Drill 20. Identifying E and t (At home) 

Listen to the audio to hear words containing either  E  or  t  and choose the correct 
letter to complete the word. 

.0 	 .E 

.A 	 .V 
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Drill 21. Letter connection (At home) 

Connect the letters to form words and sound them out. 

 

        

=  + t + I + + uc . ■ 

 

         

       

- 
=  C.J4  1- 1+ j+ + + u  r  

 

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

         

0 	9 

= 	0.4) 
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g  Drill 22. Word recognition (At home) 

Listen to the audio to hear nine words. Select the word you hear in each row. 
.. : 

1.
 - - 

L4) 	‘....ti."- 	‘...,),- • • 	L.4)";  
g - 

2. ‘)4.,,c) 	04'.)` 	33S 	‘)'-'i 

3. ts.1-0.,  I 	z;l6 I 	Z—::-41. 	 tri='  1  

4. es 	tLo 	tL446 	tU 
5. )—dizs4) 	J—.).  •  f; 	.)—?./147 	•)—?.:P:',5  

5 	 w 	 .4 	 .4 

6. CA,- 	k.)=3-?' 	4.)4277"044-7 

8. Vic
Yls; 	k:rs; 	L.7"16 

g5  

9. J—;—C" 	.): .̀.— 	..)—:—C' 

Drill 23. Dictation (At home) 

Watch the video and write below the words you hear, including all vowels. Watch 
and listen as many times as necessary. 

0 

.1 

_ .V 

	  A 

.9 

t • 
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MD Vocabulary and Conversation: 
Describing with Adjectives 

New Vocabulary 2 

Listen to and learn these words: 

Meaning maSri shaami Format /written 

car, 
automobile 

4.4?!.;i' .69 :l.t,:i o.) L:..;„ 

watch, clock; 
hour 

a.aL asi..., ii.aL 

tree 8).ir.2.:, 8).iu:i 8. .irj..1 

strange .6 /Y.?..) .6 /krYi. .6/..)i.  

small; young .6/j sc,' 8/ ..p...a..a .6/1A.,;:) 

large; old (of 
people) kibiir/a 

a /)1.4 

kbiir/e 

8/ ..44 
kabiir/a 

o/)...5 

easy 
sahl/a 

ii/j.0,;.■ 

sahl/e 
B/j40-0 

sahl/a 
ii/j4iL 

difficult; 
hard 

Ok...sz.i) 6/k.47...i, .6/‘:..,; 

wide; 
spacious 

6/a..,13 6/E...y13 0/ E.s.,, 13 

Drill 24. Vocabulary matching (At home) 

This exercise is on the companion website only. Listen to the phrases and match 
them with most appropriate picture. 

Drill 25. Describing with adjectives (At home) 

By now you know that the adjectives agree in gender with the nouns they describe. 
Practice using adjectives in this way by writing a list of 10 things you have or that you 
want from among the words you know (car, house, teacher, and so on). Be specific by 
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using at least one adjective with each noun, and remember to match the gender of 
your nouns and adjectives. Gender agreement takes a lot of practice, and you will have 
to think about it whenever you are speaking or writing. Remember that the feminine 
noun-adjective pairs will "rhyme" with  0  . 

Drill 26. Vocabulary practice (At-home preparation; 
in-class activation) 

Prepare to ask your classmates questions using the new vocabulary, and be prepared 
to give your answer too. Your questions might include: 
Where do they want to go? 
Where do they like to drink coffee? 
How do they like to drink coffee? Tea? 
Do they have a car? Is it new/big/spacious? 
After you have interviewed several classmates, report back to the class. 

Drill 27. Listen and interact (At home) 

Scenario: You are in a café in Egypt or Syria, and a waiter will come to take your 
order. Respond to the waiter's questions using as much Arabic as you can. 

Drill 28. Reading aloud (In class) 

Read the following phrases that all contain words that you now know. Read silently, 
first for comprehension, then aloud for pronunciation. Try to look at and identify each 
word as a whole rather than letter by letter or syllable by syllable. 
When you read aloud, read the entire phrase without pausing between words. 
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Unit 7 

Letters and Sounds 

faa 

This letter is pronounced like fas in feather. 

Listening Exercise 1. Reading L9 (At home) 

Listen to and read aloud the words contai ning  L,9 . 

Q  Writing 

J.:41J  .r 
• .  $ 

‘..95.-Ada .0 

.0  • 

Z.-)9  
• 

I  •A•"1.44  

j 

Si  is a connecting letter with a relatively stable shape. Its independent and final 
forms have a "tail" that is unusual in that it remains on the line rather than dipping 
below. Watch and imitate Ustaaz El-Shinnawi as he demonstrates the connecting and 
nonconnecting shapes, and notice the small size and oval shape of the loops he draws. 
To write independent  0,  begin above the line and draw a flat loop around to your 
left, up, and down around. Keep the loop of  ‘,.9  small and just above the line, resting 
on a short "neck." Continue along the line into a hook to finish the tail as Ustaaz El-
Shinnawi does. Practice writing independent  J: 
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To write in initial position, begin the same way and finish with a connecting seg-
ment into the next letter. Copy the word  j  : 

0, 

The loop of medial  _a_  is small and oval (it is much smaller than that of  _61  and 
has a different shape). Start from the connecting segment and loop up to your left and 
back around to the line and into the connecting segment, as the example shows: 

Write  Jaz)  , copying the example: 

Final  A.  combines the shape of the medial position with the tail of the indepen-
dent  J.  Copy  Las;  : 

'0) 

C__1443'  
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Drill 1. Dictation (At home) 

Watch the video and write below the names you hear. Watch and listen as many 
times as necessary. They are grouped according to gender. Which six are female names 
and which are male names? 

  

	  r 

	  0 

	  V 

	  A 

	  1 • 

qaaf 

This letter represents a new sound, the emphatic counterpart to the sound of k. 
Like the other emphatic sounds, it is pronounced with the tongue low in the mouth, 
and it affects the quality of the surrounding vowels so that fatHa sounds like u in but. 
The qaaf is pronounced at the very back of the tongue. Take a minute to become more 
familiar with this area of your mouth. Open your mouth and say aah, as if you were 
at a doctor's appointment. Your tongue should be flat in your mouth. Without raising 
your tongue, pull it back so that the base of your tongue closes off air by pulling back 
against the throat. The only thing that should move in your mouth is your tongue, and 
only at the very back, as if you were sliding it back like a sliding door. At this point you 
should not be able to breathe through your mouth, although it is wide open. Practice 
doing this first without making a sound. After performing this exercise several times, 
make a sound by forcefully releasing the air. The result will be the sound  j.  Refine 
your pronunciation by practicing Listening Exercises 2 and 3. 
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• Listening Exercise 2. Contrasting 0 and e (At home) 

Listen several times to the contrast between  L9  and  dt  in the alphabet videos. 

• Listening Exercise 3. Reading and pronouncing Li (At home) 

Listen to  j  in these words and read along: 

.r 	 .r 	LiU  . ■ 

.1 
	 ..  .0.,444,  • 	•i 

• Drill 2. Hearing 0" (At home) 

Listen to the audio to hear nine words. For each, select Yes if you hear  ‘,9  and select 
No if you do not. 

1. Yes No 2. Yes No 3. Yes No 

4. Yes No 5. Yes No 6. Yes No 

7. Yes No 8. Yes No 9. Yes No 

• Writing 

L9- L 4. 

L 
L9  is a connector, and its shape is similar to that of  L9  in its connected positions, 

except that  L9  takes two dots above. In independent and final positions,  L9  takes a 
deep semicircle tail that drops well below the line like that of  ow  and  00.  Watch 
Ustaaz El-Shinnawi as he writes  L,§  in its various shapes and copy the shapes he draws. 
Notice that he connects the two dots into a bar, the same way we connect the two dots 
of  C.).  in handwriting. To write independent  0,  make the same loop you made for  L9, 
then drop below the line to draw the tail and make sure to bring the tail all the way back 
up to the line. Copy the example and the word  C.4.9.4  (above): 



Initial 	is written just like initial 	but with two dots run together. Copy the 
example: 

g  

Practice by writing  43 3  (paper). Do not stop to dot until you have finished writing 
the word: 

Medialji—  has the same shape and size as  medial—a—  and is connected in the same 
way. Practice by writing 	.4.6SS  (minute): 

z 
A.12.—L9   
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Unlike final  La—  , final  Cni.  takes a tail that drops well 
below the line, just like that of  0.4.  Make sure to bring it 
all the way back up to the line. Practice final  j..  by writing 

(friend, comrade): 

Drill 3. Dictation (At home) 

Watch the video and write below the words you hear, including all vowels. 
Watch and listen as many times as necessary. 

	  1 	  

,St %Nr kaaf 

This letter corresponds to English k as in likewise.'  e  represents a familiar sound 
that takes no extra effort on your part. Take care to distinguish between it and  0, 
which is pronounced deep in the throat. Remember:  a  is an emphatic letter that 
deepens the quality of surrounding vowels, whereas vowels surrounding  e  are frontal. 

Listening Exercise 4. Reading and pronouncing ‘.61 (At home) 

Listen to the words containing  )  and repeat. 

'Note that Arabic t±.1 is never aspirated; that is, it has no "breathy" sound like that of k in kite. 
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Listening Exercise 5. Distinguishing between ki9 and et (At home) 

Listen to the difference between  ei  and  ‘,9  in the pairs of words and repeat: 

eLos 
k.9.1 	0  a.9  / 0.0 	. 

.o 	
/ 

L.) .€ 	 / 	.r 

Writing 

As Ustaaz El-Shinnawi demonstrates,  e  is a connecting letter that has two distinct 
shapes, one in independent and final positions, and one in initial and medial positions. 
To write independent  c1,  start above the line at the top of the letter, draw straight 
down to the line, then curve and follow the line. Make a tiny hook at the end, then 
pick up your pen and draw a little hamza-like figure inside the angle. The shape of 
this mark, which may have originated as a miniature  S,  may vary slightly in different 
scripts. Copy the word  e  ,L3.1: 

4 • 

When  S  is connected to a letter it has a cross 
bar on the top; however, this is written last, like the 
vertical bar of  Jo  and 	To write initial  5,  start 
as you do the independent form, drawing down to 
the line, then make a right angle and draw along it 
into a connecting segment. Note that the body of 
initial  S  is not exactly perpendicular to the line on 
the paper—it may be slightly slanted or even curved, 
depending on individual style. After you finish writing 
the skeleton of the word, go back and "cross" the 
as shown (it does not matter if the bar is not exactly 

! ciO4.:zo 	0.01.4fzt  

/c. 	00) 

4 1;1   
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lined up, but keep it as close as possible). Copy initial  —5,  following the arrows: 
Now practice writing initial  S  in  j—!—!S  (big, old): 

	(fr  

Medial  —C.—  is written like initial  5,  except that you must start from a connecting 
segment on the line and draw up, then trace the same line back down. (Again, the body 
does not have to be exactly perpendicular to the line, and its exact angle may vary 
somewhat.) Wait until you finish writing the word to draw the cross bar. 
Practice writing medial  —C%—  in 	9 ,  : 

In certain artistic scripts and fonts, initial and medial  S  take slightly different 
shapes. Find  .S  in each of these words: 

-LgliZL a-1'AL( 0515  
Final  a.  is similar in shape to independent  et  except that it is connected to the 

previous letter. Start from the connecting segment, draw a line up that is roughly 
perpendicular to the line, then trace it back down and give it a flat tail along the line (the 
same tail you draw for  L9).  When you have finished writing, give it the little hamza-like 
mark as in the example:  ?1, 

ANNMEMENti 
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Practice final  k.s..L  by writing  51—.!.pa."- 

o, 

Drill 4. Distinguishing between ‘ 4j and di (At home) 

Listen to the audio to hear twelve words, each containing either  c...4  or  e  . Select 
the letter that matches the sound you hear. 

I.  di L§ 	2.  di § 	1  di L§ 	4.  ke L§ 	5.  di 19 	6.  di L:.§ 

7.  J L§  8.  ke L§  9.  j L9  mi.  V l9  11.  el cj  11  J 

Drill 5. Reading j  and di (At-home preparation; 

in-class activation) 

There are two parts to this exercise: 
A. At home, listen and read these pairs of words aloud, and pay attention to 

of  and  Ce. 
B. In class, take turns with a partner reading a random word and ask your partner 

identify it. 

SLi  (b) 

(b) 

(b) 

(b) 

(b) 

••• 	NN 

••,(1:L! 

	

(b) 

(b) 

(a) 	.‘ 

(a) 	.r 

(a) 	.r 

(a) 

(a) 	.0 

(a) 	.1 

(a) 	.V 
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Drill 6. Identifying 1/49 and j (At home) 

Listen to the audio to hear words containing either  j  or  di  and choose the correct 
letter to complete the word. 

.V 

c")  Drill 7. Dictation (At home) 

Watch the video and write below the words you hear, including all vowels. Watch 
and listen as many times as necessary. 
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laann 

This letter represents the sound of the Spanish or French /, that is, a frontal 1 in 
which the front part of the tongue is against the back of the teeth and the tongue 
is high in the mouth. Americans tend to pronounce 1 with the tongue farther back 
and lower down in the mouth, resulting in a more emphatic sound than Arabic  J. 
Say the word terrible aloud and notice that the position of your tongue when you say 
ble is similar to the position your tongue holds when you say  uP up.  , and  JP  . To 
pronounce Arabic  J  , hold the tip of your tongue against the back of your teeth at the 
roof of your mouth and keep your tongue as high and frontal as you can. Maintain this 
position while repeating the words you hear in Listening Exercise 6. 

Listening Exercise 6. Pronouncing 

Listen to and repeat the words containing the sound  j,  keeping the tip of your 
tongue against the back of your teeth. 

LA./  La .r 1.4.4.41 .1 

.0 	‘35.1 34  

Writing 

J 
J is  a connecting letter. The shapes of  J  are similar to those of  i  except that 

J has  no cross bar and has a narrower and deeper tail that dips below the line in its 
independent and final positions. Watch Ustaaz El-Shinnawi write the shapes of  J  and 
imitate his movements. Note how similar the shapes of medial  L  (alif) and appear: 
the only difference is that 	connects but alif does not. 

To write independent  J  , start at the top and draw straight down, continuing below 
the line into the tail, which should be approximately the same shape as the tail of  u,40, 
but a little narrower. The tail must come all the way back up above the line. Copy 
the independent shape: 

 

J  
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Initial  -I  is begun the same way, but once you reach the line, curve in to the 
connecting segment along the line. Write initial  —)  in  1.4—.4-4-1: • 

To write medial  —i—  , start from the 
connecting segment, draw up and then 
trace back down to the line into the next 
connecting segment as shown. Practice  J_ 
by copying  L. .J  : 

When  km)  is followed by  t  , 	, or  t  , its shape is different in handwriting than 
what you normally see in print. You start writing from the same point but rather than 
go all the way down to the line, you stop at the height of  the-4  and curve into it. Copy 
and practice this shape: 

__________r157 
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Now copy the following words that begin with  -11  the (the definite article, which is 
written connected to the word it modifies): 

To write final  j.  , drop the connecting segment and draw a big, rounded tail. Be 
sure to dip well below the line and finish the hook by bringing the pen all the way back 
up to the line again. Practice by writing the word : 
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c )  Writing 

laam alif 

The distinct shape  1,  the combination of laam followed by alif, must be used to 
write these two letters wherever they occur in this order in a word. This shape varies 
slightly in print and handwriting styles. The form you see above is the one you will see 
in print. In most handwriting styles, however, is written in two separate strokes, as 
Ustaaz El-Shinnawi does. To produce this handwritten form, start as you would to 
produce the connected  _i  , but instead of drawing the body straight down, curve it to 
the left just above the line and extend it a little. When you reach the line, pick up your 
pen and make a slanted alif stroke into the corner of  .1  as the example shows. Copy 
the example and write the word  V  : ° A) 11   

Remember: Alif does not connect to a following letter, therefore,  9  does not 
connect to anything following it. Copy and pronounce the following words, and notice 
where the shadda is placed in the last word in the print form. In handwriting it is 
written above the  -1-  as usual, but in, a shadda on  V  will often sit to the left. 

.2 i i 
(students)  L...$1,lio 	(dogs)  L.15 	(children)  JV91 
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0  Drill 8. Dictation (At home) 

Watch the video and write below the words you hear, including all vowels. Watch 
and listen as many times as necessary. 

1601  
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Drill 9. Word recognition (At home) 

Listen to the audio to hear ten words. Select the word you hear in each row 

2. 
jnio J.4,61 	

ci-lo  I 	JAI 

3. jury 

4.
.. • 

0).41.9 

5. 

6. 0144-9...) 02—J 
•, 

• :4  
7 

8. .)—)`"LCsj 

9. 

10. ELinj- 	tj-; 

Drill 10. Sound recognition E 	,6 0:0 VO S (At home) 

Listen to the audio to hear fourteen words containing the letters listed above. 
Choose the letter that correctly completes the word: 

. . 
 

s : 
— 	. E , 	

4    4..  
• 1 	L..ii Li 	 .0 

•
4l7! /  ' 	

. V 

. r 
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0 
. . ■ • 	 .ct 

. 

tng.  .rr 

Drill 11. Dictation (At home) 

Watch the video and write below the phrases you hear, including all vowels. Watch 
and listen as many times as necessary. What new words can you add using your 
knowledge of roots? 

Drill 12. Arabic signs (At -home preparation; in -class activation) 

Look at the Arabic street signs and sound out the words and names. Which ones do 
you recognize? 
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MED Vocabulary and Conversation: 
Everyday Vocabulary 

New Vocabulary 

 

Listen to and learn these words: 

Meaning maSri shaami Formal /written 

page aptits,i) I'LL%) iimad.::, 

(piece of) 
paper 

ali aiii aii 

room 4.4i>31 adik91 d-..s: a)  .c, 

window j4 ker.:,,,J ‘.511;.1 

chair 4'4,5  Ou'-)  Ow-)5  

table .6")..t.$1 jio 491.1:, itglio 

dog ‘•a5 L.1.5 L.4.15 

cat 4. CilLi 

money 044 
maSaari 

cpLaii 
maal 

JIA 

must, need 
to, have 
to (fixed 
form with 
following 
verb) 

laazim 
0 

laazim 
0 

laazim 
0 

it is 
possible, 
can (fixed 
form with 
following 
verb) 

mumkin 

‘,..s.c..,0  

mumkin 

. e  ii 
 t)""°"° 

mumkin 

c).(6.90 

nothing 4?-6 9:9 io.  99 
 „ 

11 
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Meaning maSri shaami Formal /written 

or t9 Ili 
i  

3 1  

I see (watch) L.9.9.Li j9'1:4)1  ushaahid 	̀A L'"' )  

you (masc.) 
see 

‘..45.:Z,  49.13 ,ALA 
tushaahid 	- 

you (fern.) 
see 

4-v10 .4. 443  
bs.  ,.)-.).-ei- 

tushaahidiin 

he sees Li‘-.7.‘?. Li3.44J'.. ..vbIja;  
yushaahid 	- 

she sees ‘..45,1*,:i L.43.1.1 a.o.) US' 
tushaahid 

movie film ca-0  film (41.0  `j .:i  film 

the cinema, 
movies is-sinima 

1.0-;-'s.'21.J 1  
is-sinama 

144. 411  LAs-. 1-J 1  
as-sinamaa 

Drill 13. Vocabulary matching (At home) 

This exercise is on the companion website only. Match the phrases with the pictures 
you see on your screen. 

Drill 14. Vocabulary practice (At-home preparation; 
in-class activation) 

There are two parts to this exercise: 

A. Prepare to ask your classmates about what movies they like to see and where. Pre 
pare to answer yourself too. When giving your recommendations, you can use 
laazim for the "absolute must-see" movies and mumkin for the "possibles." 

B. Identify and label as many things in the classroom as you can using scraps of 
paper or post-it notes. Be sure to describe things as fully as possible with adjectives. 
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Drill 15. Vocabulary practice (In class) 

With a partner, describe this scene of a dorm room above at an Arab university. 

0  Drill 16. Listen and interact (At home) 

Someone is going to interview you and will initiate a conversation. Impress the 
interviewer by responding to the questions with as much Arabic as you can. 

Drill 17. Reading aloud (In class) 

Read these phrases aloud with a partner. After you finish, make up similar sentences 
that are personal to you. 

0 

_ 	••• 

.1 a LS4J)53 6t- ai3t.6  othil j  x 

	

a 	 a 
II V55 	I V 	:. 	° 	 • f 	 4, •• 	.." 	•• 	.,, • 

.. 	 .. 

c7tis L..-4- .3 	 ° 
.. 	 .. 

a.;i5. ‘14)1.4.44  .0 

s i r amilsa j  .1 

9 -- ott.t..,-3 6.1.).1.9- .6j1:443 0.4,03 jAdS C.:4.0..)  .v " 
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Drill 18. Scene 7: 	,,Apiz 	4'6 3it:i ej 

(At-home preparation; in-class activation) 

Watch scene 7: 
1. First listen: What is happening? 
2. Second listen: What new expressions do you hear this time? 
3. Third listen: Plan before you listen this time. Which sections will you 

focus on and what more do you want to get out of the passage? 
4. In class: Discuss with one or two classmates what you noticed in the 

scene, then listen again together in preparation to act out a similar scene. 

c")  Expressions with Allaah can 

The word for God in Arabic is Allaah. It is used in both formal and spoken contexts 
with the same formal pronunciation. The word in these two contexts have exact 
equivalents in meaning, and Christian Arabs and Jewish speakers of Arabic use  421 
for God just like Muslims do. The word  4JJ1  is used in many everyday expressions that 
have as much cultural meaning as religious, and are used even by people who are not 
particularly devout in their faith. It is also not considered offensive to use  al  in oaths, 
as long as one is sincere. 

The following are commonly used expressions that contain the word Allaah. It is 
not always advisable to translate expressions literally because that can obscure culture 
similarities as well as differences. For example, a literal translation of in shaa' allaah is 
If God wills, but the expression is often used exactly the way an English speaker might 
use hopefully. 

	

English Meaning 	 Arabic Expression 

     

 

Expresses admiration or delight; also (with different 
intonation) expresses a sudden scare, as when 
someone almost has an accident 

  

Allaah! 
	

!din 

     

 

God wilting, hopefully 

In the name of God (said before or upon beginning 
something) 

Thank God (a positive or neutral response to How are 

you?); That's good (a positive reaction to news); I have 
had my fill (a signal that one has finished eating) 

good-bye (Levantine usage) 

Wow! (when praising or admiring something, or a 
child, or a success, it expresses sincere good will 

without a trace of envy) 

There is no God but God (said upon hearing bad news) 

  

in shag a-llaah 	a I c. Lfz, 

bismi-!lash 	 4111 ct.L..% 

 

     

   

al-Hamdu li-liaah 
	

411'  aa^Jl 

  

Allaah macak 	 Usz.o 41)1 

maa shad a-llaah! ! 41)1 	L. 

laa ilaaha 	 v! 
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Culture: Guests' and Hosts' Roles 

Every culture has its own set of 
expectations and behaviors involving 
visiting. In Arab culture, hospitality is 
a highly prized virtue, and when you 
visit people at their home or workplace, 
they will generally insist that you at least 
have something to drink The most 
common items offered are coffee, tea, 
and soft drinks If you are invited for 
a meal, expect to be offered a lot of 
food, for the hosts will go out of their 
way to serve you the most lavish meal they can. They will also keep piling food on your 
plate and insisting that you eat more! When you have had enough to eat, say al-Hamdu 
li-liaah  (Lt.: 

You noticed in the video scene that when the host first offered a drink, the guest 
refused. The initial offer and refusal are somewhat formulaic in Arab culture, and are 
basically expressions of politeness on both sides. The guest refuses at first because he 
or she does not want to put the host out, and to show that he or she has not come just 
to have something to drink. A guest will often refuse several times before accepting. 
When you are offered something, it is your responsibility not to impose on your host. 
The offerer will go out of his or her way to be generous but that is not an invitation for 
you to take advantage of the hospitality. Likewise, when you are entertaining visitors, 

remember to fulfill your role as host or hostess by 
insisting. 

After you have read through the expressions and 
their usage, go to the interactive media to watch 
scenes where the expressions are used in context. 
What do you notice? Watch first to understand the 
context and see how the expressions are being used, 
then listen again to focus on the pronunciation of 
the word  al.  It is the only word in Arabic whose  J 
is emphatic in quality without influence from other 
emphatic consonants. Only when it is preceded by 
kasra or long vowel  LS  is  4.111  pronounced with 
a frontal  J  , as you will hear in the expression 
bismillaah. 
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Unit 8 

Letters and Sounds: Part One 

miim 

This letter corresponds to English m as in may. 

Listening Exercise 1. Recognizing and pronouncing (3. 

Listen to the words containing  e  and repeat. 

	

j -42-41$  .r 	 4.6.4.4s 

	 JLo  . ■ 

	

-1 	
.0 

Writing 

.•01. 

is a connecting letter whose basic shape is easily identifiable: a small, round loop. 
You can see from the words above that the printed forms do not vary much; however, 
the way the loop is drawn and connected to other letters in handwriting has more 
varied shapes that take practice to draw and recognize. It is important that you watch 
Ustaaz El-Shinnawi draw these shapes and practice the direction of the loop in each 
position until you can write it without needing to stop and check the direction of the loop. 

To write independent  e  , begin on the line and draw a small, round loop over and 
around to the right, continue along the line a short distance, then make a corner and 
draw the tail straight down, well below the line. Copy: 

or n, 

Practice by writing the word  (3.3V  : 

 

  

1 70 Loom= 



When writing initial  ...0  followed by 
t  ,  t  , or  t  , remember to draw the 
loop well above the line so that you can 
continue directly into the next letter. 
Copy the name  ks w..?gra  : 

• • 

Unit 8 

There are two common styles of writing initial  ';3 .  It may be looped up and over, 
just like independent  e  , or looped from underneath in the opposite direction. Once 
you have closed the loop, continue on into a connecting segment. Choose one to use, 
then practice by writing the word  a2 b.  : 

Watch Ustaaz El-Shinnawi draw medial  –4—  , which should always loop down 
from the connecting segment (so that it looks different than the loop of  .1..).  As the 
examples show, the connecting segment often rests slightly above the line. To practice, 
copy the words  a AV. .04.4  and  e ifi  ;.(bathroom): 

—U— 

........si  1 71 
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In some typefaces and handwriting  styles,_o  may be joined to letters 	—)  and 
—os  such that the first letter sits above the medial  —4  and drops down into it. Study the 
print and handwritten examples below and copy the words  fb Li  and  31:4.4  (excellent), 
making sure to loop medial  e  downward: 

(excellent) JtAk 	e 

When  e  follows an initial (unconnected)  j  , such as in the definite article  JI  , it 
is often written in the corner formed when meets the line as Ustaaz El-Shinnawi 
shows. This shape appears regularly in handwriting and several common print styles 
as well. Be on the lookout for this combination, especially in print, where  _4  often 
appears as a little bump on the right of , as you see in the examples. Practice this 
shape by writing and sounding out these country names,  L.) j_i_13 1  and s1.4_,44_54,j 

O 

‘-iftftS16  

In handwriting, final  (I4—  must be looped down from the top. Starting from the 
connecting segment, continue into the loop, then circle down and around to the right, 
make a full loop, and then continue into the tail. Practice by copying the words  fib' 
(pen; pencil) and : 
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Drill 1. Dictation (At home) 

Watch the video and write below the words you hear. Pay special attention to 
the shapes of  (3 .  Watch and listen as many times as necessary. 

r 

r 

	  1 

	 A   V 

• 
nuun 

This letter represents the sound n as in noon. 

Listening Exercise 2. Recognizing V  (At home) 

Listen and read aloud words containing  V. 

3.1.:0 

Writing 

,  • 	 • .o 	j—?,I 	0,44.ay .r 	 . ∎  

‘.)  is a connecting letter whose shape resembles that of  y  in initial and medial 
positions, except for the placement of the dot. It differs from  y  in that the independent 
and final forms of  t)  take a characteristic tail shape that dips well below the line. Watch 
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Ustaaz El-Shinnawi and practice drawing the shape of independent  C),  making sure to 
bring the tail back up across the line. Practice the independent shape by copying the 
word  4)1.4313  (tired): 

At the beginning or in the middle of a word, write  —I  as you write  —!  , but place the 
dot above rather than below the letter. Practice this shape by copying the phrase  131 
cA313  and the word  e  •  : 0 

v t - _ - .  0 	z-S3  

1 J.:,..c.   

In final position,  C)—  begins with a tooth and then dips immediately into a deep tail 
below the line. Bring the tail back up across the line. Practice final  0  by copying the 
word  Vii, 

I,  

 

 

0 

oLs2J/-  (d)  
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Drill 2. Dictation (At home) 

Watch the video and write below the words you hear, including all vowels. Watch 
and listen as many times as necessary. 

	  r 

	  1   0 

	  A   V 

	  1 • 

■Ilfb has 

This letter represents a familiar English sound, the one that sounds like the h in 
house. Unlike the English h, which can be silent, as in hour,  ab  is always pronounced. 
In addition, the English h sound tends to occur at the beginning of a word or syllable, 
whereas Arabic  —CD  can occur in any position. Say "a house," then say those two words 
as if they were a single word. This is how  —AI  sounds when it is in the middle of a word. 
Now say "her," and then say it backwards, pronouncing the h. This is how  -lb  sounds 
when it occurs at the end of a word. Use this letter (not  t  to write "H" in English 
proper nouns in Arabic script, such as  jUb  and 
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Listening Exercise 3. Recognizing and pronouncing 	(At home) 

Listen to and read aloud words containing  -A. 

.r 	____  .r 	03—a-rb 
0 

.1 	41—.4_:L.- )  . 0 

Writing 

The forms of this connecting 
letter vary more than those of any 
other. In addition, individual style 
can affect its shape in initial and 
medial forms. Watch Ustaaz El-
Shinnawi and copy his handwriting. 
The shape  —gb  is the form this letter 
takes independently and at the 
beginning of a word. To write this 
shape, begin slightly above the line 
and draw a large loop sloping first 
upward and then downward to your 
right and back up. This outer loop should be large; its exact shape can vary according 
to individual style and print type from a pointed to a rounded oval. When you reach 
the beginning of the loop, continue on, making a small loop inside the big one, then 
continue on down to the line into the connecting segment, making sure that the big 
loop is closed. Copy the example and practice by writing the word  .6:yrb  
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In medial position, 	has two main variations. The first is more common in print: 
(look also at the printed forms of the words in Listening Exercise 3); it consists of 

two vertical loops, one above and one below the line. The second is more commonly 
found in handwriting and is written in one stroke as a (more or less) pointed dip below 
the line. Copy the examples and the words  9  §  and"'  (mg): 

v -- 	4-1 ,(-4-0 
0 _ 

-e; 

Final  4-  takes the same connected and unconnected shapes as  4.  except that it has 
no dots. It is very important to distinguish between these two letters:  4-  is a feminine 
marker;  4-  often indicates the possessive his/its (masculine) The word  41A  for 
example, is not feminine and is written with  4_,  not  L.  To write unconnected final  0, 
start above the line and draw a loop, just as you drew unconnected  0.  Practice with the 
word  0 

9 / 

To write final  4-  connected with a previous letter, start from the connecting 
segment and draw a short line up, then loop around into a flat oval. The exact shape 
of this oval varies according to individual style and print type. Copy the letter and the 
word  4111: 

U) 

nll l ttt.-   
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The letter  4—  occurs regularly at the end of words because it represents the 
possessive pronoun his/its. This ending is pronounced in formal Arabic and is largely 
silent in spoken Arabic. Practice reading this pronoun and writing final  4.  by copying 
these words: 

410.011 	o‘)  • .40  I 

/ 

9 

Remember that is a different sound than  t.  The sound of  —CD  corresponds 
exactly to the sound of English h at the beginning of words and syllables, and is 
very natural for English speakers to pronounce, whereas  t  is pronounced deep in 
the throat and has a slightly raspy sound. You can say  .C2)  without thinking about 
your throat muscles but you must concentrate to say  t.  It is important to distinguish 
between these two sounds, and this takes practice, so go back to the alphabet chart to 
watch and listen to these two sounds. The following exercises will also help. 

Listening Exercise 4.  Contrasting  -A  and  t  (At home) 

Listen to the contrast between  —OD  and  t  in the following pairs of words: 

/ 	 / 	.\ 

I /  )44  .1 ta;  / . A 
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Drill 3. Distinguishing between -125  and  Z  (At home) 

Listen to the audio to hear twelve words, each containing either  t  or  —Z.  For 
each word, select the letter that matches the sound you hear. 

Z. 
t 
Z- 
t 

c)  Drill 4.  Reading-gb  and  t  (At-home preparation; in-class activation) 

There are two parts to this exercise: 
A.At home, listen and read these pairs of words aloud, and pay attention to  t  and—Z. 
B. In class, take turns with a partner to read a random word and ask your partner to 
identify it. 

	

J,9  (b) 	J3..;  (a) .\ 

	

wk..O.425  (b) 	as.....;  (a) 	.r 

	

(4... °6.2Z,  (b) 	 (I,..;-24:0  (a) 	.r 

	

J9_62+  (b) 	J..9-.,-...7-  (a) 	.E. 

	

0_41_45  (b) 	o_il....,-  (a) .o 

	

j.--6.10  (b) 	j...;tio  (a) .1 

	

a).4:b1  (b) 	a)..,:i  (a) .v 

	

j-6;501  (b) 	J-7.1-0  (a) .A 
o 9 

	

at•4t,  U  (b) 	a.4.9-tj  ( a) 	.ct 

	

‘,j1-6;*".011  (b) 	JA.,,.-LI  (a) . ■ • 

	

e l-6-6 1  (b) 	ei-..,-..il  (a) . \ \ 

	

:)4.411  (b) 	:)..;-:01  (a) .\ r 
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Drill 5. Distinguishing between —Cb and 1 (At home) 

Listen to the audio to hear words that contain either  -11)  or 	and choose the 
letter that completes the word. 

(4"4!1- 	

♦ . ■ 

L6  .E .r 
• • 

.1 	.0 

Lia  .A 	 .V 

eL0,_  .„. . r 	 •  -4:4-0  • ■ 

Drill 6. Dictation (At home) 

Watch the video and write below the words you hear, including all vowels. Watch 
and listen as many times as necessary. 

	 r 

0 
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Reading Strategies 
The reading skill that you have been working on with these materials is that of 

reading aloud, which focuses on pronunciation and helps you connect sound with 
image. However, reading aloud does not help with comprehension, because it takes 
your focus away from the larger context of a sentence or a text. Now that you know 
the letters of the alphabet, we will begin to work on reading comprehension strategies 
and skills. These follow the same general pattern as the listening skills you have been 
developing: first, global comprehension, or the comprehension of general content, 
then a second reading that focuses on the familiar, and finally close reading, in which 
you push your comprehension as far as you can. In reading as well as listening, your 
background knowledge plays an important role in comprehension (you use this skill to 
read and listen in your native language too). 

To develop reading strategies, we will use authentic texts from the real world rather 
than texts written for student learners. Authentic texts are not meant to be read aloud 
or to be understood completely. Rather, you will develop important reading strategies 
such as guessing the meaning of new words from context and using grammatical 
knowledge to construct meaning. We will begin with the text in Drill 7. 
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Drill 7. Reading for comprehension (In class) 

The first step in reading a text should be a quick "big picture" scan of the text that 
takes in its layout, distinguishing features, and aspects that will help you answer these 
kinds of questions: What kind of text is this? What is its larger context? How does that 
context help me understand what is or might be in the text? Take thirty seconds or so 
to scan over the text shown and answer: What kind of text is this? What does that tell 
me about what I might expect to find in it? 

On the basis of your answers to these questions, plan your next reading. 
What am I looking for? What skills do I have that I can put to use here? (At this point, 
your skills are limited to recognition and sounding out names and words adapted from 
English, but these will expand soon.) You can assume that this text was chosen because 
parts of it are accessible to you, so have confidence in your ability to discover what 
those parts are. Go through the text more carefully now, and look for words that you 
know or might be able to sound out. When you have finished going through the text 
for details, take another look at the text as a whole. What more can you say about it 
now? Share what you have discovered with your classmates. 

am,-19 Liliisw 	lak# 
.jtiz.13 cal; 	 j3_9t.l.cS 6").6..?-1 • 

" 393  Y9  • 
c.)*1.v..!1.10 • 

109* j33.1.! j.i1S..,0 • 

.a.tan.c)9 	• 

.63.6-T1  ttls°39 ZL..s° • 
.CAYSJI a.ob31 . 

.t.11 	UPS3 	c..)* Isc.!112 	• 

3.o5 c.)93 1.63 	 • 

..)39:4-,..-05 634-T1  .te-b • 
.SCI ul^ Ig..wSl • 

)39*txsui ‘.74‘64 9-11  A-10 1  
Erlo.on 	)21  - 	fl1 

E-mail: natcomp@qatar.net.qa  • Website: www.nccqatar.com  
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Letters and Sounds: Part Two 

More about 63..cab 

Thus far, you have learned to writes on an alif seat, or  juoja,  at the beginning of 
a word as  1  , and on the line without a  L5.0).5  at the end of a word as  0  . It can also occur 
in either of these spellings in the middle or at the end of a word. In addition, hamza 
can be written on two other seats:  3  and  S (LS  with no dots). The rule that hamza is 
always written on alif at the beginning of the word remains valid. Elsewhere, rules for 
the writing of hamza depend on the vowels surrounding it. 

L5 and $ 
hamza on kursi 	and and kursi 

44 

When hamza occurs in the middle of a word, it may be written on top of alif, or 
rest on the line, or it may be written on a kursi that has the shape of  9,  as in  9,  or  6  as 
in  Cs.  Just like word-initial alif hamza, in which the alif is not a vowel but a kursi, a  9 
or  S  with hamza does not function as a vowel but merely serves as a kursi for hamza. 

The choice of seat fors is determined by the surrounding vowel sounds. When 
0  occurs in the middle of a word, it may be preceded or followed by any of the 
vowel sounds, short or long. The kursi of the hamza matches the vowel that precedes 
or follows according to a hierarchy of vowel sounds: kasra or long vowel  S  is the 
strongest vowel sound, followed by Damma or long vowel  9  , and in last place, fatHa 
or alif. The general principle at work here is that hamza is written on the kursi that 
matches the strongest vowel sound on either side of it. Whenever hamza in the middle 
of a word is immediately preceded or followed by a kasra or long vowel , hamza is 
written on a  S  seat:  Lc  orJ.  Remember: when  S  serves as a kursi for hamza, it takes 
no dots. 

Listening Exercise 5.  Reading -3 (At home) 

Listen to the following words containingi and repeat. Look and listen for the kasra 
immediately preceding or following hamza: 

LAS 	.r 	L44.11-s. .r 

5.)  I-5  . 1  
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‘:71:)  uo, 	Lis  1.41  
C.) I),  L6 j..04.40  

• 

/ 

If neither kasra nor  s  precedes or follows hamza, but there is instead a Damma or 
long vowel  3,  the hamz"a is written on a  9  seat:  9  . 

Listening Exercise 6. Reading 9  (At home) 

Listen to the following words containing  3  and repeat. Notice the Damma and/or 
3  on either side of it: 

c)4.9:9 	 J1945:4.0  .r 

La7401.) 	‘>4;  .0 

Practice writing and reading  3  by copying and sounding out these words: 
0 

t(lj  9 	
Lan:.3 

9 	 9 / 

J 
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Practice writing and reading by copying and sounding out these words: 
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In other cases, that is, when medial  .6j—o—gb  is surrounded by fatHa or alif, it is 
written on alif, as you learned earlier, except when it follows alif, in which case it rests 
on the line and takes  no's.  You can remember this by noting that Arabic does 
not allow two alifs to be *Written together. You do not need to memorize all the rules 
for writing hamza right away; for now 
you are expected to recognize the seats 
of hamza when you see them and learn 
to pronounce and write correctly words 
containing hamza one by one. The 
most important thing to remember is 
that the  3  and  $  with hamza, like the 
alif in alif hamza, are not vowels and 
have no sound of their own. The only 
sound is that of the hamza itself. 

. 4  

wt..0 L.J.2.1 I 

What happens when  iij—o—A)  is followed by the long vowel alif? The Arabic word 
al-Qur'aan is one word that contains this combination. In this word, the consonant 
46.3-44.0)  is part of the root, and it is followed by an alif. This combination can occur 
at the beginning or in the middle of a word, and in each case it is spelled in the same 
way, with the symbol  I  , which represents  I  +  s  (hamza + alif). This symbol is called 

madda, which means lengthening, and it can only occur on alif. The alif madda 
is pronounced as hamza followed by long vowel alif. It is important to pronounce both 
the hamza and the alif when reading alif madda. Practice this in Listening Exercise 7. 

Listening Exercise 7. Hearing and reading 1 (At home) 

Listen to words containing  T  and repeat: 

.r 

61 )7:0 .1 

1 85  
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Writing 

The  0" il * .'43  sign is written on top of the  k.../L.ti  as a slightly wavy line just above 
it. Watch Ustaaz El-Shinnawi and copy the example and the word  sj.)_b_i. 

Practice writing the sentence  4il./.4 I /L.a.44T Ul  (choose your gender): 

44L71 /4:0-E LI   
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Drill 8. Word recognition 

Listen to the audio to hear twelve words. Circle the word you hear in each row. 

Drill 9. Letter connection (At home) 

Connect the letters to form words, then listen and write the vowels you hear: 

	  =  LJ + + I + 0.0 + C..J*  .\ 

	  =  5+Lii+3+j+,6 

	  =  + + + +9  .r 

	  =  C.:)+I+ LJ+J+1  .€ 

	  = 
	  =  J+Li+1+t+ z 

	  = 	+ cL5 + I + 3 + 	.v 

	  =  I + 44+,,i+4+  j +Li+i.  A 

187 
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	  = 8+ j+ Ls+ J + 

C.) +I+ j+3+ j+ jO  . ■ • 

Ls+ j+j+1+,16+1 

	  = j+1+-A+3+1 

	  =  e + + + 

	  = y+—z+I+.S+e 

	  = 	 . ■ 0 

C.)+I+ Ls+I+...tb+3 

	  =  —Cb -F-FI-FJ-F 	.w 

	  =  + 	+J-Fd+1+i  .\A 

	  =  +l+y+ j+-05+d)  . ■ c■ 

	  =  e+ s + 	 . r- 

	  =  ‘4) + 1+,1-J-FE 

	  =  8-FJ+:as+ 0.4+i .rr 
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Vocabulary and Conversation: 
How Are You? States and Feelings 

c)  New Vocabulary 

Listen to and learn these words. Remember that masculine and feminine words are 
sometimes given in the same place: 

Meaning maSri shaami Format /written 

(that) means, 
that is 

kijzti Y**. J74  

building oj Los 410-9 ,111., 

office, desk .° S`°  L., -,..C.* 	O 

library; 
bookstore 

..4s 1° .4-4i(' ° " :`14 -C; 

word 3.415 4.15 4o..15 

sentence 4L4 aic...?- 414 

test, 
examination 

C.) 	.0I k) LOCA I.  ‘..) 1.0s:4.0. 	I 

pen or 
pencil 0 0 ii.  
drill, 
exercise 

J-.).. 

bathroom, 
toilet 

**.t.i 1 .9:411 tel .41,...;411 C.,.41.9:111 :el.O..;JI eli,-;11 

close to, near
(masc./fem.) 

&.! 6/L-j JA 8/Leti9 Ce 8/Y-4 

far from - 	- 
eiik.I.:-sz-? C).C,  6/,.itst; C)i•  6/,i

(masc./fem.) 

tired .6/ ‘)LsZi .6/1.4-azi .6/1.;-v.:i 

cold .6/C)1 8/61.)j.i 6/,)1 .).-i 

hot .6/Y.;:.;- 6 us.....4 ii/ k*j1;.; 

MED  
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Meaning maSri shaami Formal /written 

thirsty 6/ 6 1.4.1t.C. 6/ 6 LII:a.i. 6/ c) •Lja.C. 

hungry .6/ kjl-v-i- .6 / 132-‘? 
.6/1.4.?- 

upset (angry 
or sad) 

iii ‘jts-.3 6/C,Alc,) .6/C.Als.3 

exhausted 6/Cjigal-.4- - 

happy 6/,103. 	,.o .6/,65,0to .6/.1.!-17..:0 

sick 6/ C.) c,.. 6/A)0 ii/ kjab-0 

ic".9-Z:' a Little  
........ 	 .0 	, 	• 

4? 9 .̀4  '‘.5-,hi  qalii Lan 

What's wrong 
(with you)? 

1‘!.U1.4/kIlj1.0 ‘‘..1.)3:4/ dijg,t,  k.:.1.) LO / aJ LO 
• 

Feel better! 
Get well 
soon! 

! eli..01,."0 tello. 	1..;;,' _ 

(response to) 

%th'..43V-0) 

kL17,;I:,„ 	4th a ‘11.:41,",...) 	lI 
: - 

()  Drill 10. Vocabulary matching (At home) 

This exercise is on the companion website only. Match the phrases with the pictures 
you see on your screen. 

Drill 11. Vocabulary practice (At-home preparation; 
in-class activation) 

Print out or draw a map of your campus and label it in Arabic as much as you can 
to help any Arabic-speaking people who might visit your school. In class, with a part-
ner, prepare a brief presentation on the places you identified, and say as much as you 
can about them in Arabic. 
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Drill 12. Vocabulary practice (In class) 

With a partner, describe the scene shown above in as much detail and with as much 
imagination as you can. 

O Drill 13.  "izzayyak?" (At home) 

Watch the cartoon  " lk,f„C;31 " 
What new words and expressions do you hear? 
What is the Egyptian word that means "very"? 

Q Drill 14. Vocabulary matching (At home) 

This exercise is on the companion website only. You will see pictures showing 
Layla in her many moods and emotional states, and you will hear words that describe 
them. Match each word you hear to the picture that represents it. 

c)  Drill 15. Scene 8: ! el...0%4 (At-home preparation; 
in-class activation) 

Watch scene 8 using the listening steps and strategies you have learned. 
What expression and response do you hear in this kind of situation? 
In class, act out situations with your classmates in which you might use this 
expression. 
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Unit 9 

Letters and Sounds 

Called  (IN ki-.1"."  in Arabic after the names of the letters, the  segment)  represents 
the definite article in Arabic, similar to the in English. Compare these two pairs of 
nouns: 

L.L.CJI (the book) 

Si...X..0Ati (the teacher) 

L.5 (a book) 

J...4.:1 (a teacher) 

These examples show that 	makes an indefinite noun definite. Of course, the 
usage of Arabic  Ji  is not exactly equivalent to that of English the. For example, you 
have already learned how to say  oi_tb *UM 	L'•  (The University of Cairo), in 
which 	is definite although it does not  haveljl.  You will learn more about 
the usage of  ji  rover the next few weeks; in the meantime, remember that a word 
with  ji  is always definite. 

Proper nouns are definite whether or not they begin with  ii ;  for example,  .f4243  
is definite, as are  1.:tj.9.40  and  0.4,05)  . Non-Arabic names, such as  1.11.6 I  , , 
and  15,$),31  , generally do not take  JI  . The names of Arab cities and countries must 
be memorized because there is no rule that determines whether or not they take . 
For example,  Ct9.7■.!  and  '.9.* 2:4,AJ  do not take  _II  , but  7642Aail  does. 

1 

Listening Exercise 1. Listening for JI 
Listen to these words with and without  JI 

/ iiSh-43 

/ ( s.40)-5 

/ 	.r  

• 
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Pronunciation of JI 

Long before you learned to write  JI  , you learned the greetings  19.401 t1.4.40  and 

fo.S4.1.A.  (a%443  I  . In both  e104,11  (as-salaam) and  .).941  (an-nuur), we do not hear or 
pronounce the , but rather the letters  00  and the  4:i  each take a shadda, which is 
the result of  .J  becoming assimilated into or "swallowed by" those  consonants. The 
letters  0.0  and  C)  belong to a group of letters called  i'LLI  ‘4,44 14_1 jsiAI ,  sun 

letters, which assimilate or swallow the  _1  of  JI  . The name sun letters comes from 
the Arabic word  0,444.Z6)  (sun) because  It  is one of the letters that behaves in this way. 
The shadda on the shamsi letters reflects the "length" of the assimilated  _I  added to 
the length of the letter itself, thus maintaining the length of two consonants with the 
sound of one. 

Contrast the pronunciation of  fit.:4J I  and  191/1  with that of  JA.311  in 
..A.4c11  . The maintains its pronunciation in  juQl  because  t  belongs to the other 
group of consonants,  4;;;;;;,..Afrj Li9.);j1  . This group of consonants is named after 
the word  jej  moon, since  a  is one of the consonants that do not assimilate the 
of 

The following chart lists the letters in their proper classes. Of course, you cannot 
carry the chart around with you, so you must memorize which letters are shamsi and 
which are qamari. You can, however, use pronunciation as a guide. Pronounce each of 
the shamsi letters out loud and pay attention to where your tongue is placed. For all of 
these letters, the tip of the tongue is at or near the back of your teeth at the roof of 
your mouth, which is the same position it is placed for the pronunciation of  J  . The 
qamari letters, on the other hand, are pronounced with the tongue in various other 
positions. With a little bit of practice you should be able to identify the shamsi letters 
just by pronouncing them. 

‘4) 	,6 JO uo jzt 0.0j j 	6 C.)  :itto.44.4.,!‘411 

3 -tb e Ls/ 	Etttzu 1 	I J jpJI 

Listening Exercise 2. Recognizing sun and moon letters 

Listen to these words that contain sun and moon letters and repeat, and pay 
special attention to the pronunciation of 

iimmosi  195 
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.o 	I  .E 	 .r 	x 	I  . ■ 

j_p-9 -11 

B_1112.11  .o  a191laJ1  .t 	.r 	.r 	JLIJI  .\ 

Note that each word in the first group of words contains the sound  J  , whereas 
in the second group, you do not hear  J  , but rather a shadda on the following 
consonant. This shadda is sometimes written in, as it is above, as a reminder of correct 
pronunciation. In fully vocalized texts it is considered part of proper vowelling and 
will always be written in. It is a good idea to write the shadda on shamsi letters as a 
reminder of correct pronunciation. 

Drill  1. Reading _II aloud (At home) 

Practice reading aloud words with  J  . First, identify which words have shamsi 
letters and which have qamari letters without looking at the chart. Write shadda on 
each shamsi letter and sukuun on the  _1  before each qamari letter as in the examples, 
then read the word aloud and check your pronunciation with the audio. 

0 , 
Examples: 	.4 , 

 / )1`'.:)..J1 

	

.4.1...). J.o.../1  .r 	C.424...4.11  x 	J .. • 	 .9.:4-5. 	a...11  .) 

	

a..,- ..11 .1 	ti L• 
	

.0 	Clj.4L12_11  .E. 

	

‘")1 ill.  I  A 	L,101;11....,..L.11  A 	3-0a1 I  .v 

	

' e .0.-tiz.11  .rr 	t.9.1i1  .1\ 	a j L-.444-11  .r • 

	

J.4.,..i_11  .10 	 L11:90.4J1  .\ E 	J1)&11  .rr 

	

‘,...) .*1  .\A 	fb 1..t.4 P  .ry 	fil-ia.frl  .\-■ 

	

49 .1...cii_11  .r• 	 ji..;JI  .1 ,r 
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Drill 2. Recognizing JI 
on words (At home) 

Listen to the audio to hear twelve 
words. Select Yes for each word that 
has  _II  and select No for each word 
that does not. Remember to listen 
for shadda on shamsi letters. 

1. Yes No 2. Yes No 3. Yes No 4. Yes No 

5. Yes No 6. Yes No 7. Yes No 8. Yes No 

9. Yes No 10. Yes No 11. Yes No 12. Yes No 

Drill 3. Word recognition (At home) 

Listen to the audio to hear ten words, and then select the word you hear in each 
row. Pay special attention to the first syllable in each word and listen for the presence 
or absence of shadda on sun letters. 

	

1•14.40 I 	fil.4o 	ft&o.441  I  . 
„ 

	

Liar.0 I 	 ‘..ada.1  I  .r 

	

Jahls3 	 Li.oszi  I  .r 

t44' 	 14z-11  • E  

	

i 	 (4..Li1  I  .o 

	

(b .5.4 I 	e ..9.04, 	eggs/  I  .1 

	

t.4...,,a) I 	 ltasi  I  .v 

	

co...111 	 fNiiaJ  I  A 

	

L7jLfi cic 	L7.4)Li 	L7ALII  A 

	

J.9j 1 	J.9-4) 	 .‘ • 
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Once you have learned to identify  J1  on individual words, start listening for it in 
phrases and sentences. In normal speech, word boundaries are often elided and it can 
be difficult to determine where one word ends and the next begins. Listening for  J1 
helps you to hear word boundaries. Along with the sound of  j  that you will hear on 
qamari letters, you need to develop an ear for the shadda on shamsi letters. Practice this 
in Drill 4. 

0  Drill 4. Listening for.), and word boundaries in phrases (At home) 

Listen to the audio to hear eight phrases. Determine where the word boundary is 
and whether the second word in each is definite or indefinite Select Yes if the second 
word is definite and select No if the second word is indefinite. 

1. Yes No 	2. Yes No 	3. Yes No 	4. Yes No 

5. Yes No 	6. Yes No 	7. Yes No 	8. Yes No 

Drill 5. Reading _II (In class) 

Read aloud the following words and pay special attention to  it  and shamsi letters: 

pi2.3cH cl 	I  .€ 	040 jail  .r 	‘7.JL.61J1  .r 	ii.?,11111  A 

	

.19.44J1  .A 	.. .12iii I  .v 	Le.K.JI  .1 	ji1.J1  .o 

	

‘4)1.,6.03.  91  Ar 	,6..!1423.11  A ■ 	chAl  A • 	4.aL.44-.11  .ct 

	

fiLi..,J1.\-1 	.. ..el-Ad:541  .,0 	ai,,,..ii  .\€ 	.L.A.t...WI  Ar 

	

e1L;41  til  .r. 	‘:).? ).4211  Act 	4.m.adail  AA 	Cij:L4,40..J1  Av 

	

1  .ri. 	uLAiil  .rr 	‘01.6-/ 	L 

	

I  .rr 	ijitil  .r ∎  

	

1  .rn 	j '111  .ry 	asz..ol...?J1  .n 	Li..?j-il  .ro 

	

.t.drygda...t I  .r. 	_9.6.i..11  .rcl 
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Drill 6. Dictation (At home) 

Watch the video and write below the words you hear, including all vowels. Remember 
to listen for  ...11  according to the rules you have learned. Watch and listen as many times 
as necessary. 

     

	  .r 

	 .o 

   

	  1 

A 

	  1 • 

   

       

lr 	 .1 1 
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J-4.9-il 63L°A) 
You have seen that words like  SU-0.0 I  begin with the consonant  iii—ALtb  , even if 

hamza is not always written in unvowelled texts. It is the  6.)—o:111.  that "allows" you to 
pronounce the vowel that follows it. In most words that begin with , the vowel 
that the hamza carries always remains the same; for example,  C;3.1  and  t.1  are always 
pronounced the same way. However, the  6)—o—a)  of  _II  is a special kind of hamza 
called  J-40.9-11 ike).C4-12),  which means "elidable hamza". "Elidable" means that, 
when preceded by another word, the hamza and its vowel drop in both pronunciation 
and writing. In writing, the symbol waSla  4-1-40,9  takes the place of the  .6.4).0.tb, 
and in pronunciation, the original vowel on the alif is swallowed by the final vowel of 
a previous word or by a "helping vowel:" a short vowel that allows you to link the two 
words together without pausing. Thus, in the case of the fatHa vowel on the alif is 
not pronounced (unless it is the first word in the sentence). This happens whenever a 
noun or adjective with  JI  occurs in noun phrases and prepositional phrases. Compare 
the pronunciation of  JI  in two different sentence positions: 

CA.4.,11 	(al-bayt jadiid) .\ ••• 

C4t..  I  j 0-41 	(akhii fi l-bayt) 

You will hear examples of this elision in Listening Exercise 3. Practice aloud with 
the audio until you can pronounce the phrases smoothly. 

c")  Listening Exercise 3. ElidingJI in prepositional phrases (At home) 

Listen carefully to  JI  in the second word of each phrase. You will not hear the  I  of 
the  JI  because it is swallowed by the final vowel of the preceding word: 

. ■ 

.E 	— — — 	.r 

9.0.0 j a-A  .1  a—) a—Pr—t  I .0.L.4—)  .0 

.A 	 .v• 
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Writing 

The symbol for  J-40.9-11 	 , called  4u...103  , is not normally written 
except in completely vowelled texts. It can only occur at the beginning of a word, and 
the overwhelming majority of cases occur on  JI.  Practice writing it by copying the 
example: 

Drill 7. Identifying .63.0.11 and .4:1103 (At home) 

Listen and watch as the following phrases are read aloud. Some will contain regular 
03.0.ga  and some will contain  j_440.9_11 83.c...z.  Mark either  63.6.12,  or  4.1.0,os 
according to what you hear: 

	 201  1 
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Drill 8. Using JI in phrases (In class) 

Work with a partner to create as many short sentences as you can with definite 
nouns and the prepositions listed below. A few nouns are also suggested as prompts 
to get you started, but do not be limited by those you see here. The prepositions are 
listed by function, which is a more helpful way to remember them than by translation. 
Prepositions do not translate well across languages, and Arabic is no exception. Arabic 
also treats human nouns differently than nonhuman nouns in some ways; note that the 
meaning "with" in Arabic is expressed differently depending on whether the action 
involves doing something "with" another person, or "with" an instrument, such as a 
pen, including coffee "with" milk and sugar. 

from  (a source or place of origin)  L').o 

in,  at  (location in time and space)  j.  .r 
•• 

"with"  (things, such as an instrument)  —3  .r 

with  (people)  10  •i 

As you form your sentences, keep in mind two 
points: 
1. Remember to elide the fatHa in  I  so that the 
end of the previous word carries right into the laam 
or (if the consonant is a shamsi letter), the shadda. 

Most prepositions end in a vowel but in the case of  C>03  , which does not, we need 
to add a helping vowel. Formal Arabic uses fatHa:  L 1 , whereas spoken 
Arabic generally uses a schwa. 
2. The preposition  ..a  is written attached to the following word (this is a rule for all 
one-letter words):  L.4.4.61.  

• •• 	• 
Nouns to get you started: 

..jg" II ks LtJ I  /  1.7.44  I  /  CL.4o—/ I  / 	1.4t4.1 I  / 	1.?611  /  sisaJ  I 

3-1 3 1;-t I  / 	I  / 	I  /  a?.  1.1.,J I  / 	I  /  .6j ".1.4J  I  / 
Examples: 

Slz,‘Atl Et.c. 	6.1.1s /C.:0-11 " •  .• 
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Drill 9. Names of Arab countries (At home) 

Look at the map of the countries where Arabic is spoken in everyday life. Listen to 
the names and capitals of each country in Arabic. Then, write the names out in Arabic. 

Drill 10. Reading comprehension (In class) 

Key word: engineering  .4,0,1•411 

Use the reading strategies listed below that you learned in unit 8 to read the 
following text. 
1. Do the thirty-second scan: What kind of text is this? What expectations 

do you have about 
its content? 

2. Look for the things 
you expect to see. As 
you find them, adjust 
your expectations and 
focus your search. 

3. One section of the 
text has some English 
that might provide 
a clue. Based on that 
clue, what else can you 
look for in that section? 

4. What new words did 
you learn from this 
text by guessing from 
root or context? 
What can you figure 
out about the words 
,i4szdz  and  ani.lts  ? 

IMMINIMMI  203 

	

-4towi uLwIjkvi 	11,401 pi)! 

,741 

StudentReview.com  

	

t.,...6.11 L.' .1 L.4 	 tet., 

j i_Itit") ;09 C.P.)95  

`044) 1A 349 i<4 .9•4  

c..?"'te'9•44"3  4.19 .119.1 .c*C'W  a*".r'.9•4j.L." 

;4'1d 

Ut.,X)13.4)1i c J.)) 

	

4/Xi?' 	‘14-<5.  ;_9•! 

a41—. S3 34.1 	c..b.s- 	t .ui 45 i 

.4.14 1  34.19  c".0-A-t-utu9t j 45.'4' 

LA-7 kvi 	 c.;.y Lair J  
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Vocabulary and Conversation: 
Describing People 

New Vocabulary 

Listen to and learn these words. 

Meaning maSri shaami Formal /written 

man J. ?' 1.) Li6..) 
j..9.3 

woman .6.4-3 61131 

girl C.,:..) CL.:..1 C.:.;..) 

boy. 41:9 ...t.li A 

story iii. 	,§ 4ac9 4,::,-.9.  

short (masc./ 
fem.) 

8/1.1...a9 6/11sai 6/ jyai 

tall, long 
(masc./fem.) 

6/j..4 6/j.19i, 6/j.? .512 

beautiful 
(mast./fem.) 

6/j.:4..ok 

6/9.17- 
6/ .9.1?- 6/J.:,..0-i. 

nice, pleasant 
(mast./fem.) 

atLkal.t  - a/L41.121  - 8/ LAli 

never mind! 
Don't worry 
about it! 
sorry! 

Y.L.i4,.1,_%,:. !:i'-4-1.24  - 

problem 41.,;.10 aich.o* 4s..4,4., 

wrong, 
a mistake 

,12.1 ,12.11 ..6.11 

sir/madam 
(Egyptian 
only) 

,- 

f"-1:1
; 

  - 
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• Drill 11. Vocabulary matching (At home) 

You will hear phrases that contain words you have learned. After each phrase, click 
on the picture that best represents it. 

Drill 12. Vocabulary activation (At-home preparation; 
in-class activation) 

Use your imagination and the new and old vocabulary to write or talk about the 
people you see in the picture using as many different words as you can. 

c)  Drill 13. Listen and interact (At home) 

You are not feeling well today and a friend calls you. Respond to your friend's 
questions about how you are feeling using as much Arabic as you can. 

• Drill 14. Arabic signs 

(At-home preparation; 

in-class activation) 

Read the Arabic signs and 
sound out the words and names. 
Which ones do you recognize? 
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Dri1115. Scene 9: 511 (At-home preparation; in-class activation) 

Watch scene 9 using the 
strategies you have learned, 
then prepare to act out similar 
situations in class using the new 
expressions. 

Culture:  I. 
0 	,.. 

The colloquial expression 	(also spelled   0,443LO;  in some eastern dialects, 
pronounced  4.41,C, IA)  has a wide range of usages, including calming someone down, 
consoling someone, and telling someone not to worry. Similar expressions in English 
include "never mind", "don't worry about it", "it doesn't matter", and "it's okay". In 
Egypt, it is sometimes used to express "sorry!" to excuse a minor lapse, such as an 
inadvertent bump or late arrival. 

In Arab culture, if someone is visibly upset, those nearby will usually try to soothe 
or calm him or her down, and 
will most likely try to find out 
what the problem is even if they 
do not know the person well. 
This behavior is not seen as 
interference but rather as helping 
to make the situation better and 
showing proper concern toward 
one's fellow human beings. 
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Roots and Patterns 
Recognizing Patterns 

You have seen that Arabic words are usually formed from a core of three consonants 
that constitute its basic meaning, called the root of the word. Words are formed by 
putting roots into different patterns, or syllable structures. To see how this works, let us 
examine the following adjectives you know, all of which share the same pattern. First, 
pick out the root of each word and underline the three consonants that comprise it. 

.  - 

jsva.9 16,5  • 

What you are left with after isolating the root are two syllables, the first with a 
fatHa and the second with long vowel  —t  . This syllabic pattern is common among 
basic adjectives. Recognizing this pattern helps you in two ways: first, for reading 
comprehension; if you come across an unfamiliar word with this pattern, you can 
predict that it might be an adjective, and that may help you guess the meaning from 
context. Second, it will help you predict the pronunciation of similarly shaped words. 
Try this out by looking at the following sentence: 

• ' 3r".1  

Using what you have learned about patterns, what can you say about the two new 
words in this sentence? What do you think they mean? 

All Arabic nouns, adjectives, and verbs follow sets of patterns that you will learn 
gradually as you acquire more vocabulary. (At this stage, it is easier to learn a specific 
word or group of words first and then learn their pattern rather than the other way 
around.) Plurals in Arabic also follow this pattern system, and Listening Exercise 4 will 
give you an idea of what plurals look like in Arabic. Some take a suffix, while others 
rearrange their root in new syllable patterns. Start now to familiarize yourself with 
these patterns so that you have a head start on memorizing them. 
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Listening Exercise 4. Plural patterns of nouns (At-home) 

Listen to the following pairs of singular and plural nouns: 
L.043 tys;)  

t 

• 	.• 

.A 

/ L.r1.s:zos"  . 1. 

Roots and the Arabic Dictionary 

In addition to helping you guess the meaning of new words whose roots you 
recognize, knowing the root of a word is essential in order to use an Arabic dictionary. 
Take a look at the Arabic—English glossary if you have not already done so, and notice 
that the words are not in the alphabetical order you might expect. Arabic dictionaries are 
not arranged alphabetically by 
spelling but rather by root. To 
find a word, you must first 
identify the root. 

Identifying roots is easy 
in many words, such as in 

L3 LS  , and  k.)id I . 	
. 0 .  

s tlai9  ther words, however, have 
consonants that are part of 
the pattern, not the root, 
such as the plural ending  C.:A 
you saw above. In the word 
":4.S.0  , the prefix  _0  is part 

....   

of the pattern of the word 
and not the root, so if we eliminate  _0  and the feminine marker  8  , we are left with 
the root  L.)  —  C..)  —  i.  In the glossary, then, you should find the words  L., LS  and   .. . 

listed together (in a real dictionary, they would be under the same main entry, 
V  —  C.,  —  di).  In addition to the prefix  .0,  the letter  ‘..;)  is often part of the pattern 
and not the root, so if you have more than three consonants and one of them is  .‘,...J  , try 
eliminating the  C.:,.1  . Sometimes identifying the root might take a bit of trial and error. 
We will return to roots and patterns again and learn more about how they work. In the 
meantime, practice finding words in drill 16. 
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Drill 16. Using the Arabic—English glossary 
(At-home preparation; in-class activation) 

Identify the roots of these words and then rewrite the list in alphabetical order 
in preparation for looking them up in the glossary. Check your list and correct it, if 
necessary, as you look up each word. 

j6:60. 	 ad13L. ^JIb 	Uo .b .9. ,0 
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Unit Ten 
In this unit: 

Two more spellings of alif: 6 and _ 

Formal Arabic 

Grammatical Endings - 
, 5 

l■ I 

Handwriting 
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Letters and Sounds 

LA,ti 
t  

Alif maqSuura, also called  olll .6.19-40-1 ka1.1 I  , alif in the shape of yaa ; is a 
variant spelling of alif that can only occur at the end of a word. This shape of alif is a 
spelling convention that dates back to the writing of the Qur'an. It is pronounced just 
like the regular alif. When the long vowel alif occurs at the end of a word, it is usually 
spelled with alif maqSuura. However, remember that non-Arabic words and names are 
not spelled with alif maqSuura but with regular alif, as in  LIT 14  , and 

Listening Exercise 1. Listening to L5 (At home) 

Listen to the following examples of words ending in  Lc  and repeat: 

t0,. 
IN • .4 

.r 

Writing 

O' 	lS 
is a connector, and since it only occurs in final position, it has only the two 

shapes you see above. It is written exactly like final  6,  except that it has no dots. In 
other words, final  ks  and  LS  are distinguished by the two dots of the  k,S,  except in 

, 
Egypt, where both are normally written without dots. Watch Ustaaz El-3runnawi write 
this letter and copy the example: 
Copy the prepositions  ji  and  Lotia  as shown: 
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Copy and read aloud the following female names that end in  $: 

461‘442.5 All 	for dagger alif 

This symbol, called  .6jv 	‘.1211  in Arabic, is also called dagger alif because its 
shape resembles a small dagger. It represents an old spelling of alif from early Qur'anic 
writing that survives today in a handful of common words and names. It is pronounced 
exactly like the long vowel alif. 

Listening Exercise 2. Listening to length in dagger alif 

Listen to these words containing  —  and repeat, and give special attention to the 
length of this vowel: 

61'4' A  411  .r 1:1Lcb .1 

The words below are the most commonly used words that are spelled with dagger 
alif. Learn to recognize them, and remember that they are all pronounced with a long 
vowel, just as if they were spelled with alif. 

, 
this  (masc., formal)  1%..L.C:b 

this  (fern., formal) 	 .r 

God eall  .r 

but ‘")....j9 
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Writing 

This vowel most often occurs in ligatures of  d2),  such as 	and in fully vowelled 
texts. Otherwise, it is rarely written. When dagger alif is written, it is drawn as a short 
vertical stroke above the consonant it follows. Make sure it is precisely vertical so that 
it may be distinguished easily from the slanted fatHa. Copy the examples, and practice 
writing and pronouncing the words  ..).c49  and  411 )  : 

4.B I 
_9 

11& 	 ■11."" •St  4 , ba 	 •`"' 	 t■ 	' 	a 
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ED  Formal Arabic 
Throughout this book we have presented both formal and spoken forms of Arabic 

and have not been concerned about drawing sharp distinctions between these two 
registers of Arabic. We mentioned briefly in unit 1 that spoken Arabic, or  gLi.d  OLIO  , 
is the mode used for interaction, interpersonal relations, individual and sosiafidentity, 
intimacy, emotion, and connection. Formal Arabic, which we call  opr giall,  is used 
in presentational modes, where information or artistry is being presented in a public 
context. It tends to be monologue rather than dialogue, and narrative or expository in 
mode. It is meant to inform, impress, and enrapture rather than to express familiarity 
or intimacy. Together, these two registers form a single language that is nonetheless 
rich in variation. 

By now you have an impression of the extent of overlap between the two registers. 
A few of the most common everyday words differ in one dialect or another, but most 
vocabulary and structure is shared. In professional contexts, the two registers overlap 
to an even greater extent. However, there is one aspect in which formal Arabic clearly 
departs from spoken Arabic, and this is the system of grammatical or case endings. 

Grammatical Endings 

9 	00' 	
•••• 	 4 

In this section you will learn to recognize certain grammatical markers that are 
used in the highest register of formal Arabic. These markers can occur on the ends 
of nouns and adjectives, and some of them can occur on verbs. You will hear and see 
them in formal speech, poetry, sacred texts, and children's stories and schoolbooks, as 
you saw in unit 1. 

19 

The word tanwiin, derived from the name of the letter  ka9_:,  , refers to the n sound 
in these three endings: 

NmwmEiNgi 
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(pronounced an)  -,—  a.vai 	5;:i .1 

(pronounced un) 	a-0-46 ‘:,)1).3:43 

(pronounced in)  4■1  OAS &9.:3 x 

The n sound is represented in writing by the doubling of the short vowel symbol. 
In formal Arabic these endings occur on indefinite nouns and adjectives, and they 
indicate certain grammatical functions of words in a sentence. Except in very formal 
situations, such as public addresses, they are rarely used in speaking and are only written 
in vowelled texts. They are for the most part superfluous to comprehension, since 
speech and normal prose rely on other grammatical devices such as word order to 
convey meaning. For the time being you do not need to worry about their meanings; 
you are expected to recognize them simply as "grammatical endings" when you hear 
them. Remember that the  8  taa marbuuTa is pronounced as  C.,)  before tanwiin, as you 
will hear in Listening Exercise 3. 

Listening Exercise 3. Recognizing tanwiin endings 

Listen to the following words being read three times, once with each tanwiin ending. 
Whether you hear an, in, or un, the meaning of each of these words remains the same: 
a car, a man, and a woman. 

LLIA,  / 	LA■44$ / 	L.:444I 

3-?".) 
/ 	/  1961,)-31  .r 
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Writing 

 

 

4 

  

    

Watch Ustaaz El-Shinnawi write these grammatical endings and copy his movements. 

o cuLa  • 
• " 

The first ending, pronounced an, may occur on indefinite nouns and adjectives. Of 
the three tanwiin endings, it is the only one you will see in unvowelled texts and the 
only one used in everyday speech. You have already learned several words that end in 

" , as you will see in Listening Exercise 4. 

Listening Exercise 4. Familiar words ending in trad..611 	.90*.  
Listen to and repeat these familiar words that end in •tg.s•-iil 4).:t.ti,  and note 

the spelling with alif: 

19.0.E .r 	1).C:Z$ .\ 

.0 

As you can see, *Lail C.).)s_Lt.  has two different written forms. 

L 
The form on the right above, a double fatHa, is used on words that end in  8  and  01 
(alif followed by hamza). The form on the left, in which 	‘•)_.$9.1_,-  rests on 
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an alif seat, is used in most other cases. Compare the spelling of the words in row A 
to that of the words in row B: 

4.)St;_,401 	4s 1..A, 	.A 

Ijs:sfzi 	.B 

Like other short vowel markings, the double fatHa in  Cit...Lail C.)..t9.Ij  is not 
normally written in unvocalized texts. However, the alif seat that represents  Ci.)9.1J 

is always written where required, which means that alif at the end of a • 
word usually represents tr-0:—a—i4  I 4)—$ .9.4-1  rather than a long vowel. Compare the 
vocalized words in row B above to the same words, unvocalized this time, in row C 
below: 

13-is. 	.c 

The function of final alif as a seat 
for 	I C)-3 .9—Li  may be easily 
distinguished from the vowel alif since, as you 
have learned, Arabic words do not usually end 
in alif (few Arabic words end in a long vowel, 
and those that do end in alif are likely take the 
6).  Therefore, when you see an Arabic word 
that ends in alif, such as  1.4.4  or  1_11:1  , it 
is very likely that the alif represents  k:).).1J 
CT.:_a_11.  Remember also that when you hear 
an at the end of a word, it usually indicates *tr_,Lail ‘54.9_,I..)  (not 
with the human adjectival ending  C.)  I  that you hear in words like  C)I_A_Nj  and  C)  I  pi_)). 
Practice writing  Cig.Z.L11 t5_,3_,•  by copying these familiar words: 

to be confused 

/ 
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is 

This symbol is called 	Ott.  .9.4.1  and is pronounced un. It represents a certain 
grammatical ending on indefinite nouns and adjectives. You will see or hear it only in 
fully vowelled texts and formal speeches. 

(-)  Listening Exercise 5. Recognizing ct‘ii:J‘g 	I C)...13:43 

Listen to the following examples of  cb-sai
, 
 k:}1.9.13  and repeat: 

.r 	oS L Lu,I .r .‘ 

	

. o 	4..c  L.4.• 
9.9 

Written  ct,-ACJI ‘4,P.9 43  has two main variants, both of which are commonly used 

and signify the same sound and meaning. You see above, on the right, two Dammas, 
written close together, and on the left, a Damma with a hooked tail. We will not be using 
schmAati • 	••• for some time, but you may see or hear it, so learn to recognize these 
as variants of this grammatical ending. Practice writing it by copying the examples: 
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c›?.515-4 

This symbol is called  )-444,5%—t1 ka.).)9-1—,  and is pronounced In. It represents the 
third and final grammatical ending that can occur on indefinite nouns and adjectives. 
Like  I ‘')•:).3:43  , it only appears in fully vocalized texts and formal contexts. 

Listening  Exercise 6. Recognizing 

Listen to the following examples of  j-4.4.45.—ti C.)--.)3_1_3  and repeat: 

.r 	BSLz.s.401 .r 

.o 	4 s.L.0 .E 

When it is written in vowelled texts,  J.4441 	"  is always written the 
same way: two kasras. Practice writing it by copying the examples: 

You will learn more about the usage 
of  fp.isiLil ..).1  and  ‘).) .9-74—) 
j—idaSJI  when you begin to study 
the case system of formal Arabic. For 
now, we will not use them because they 
are not used in everyday speech, and 
informal Arabic does not rely on them 
to convey meaning. However, you will 
soon learn more about  C.).) .

••
9.4 

ts—A—Lii,  which does appear in 
spoken Arabic in expressions such as 

..."  and  St.4.‘43 Slab  1  . 
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Definite Endings 

Definite nouns and adjectives take short vowel endings  4.0.41)  ,  iipab  , and 
0 4.44.5  (and present tense verbs take a similar set). You hear an example of this in 5 
the expression ft.c.ia b1444.11 , in which the Damma on e9....44.11 is a grammatical 
ending. Like the indefinite  ‘')—.1 .9.:4—) endings, these grammatical endings are only 
used in formal situations and are only written in fully vowelled texts. Thus, in a formal 
context,  keit-L.)1  might be pronounced or marked:  ‘3.:04-1L6-11  or  LAJL6J1 
or  LAJ111I,  depending on the grammatical role of 1...4—tt-6-11 in the sentence 
(whAher, for example, a word is the subject of the sentence, the object of a verb, the 
object of a preposition). However, since the grammatical role of the noun in question 
will be clear from other sentence clues, these endings are usually superfluous to meaning 
in normal prose. The important thing for you to remember is that all three of these 
mean the student. 

9 
Listening Exercise 7. Listening to grammatical endings 

Listen to these words and phrases read with grammatical endings  .4.00.,i0 ,*j, 

and  6)..,44_5: 

/ 	/ 	.\ 

6.S1-.:A/1 / 6.4)L-4A11 / 

/ 	 / 	 .r 

1  *--17). 

In addition to the grammatical meanings that these endings impart to texts in 
literary Arabic, they also add to the beauty and rhythm of oral performances in this 
register. Listening Exercise 8 introduces you to performances of literary and religious 
texts. Not only the texts but also the oral performances of them are highly valued in 
Arab culture. 
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Listening Exercise 8. Examples of Formal Arabic 

Listen to the recitations of poetry, the Qur'an, and the Bible. 

a. From a pre-Islamic ode by Tarafa, 	 wwwadab.com  
b. Famous Qur'an reader Shaykh Abd al-Basit reads from the Qur'an, 

12,141 a.ts 	 L..a.,3.2 619, 	oils  www.mp3quran.net/basit  
c. Greek Orthodox Bishop Elias Qurban recites from the Easter Mass in Tripoli, 
Lebanon  L,,S.Ssfii l X9,1.1 6)95J13 Ly“..14,.6 	3L) 	31i 1-,z.11 	n 041.1.9.  

When children start school, they are taught to read with these endings so that they 
are exposed to and learn to understand the formal register of Arabic. Drill 1 will give 
you an idea of what this is like. 

Drill I. Reading aloud in formal Arabic (In class) 

Read aloud the following phrases that are written in formal Arabic and vocalized: 

ki 	:4511 4.  IS.° 46 1.).43 b Lib 

! tallow 	?4 ,3.6 j..?¶9 	laLit  .r 

9 

..,61.!;11 	0.44.42,111 	g.44 	r 

1 Lr'Siw 	44 X.9. . .0 	j 4.4.74  S.41  € 

gje.'440 L, 
4.51, C (a • 	LL:i 

. 	 j 31 L.,:.4 44.4.). 	 atbMi.v 
P 9 0  

4)AS astli aoi) 	jksiZda ‘44■4.441 	L.).(S40 /  A 

dui* LASZ.L, 9 4414) iL.AAJ JI 511 L3■44sija) 
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lin Writing  Styles 
Handwriting 

As you have been learning, Arabic handwriting differs from print in several ways, 
such as the joining of two dots into a bar, and the ways that the shapes and  —0— 

are connected with other letters. In addition, handwriting itself varies according to 
both regional and individual style. For example, the teeth of ands are normally 
written in North African handwriting. 

The biggest variation you will find in the shape of the letters will be in the word-
final shapes. In Egypt, for example, the letters  C.4..  , , and  W  are sometimes 
written without their dots and are given a hook on the end of their tails instead when 
they occur in word-final position. Another letter that shows word-final variation is  4_. 
Take a look at the below examples. 

With practice, you will gradually learn to recognize various handwriting styles and 
conventions. Look at various styles and imitate the ones you like best as you develop 
your own style. 

Drill 2. Reading handwriting styles 
(At-home preparation; in-class activation) 

Read as much as you can of the following handwriting samples. Look for familiar 
words and try to guess new ones from context. After reading, write a similar passage 
that provides information about yourself. 
Sample 1: 

	

\AP:T-0_9 	..'J'140'  

(7 	 6-0 0,y eLA;2 

VJJ:4S.) (-3 .■ 	u'D 	4--34-; 

41)1 	 '32—,-3 2kL—LS sLt,A 

\.411 	
1ti3O 
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Sample 2: 	 416 t 

	

Js)2315Z)1 	 3 

J---H3 Z1.3 cs 11)--i- • . -\4Y1/4-'0i 

Cj'*°' 'J 6)' )---;‘) ►3 	' 	(Y1—; 	-cm:kiLL-sii 
cst 	 L.3 615) 

( 	\J 	 `uz) ■ 	Ll 	cf  

Sample 3: 

4.0 /v—ta 	 ra-1 14=6 
	

I Li 

crt-t) 	. 

. 1,u:31 	 j,-e) . 	ai l  

L6) I i ; 	 t 

Your paragraph: 
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Culture: The Development of the Arabic Writing System 

The Arabic writing system is believed to have evolved from the Aramaic script 
through the Nabateans, who were Arab tribes who lived to the north of the Arabian 
Peninsula (present-day Jordan) in pre-Islamic times. This early version of Arabic script 
survives in inscriptions that date back to the third and fourth centuries AD, which 
represent the earliest known of many stages of development. Although writing was 
known in the Arabian Peninsula before Islam, it was the early Muslims who developed 
the script that we know today, in order to preserve the text of the Qur'an by writing 
it down. Tradition holds that the first compilation of the Qur'an was recorded during 
the reign of 4,'„)Lo-f 9  4—C'the  third Caliph (d. AD 656). Even then, however, the script 
was not complete, for surviving fragments show text devoid of short vowel markings 
and dots. The addition of short vowel signs began during the reign of Ali  (kola), 
the fourth Caliph (d. AD 661), and the dots that distinguish between letters of similar 
shape were added during Umayyad rule, around the end of the seventh century. 
Further development of the individual shapes of letters occurred at the beginning of 
the Abbasid period (from AD 750). 

Calligraphy 

Calligraphy is a highly developed art form. Since the time of the earliest script, 
called Kufic, artists have continuously developed new styles and designs. Qur'anic 
verses, poetry, and proverbs written in intricate scripts often adorn books, monuments, 
and public buildings. Professional calligraphers combine form and meaning by working 
Qur'anic verses into pictures wherein the letters and dots form a design. Watch 
Ustaaz El-Shinnawi write the words  at) Lsji  and  .4.441_30  in various 
calligraphic styles, look at other sample's of Arabic calligraphy,  and visit an Arabic 
calligrapher in his shop in Cairo. 
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English - Arabic Glossary 

The purpose of both glossaries is to allow you to look up words you have already 
learned but may have forgotten. Looking up new words is not encouraged; you will 
learn them soon enough. Fluency is built up faster if you focus on using the words you 
know rather than focusing on what you would like to say right now 

In this glossary the formal or written form of a word or expression is listed in 
Arabic script and spoken forms are shown in transliteration. Transliteration is provided 
so that you can use the glossary from the outset, before knowing all the letters, and so 
that you can correctly pronounce the words you look up. The written version in Arabic 
script serves as a spelling reference. Egyptian and Syrian words are identified by the 
same colors that are used throughout the Alif Baa materials. Proper nouns are given 
in formal Arabic except for the name Egypt. Initial hamza is indicated in this glossary 
except when it is elidable. 

The transliteration system used here is the same one that is presented in unit 1. 
We have used punctuation in the glossary to indicate certain things. Slashes separate 
masculine and feminine forms and alternate words (in cases where more than one 
word is common) are separated by a semicolon. For example: 

Meaning maSri shaami Format /written 

    

big 
	

kibiir/a 
	

kbiir/e 

Occasionally you will see a short vowel in parentheses, which represents a vowel 
sound that is sometimes elided, depending on whether or not the previous word in a 
sentence ends in a vowel. The definite article is separated by a hyphen, following the 
practice of most academic transliteration systems. 
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English 
	

Arabic 

Algeria j_„■ 1.34-11 

and wi, 	w, 	i 

angry (upset or sad) za c laan/a, 	zac laan/e, 	il/j__cj 

Arab, Arabic carabi/carabiyya, 	carabi/c arabiyye, 	iii:__,5_-_c. 
at, in (location in space and time) fi, 	fi;bi 

automobile, car carabiyya, 	sayyaara, 	6)  -1_t ti, 

Bahrain j-22;4-11 

bathroom twaleet; Hammam  Hammam; twaaleet,  PLC 

beautiful, pretty H  i  lw/a, 	Hilw/e, 	6 / 	,j.t..44- 

big kibiir/a, 	kbiir/e, 	6 4)-S 

black (masc.) iswid, 	aswad, 	J§.421 

book kitaab, 	ktaab, 	"LAS 

bookstore; library maktaba, 	maktabe, 	*,:iC....6 

boy walad, 	walad, 	_di 

boyfriend SaaHib, 	SaaHib, 	,..›.1...c) 

bread 
, ceesh, 	khibaz, 	3..! i. 

brother 
E  

akhkh, 	akhkh, 	tl 

building c imaara, 	binaaye, 	ii-41 

bus utubiis, 	utubiis, 	j..9.:191 

but bass, 	bass, 	-.42J9 

car carabiyya, 	sayyaara, 	6)  ILLCu 

cat 'uTTa, 	bisse, 	Z.Li 

chair kursi, 	kirsi, 	L,_-wii 

chicken firaakh, 	djaaj, 	c L-1-.3 

cinema, the movies is - sinima, 	is-sinama, 	11'1 !  ::d1 

(a) city midiina, 	madiine, 	::i..i..ii 

(the) city of... midiinit..., 	madiinit..., 	...Z.L+L.6 

class, classroom faSl, 	Saff, '',..,i, 

clock: watch: hour saa ca, 	saa ca, 	Zt..clu 
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close to; near 'urayyib/a min, 	'ariib/e min, 	j..c) 	6/,..._Jj_ii 

coffee ,  - 
'ahwa, 	'ahwe, 	'69..0 

cold (adjective: feeling cold) bardaan/a, 	bardaan/e, 	ii1J1.),;4 

Come in, please! itfaDDal/i, 	tfaDDal/i, 	„..1.1...a; 

Come in, please! (plural) itfaDDalu, 	tfaDDalu, 	19. if, 

correct, right SaHH, 	SaHH, ..0 cr...,_.,.  

(my) dear, darling (to a female) Habibti 	Habiibti,  , 

(my) dear, darling (to a male) Habiibi, 	Habiibi, 0.11.. .;.. 

desk; office maktab, 	maktab, 	‘,..2LC...O 

difficult, hard Sa c b/a, 	Sacb/e, 	Li,.Lit.-0 

distant, far from bi c iid/a, 	bc iid/e, 	ci-c a/-1 ± 24 

doctor (MD, PhD) duktuur/a, 	dektoor/a, 	Eli 9.:ZS'; 

dog kalb, 	kalb, 	,,,15 

door baab, 	baab, 	,,,L., 

drill, exercise tamriin, 	tamriin, 	j.,!):4;-L' 

(I) drink 
( 

ashrab, 	ishrab, 	,.J5- ►1,1 

(he) drinks yishrab, 	yishrab, 	J,5..$1,1 

(she) drinks tishrab, 	tishrab, 	k..6-U-1.  '''' 

(you) drink (fem.) tishrabi, 	tishrabi, 	,)_,H3:4:Li 

(you) drink (masc.) tishrab, 	tishrab, 	4.5._bili 

easy sahl/a, 	sahl/e, 	Bij.;3_,.; 

Egypt maSr, 	maSar, 	) '_..a,..o, 

eight tamanya, 	tmaane, 	(A) -:i t il..(6-2) 

examination, test imtiHaan, 	imtiHaan, 	jl_..,-7-01 

exercise, drill tamriin, 	tamriin, 	,:)--.2).41--■ 

exhausted khalSaan/a, 	Oijl.anli. 

far, distant from bi c iid/a, 	bc iid/e, 	‘)..c El 	•-■ 44 

feel better! get well soon! salamtak/-ik, 	salaamtak/-ik, 	J.:,...4L.;.■ 

feel better! (reply) allaah yisallimak/- ik, 	alla ysallmak/- ik, 	1.01.■4  J..,  - 	41JI 

fine tamaam,  tamaam,  )..4. 

five khamsa, 	khamse,  (61 ..:...O_:;: 
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four arba ca, 	arbca,  (I) Z1;1 

friend SaaHib/SaHba, 	Mr/a, 	*O/,,,_..,L.0 

from (a source or point of origin) min, 	min,  3_4 

get well soon! feel better! salamtak/-ik, 	salaamtak/-ik, 	al.' oN_AL 

reply to get well soon allaah yisallimaki - ik, 	alla ysallmak/-ik, 	J..4.Lw.  4111 

girl; daughter bint, 	bint, 	c....._! 

girlfriend SaHba, 	rfira„:i1_,L.0 

(I) go 
.i  

aruuH, 	ruuH, 	,. - 231 

(he) goes yiruuH, 	yruuH, ,i,i-J: 

(she) goes tiruuH, 	truuH, 	..,L1D.i.i:  

(you) go (masc.) tiruuH, 	truuH, 	‘,.i.ii 

(you) go (fern.) tiruuHi, 	truuHi, 	Vim.; 

Let's go! yalla; yalla biina, 	yalla, 	L.L. 	LLib 

God allaah, 	allaah, 	4111 

God willing, hopefully in shaa' allaah, 	inshaalla, 	4111 0"L'i., 51 

good kuwayyis/a, 	mniiH/a, 	6/.1.._5". 

good-bye ma ca s-salaama, 	maca s-salaame,  z_oLl..11 t_4-  - 

reply to good-bye allaah yisallimak/-ik,  alla ysallmak/-ik; alla ma cak, 	't i I- -. ! ,Aii'l 

good - hearted (for people); good Tayyib/a,  Tayyib/Tayybe,  ia,„.J! L. 

good evening! misaa' il-kheer, 	masa l-kheer,  )..4.-11 pLu-ii 

reply to good evening misaa' in-nuur, 	masa n-nuur, 	)9111 plt.u...3 

good morning! SabaaH il-kheer, 	SabaaH il-kheer, 	).,;-11 cL....:=, 

reply to good morning SabaaH in-nuur, 	SabaaH in-nuur,  )9:j! cll.:0 

great, fine! tamaam, 	tamaam, 	J.1_,-:  . 

green akhDar, 	akhDar, 	)....-.1 

happy mabsuuT/a, 	mabsuuT/a, 	Ed._!._11..t.; 

hard, difficult Sa c b/a, 	Sa C ble, 	ia/6.,iirn 

have to, need to, must laazim, 	laazim, 	p•-)Y 

(he) has 
candu, 	Cando, 	LiLc 

(she) has 
candaha, 	canda, 	L.6.1.1..c 
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(I) have c 	c  andi, 	andi, 	441,4 

(I do not) have ma candiish, 	maa candi, 	4 44.1.c „?.,.,- 

(you) have (fern.) candik, 	candik, 	4.11....c 
.... 

(you) have (masc.) candak, 	candak, 	a-1.1.c 
.... 

he huwwa,  huwwe,  i—eb 

hello, hi ahlan; ahlan wa sahlan  , 	marHaba ,  illg-CL9SLej 

hello (reply to ahlan wa sahlan) ahlan biik/-ki, 	ahlan fiik/-ki, 	4L / IL SL:j 

hello (Islamic) as -salaamu 
_ 

calaykum,  as-salaamu calaykum, 	pLIJI ici_c4.L' 

(reply to) as -salaamu calaykum wa calaykumu s-salaam,  wa calaykumu s-salaam, 	44ar-  ioLAIJI 	9 

hello (Levantine) 
 

marHaba, 	L.1..---i-j ii 

hers (possessive suffix) -ha, 	-a, 	Le_ - 

his (possessive suffix) 
, 

-u, 	-o, 	4- - 

homework waagib, 	waZiife, 	‘ e_._1.1 .9 

hot (feeling hot) Harraan/a, 	mshawwib/mshawwbe,  is/013_:,- 

hour; clock; watch saa ca, 	saaca, 	IcL_I.1, 

house beet, 	beet, 	c. ..L:: 

How? izzayy?, 	kiif?, 	!,..4.5° -  

How are you? izzayyak/-ik?, 	kiifak/-ik? , 	‘.31_,—J1 6k 1:5 

hungry ga caan/a, 	juu c aan/e, 	6/01..c9_,..".  

I t 
ana, 	ana, 	LI 

ill, sick cayyaan/a, 	mariiD/a, 	6/0;2..b ..ii 

in (location in space and time),at fi, 	bi, 	,_.i 

in the name of God 1 
bismilla, 	bismilla, 	,tu 1 

Iran 01)-.1.1, 
Iraq A.:JP 

Israel  

it (fem.) hiyya, 	hiyye, 

it (masc.) huwwa, 	huwwe, 	-4.1; 

Jordan .111 0;c 
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juice  
caSiir, 	caSiir, )! .0..c 

kind (person) Tayyib/a, 	Tayyib/Tayybe, 	C4,...tl.  ; 

Kuwait .....,L2 -4:5J I 

large kibiir/a, 	kbiir/e, 	.6/..)÷4 

Lebanon 
. 	, 	. 
JI-t-'.J 

lesson dars, 	dars, 	u.►6.3 

library; bookstore maktaba, 	maktabe, 	- a.,..:Si 

Libya 1_,_,_J 

like: see love 

little, small Sughayyar/a, 	zghiir/e, 	'id ).,..i..,:o 

(a) little, a little bit shuwayya, 	shwayy,  il.t..Li 

long, tall Tawiil/a, 	Tawiil/e, 	ii/j/9-1; 

(I) love, like 
e 

baHibb, 	bHibb, ::...3- 1 . 	_ 
(you) love, like (masc.) bitHibb, 	bitHibb, 	̀16:,..,-J 

(you) love, like (fern.) 
, 

bitHibbi, 	bitHibbi, 	 - 	.,..)—,..,.-3....J' 

(he) loves, likes biyHibb, 	biHibb, "...:.>..4.  

(she) loves, likes bitHibb, 	bitHibb 6 , 	. 	_ 
man raagil, 	rijjaal, 	LJ4.5 

Mauritania 1-1-1-a..)9.-* 

May I be excused? (taking leave) C an iznak/- ik, 	can iznak/-ik, 	41.1.1 ‘1.)..2 

(it/that) means; that is ya c ni, 	ya cni, 	v..''= 

milk laban, 	Haliib, 	La.-  . . 
Miss aanisa, 	aanse, 	ii,.61 

(a) mistake, wrong ghalaT, 	ghalaT, 	.6..L- C 

Mr. sayyid, 	sayyid, 	.1.4 ;1 

Mrs. sayyida, 	sayyde, 	'6 	!L.,.4; 

money filuus, 	maSaari, 	iLo 

Morocco i.)-i"11 

movie film, 	film, 	(c1.4.9: 

the movies, the cinema is - sinima, 	is-sinama, 	I g': :  •--11 

must, need to, have to (fixed form) laazim, 	laazim, 	103)S 
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my (possessive suffix) -i, 	-i, 	0_ - 

name ism, 	ism,  ro_wl 

(my) name is ismi, 	ismi, 	,..7.4.6.hul 

near; dose to 'urayyib/a min, 	'ariib/e min, 	‘).., iii‘,.19 

need to, must, have to (fixed form) laazim, 	laazim, 	p.31( 

neighbor gaar/a,  jaar/a, 	CI) L-1- 

never mind, it's OK ma c lishsh, 	ma c leesh, 	Su-4:Z :',)1L.6.13La 

new gidiid/a,  jdiid/e, 	14.44 

news (fern.) akhbaar, 	akhbaar,  ) 1.1-4 

nice, pleasant (of people) laTiif/a, 	laTiif/e, 	Li-a_._6 --J 

Nice to meet you! itsharrafna, 	tsharrafna 	1.13..L.  

nine tis ca, 	tisca, 	(9) 	'4..-.LLI-J 

no la, 	la'; laa 	X 

(is) not mish, 	muu,  J.-m.4 

nothing wala Haaga,  wala shi,  c°,r 1 X 

number nimra, 	nimra, 	roLi-j' 

office; desk maktab, 	maktab, 	 .  '4...,..fc:5 

OK then, fine Tayyib; maashi, 	Tayyib; maashi,  ,..11; 

old (of people) kibiir/a, 	kbiir/e, 	Edit-4 

old (of things, not people); ancient 'adiim/a, 	'adiim/e, 	ii/fir. - ii 

Oman 01-4=c.' 

one waaHid, 	waaHid,  (1) 4- ■19 

or walla, 	walla, 	91 

page SafHa, 	SafHa, ',1::,..a...:0' 

Palestine r., ,°.:14 0  : 

paper (piece of) wara'a, 	war'a, 	;:i._-:.iji 

pen, pencil 'gam, 	'alam, 	roLii 

please min faDlak/-ik, 	min faDlak/-ik, ,:.1.41...11 c.)-4) 

please (come in; go ahead; sit down) itfaDDal/i, 	tfaDDat/i, 	0.1.1..11.5 ij..1.415 

pleased to meet you! itsharrafna, 	tsharrafna, 	1.1.i3 

possible mumkin, 	mumkin,  j..S.4_;:, 
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pretty, beautiful 
	

H ilw/a, Hilw/e, 

problem mushkila, 	mishkle, 	'4.4_%1..."; 

professor ustaaz/a, 	istaaz/e, 	LhL-._wi 

Qatar  

question su'aal, 	su'aal, 	ALIA, 

the Qur'an ji.)..LJI 

ready gaahiz/gahza, 	jaahiz/jaahze, 	7213.4L>. 

right, correct SaHH, 	SaHH, 	cr...,........--0 

MOM ooDa,  ghurfe; uuDa,  arc 

sad (angry or upset) za c laan/a, 	za c laan/e, 	6/,... 

Saudi Arabia ZA!*1-$1J1 

(I) see; watch 
- 	 I 

ashuuf, 	shuuf, 	..1...ebL ► il 

(he) sees; watches yishuuf, 	yshuuf, 	.L.A,114 

(she) sees; watches tishuuf, 	tshuuf, 	4..614J 

(you) see; watch (fern.) tishuufi, 	tshuufi, 	j.,!,.1..ebLLS 

(you) see; watch (masc.) tishuuf, 	tshuuf, 	.141-4:Li' 

sentence gumla,  jumle, 	.11.4$ 

seven sab ca, 	sabca,  (V) a 

 hiyya, 	hiyye, 	z-,__43 

short 'uSayyar/a, 	'aSiir/e, 	'6/ ..)..t—gli 

sick, ill cayyaan/a, 	mariiD/a, 	aij. )..4 

sister 
,  t 

ukht, 	ukht, 	,..:....4.1 

six sitta, 	sitte, 	(1) --4Lw 

small, little Sughayyar/a, 	zghiir/e, 	Li ...t_i_..-0 

something Haaga, 	shi, 	;0-:.u* 

something else Haaga taani, 	shi taani, 	j_:,.' i ;i, 

sorry! (adjective) aasif/asfa, 	milassif/mit'assfe, 	6/,..a_w1 

spacious, wide waasi c/wasca,  waasic/waasca, 	' 414"19 

story qiSSa, 	'uSSa, 	 1 

strange, odd ghariib/a, 	ghariib/e, 	i')/,..._- C 

street shaari c , 	shaari c , 	e9L4.1) 
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student Taalib/a, 	Taalib/Taalbe, 	6/.....JLb 

Sudan 01J9.41J1 

sugar 
.i. 	.„ 

sukkar, 	sikkar, 	j_5_■..4 

sugar, medium maZbuuT,  sikkar wasaT, 	.6,LiA_,L 

Syria LIJ9_,A., 

table TarabeeZa, 	Taawle, 	iL.I91.10 

tall, long Tawiil/a, 	Tawiil/e, 	ii/J..29.1; 

tasty, good (food) Tayyib/a, 	Tayyib/Tayybe, 	13 /,.....41: 

tea shaay,  shaay,  4L1 

teacher 
.,, 

ustaaz/a, 	istaaz/e, 	iShl14► 1 

telephone tilifoon, 	talifoon, 	09..,L,L.   

telephone number nimrit tilifuun, 	nimrit talifuun, 	09.44L.  : ro.i3 

ten c ashara, 	cashra,  (I •) '6).24.2 

test, examination imtiHaan, 	imtiHaan, 	cj I.3,..:,..4:1 

thank God 
. 	.0 	 , 	 ... 

il - Hanndu li - llaah, 	il-Hamdilla 	411 4.4_3,-JI 

	

, 		_ 

thank you shukran, 	shukran, 	liS.J1 

that's all, only bass, 	bass, 	.L..L.4'   

there is fii, 	fii, 	Jl.L.; 

there isn't ma fiish, 	maa fii, 	,I11.1.;  0:44 

thirsty c aTshaan/a, 	c aTshaan/e, 	ill,..) 	'1__LisSail 

this (fem.) di, 	haadi; haydi, 	oi_m 

this (masc.) da, 	haada; hayda, 	1.il_gb 

three talaata, 	tlaate, 	(11 .i.al 

tired ta c baan/a, 	ta cbaan/e, 	Bij1.1 1)''' 

tree shagara, 	shajra, 	6)-....-tu- 	1.  

Tunisia o.u49. 

two itneen, 	tneen, 	( I.  ).):..!.....1:1 iji--LZit 

United Arab Emirates :_:,1) L4X1 

(a) university gam c a, 	jaann c a, 	4tissoLi. 

(the) university (of) gam
c

it  ..., 	jaann
c

it 	, 	a.2.-41..i- 

upset (angry or sad) za c laan/a, 	zac laan/e, 	O/oN.Lj 
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veil, head covering Higaab, 	Hjaab, 	6.J1m>1? 

(I) want ana caayiz/cayza, 	biddi, 	4.ij 1 

(he) wants huwwa caayiz, 	biddo, 	.14.4.  

(she) wants 
, 

hiyya cayza, 	bidda, 	..i. ).3 

(you) want (fern.) 
, 

inti cayza, 	biddik, 	,:).i.1,,J.3 

(you) want (masc.) 
, 

inta 
c
aayiz, 	biddak, 	.1.4).5 

(I) watch; see ashuuf, 	ashuuf, 	..1..eoLLi 

(he) watches; sees yishuuf, 	yshuuf, 	4..121A14, 

(she) watches; sees tishuuf, 	tshuuf, 	.1..a.1.1.5 

(you) watch; see (fern.) tishuufi, 	tshuufi, 	,...)...1.4141...1 

(you) watch (masc.) tishuuf, 	tshuuf, 	a..eeLLS 

watch; clock; hour saa
c

a, 	saa ca 	',i_cLu, 

water mayya, 	mayy,  ; Lo 

weird, strange ghariib/a, 	ghariib/e, 	'6/6,,b-----C 

welcome ahlan wa sahlan, 	ahlan wa sahlan, 	11, -_Cu9  U.:211 

welcome (formal) 
.   L_;-..)_ii 

reply to welcome ahlan wa sahlan bilk/-ki,  ahla(n) fiik/-ki,  J.4 ilig:_til9 	1.1 

you're welcome! it - c afw, 	ahla w sahla fiik/-ki, 	19..A.c 

well, fine (response to How are you?) kuwayyis, 	mniiH, 	.). t.>1 

What? ee?, 	shuu?, 	!1-4) 

What's wrong (with you)? maalak/- ik?, 	shubak?/-ik?, 	!al.  Lo/,=i Lo!4.Lid.1_.$  L. 
- 	 - 	 ...- 	 ..... 

Where? feen?, 	ween?, 	!,;;;;I 

Where (are you) from? (inta) mineen?, 	(inte) min ween?, 	!(,.S1) 6.°#.1  0_4 
white (masc.) abyaD, 	abyaD, L 1 
wide, spacious waasi c /was c a, 	waasi c/waasca, 	6/t—s4.,19 

window shubbaak, 	shibbaak, 	JL •1) 

with (people) - ma ca, 	mac , 	E._.i') 

with (things; instrumental) bi-, 	bi-, 	_, - 

woman sitt, 	mara, 	illj -41 

word kilma, 	kilme, 	.L.4.1-5 
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wrong, a mistake ghalaT, 	ghalaT 	.6Lx.' 

Yemen j=-il 
yes aywa, 	ee, 	rq_2.:, 

you (fern.) . 	. 	 '

1

.( 

inti, 	inti, 	,:..,J ,  

you (masc.) inta, 	inte, 	LI 

you (fern., polite) HaDritik, 	HaDartik, 	412,3-...L; 

you (masc., polite) HaDritak, 	HaDartak, 	Zli:j"..> 

young, small Sughayyar/a, 	zghiir/e, 	Li .j..,i 

young people, "guys" shabaab, 	shabaab, 	,__,L..L 

your (fern. suffix) - ik, 	 - ik, 	J - 

your (masc. suffix) -ak, 	-ak, 	J - 

zero ziiru; Sifr, 	Sifar, 	 (  •  1 )Lc 

mismommil  237 
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Arabic-English Glossary 

The purpose of this glossary is to allow you to look up words you have learned but 
whose meaning you may have forgotten. We have included the main forms of all active 
vocabulary in the book, including colloquial forms that are used in writing. Words are 
listed in alphabetical order by their consonant root according to Arabic practice rather 
than according to spelling. If you cannot find a word by looking for it alphabetically, 
try to identify its root or core consonants, and look it up under those letters. 

In this glossary both formal and spoken forms are listed in Arabic script and 
transliterations are not given. Please do not use this glossary for pronunciation. If 
you want to know the spoken forms, look up the word in the English—Arabic glossary. 
Neither the regular colloquial pronunciation shifts that you learn in Alf Baa, such as 
hamza for qaaf and the Levantine pronunciation of final fatHa as e, are marked, nor 
are the final short vowels of masculine and feminine possessive endings  di:  and  4. 
(formal  ki.L.  and as these are introduced in unit 2. Most entries in this glossary 
are written in the blue color that identifies the formal/written form, which indicates 
that they represent standard or shared forms. When an Egyptian (green) or Levantine 
(purple) form of the same word differs, they are shown in that color. When one or 
both dialects have a different word, this is listed as a separate entry. Slashes separate 
masculine and feminine forms, with the masculine form listed first. 

Meaning 

Man 

maSri (Egyptian) shaami (Levantine) Formal /written 
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English Arabic 

brother ti 

sister z.._,41° 
may I be excused? (taking leave) U:til jx,  '  oil 

' 	s 
Jordan cAcl 

professor, teacher 6 / 	.1uf 

How? !  :S3 1, 
How are you? !,:.3, 

Israel J..,_11,.4.1.1 

sorry! (adjective) a /6.i.ellio 	il /6.i_wi 

sir/madam p4Jii 

God 411'  I 

(reply to) ma ca ssalaama and salaamtak 1. 
' 	',1.4.L 	4111 

God willing 
.....  

4.UI;lili j! 

in the name of God 4.1.1 I ro_u.,_, 

a response to 'How are you?'; thank God 411 143.1 

there is no god but God 
. 

all YI,  4.11,  )1 

wow! (expression of admiration) 
.. 

4.111 AL Lo 

United Arab Emirates ,:..,1,1_41 

I Lif 

you (fem.) _ t i 	„ t i 	„ ti ., 	,i—,.• 	,,_..1 

you (masc.) ,..J1 	eL:11 ,L
o- 

 

Miss ;:i....if 

hello, welcome; Syrian only: you're welcome it.g,L9  i1.11 

(reply to hello), welcome; thank you, 4t_, it:US  .4..1 Mai  ,a4  ilig.L9 Sal 
or 91 
bus 041-!-!9391 

room .L.'ogi 

yes 04.11 	AO. 

Iran 4:),.)q.! 
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Where? s--.-1 
.07! 

What? !4.,1 , 

with (things; instrumental); (Syrian only: in) --! 

well, fine (formal response to "kayf al-Haal?") 
 

)÷.24-d 

I want 411 
you want 421.J /J1, 

he wants (9L) all 

she wants Ls'IJ 

cold (adjective: feeling cold) 6/0144 

only; that's all Su4 	,43114 

cat 
. 	.t.,_ 
'"!: 

far from, distant 
_ 

girl; daughter L  1 4,,,.... 

building j-.1. 11f 

door ,T11—! 

house, home 

white 041  

nine (9) ZTL..A.4_:, 

tired idj1-4j 

telephone ii9-a-.W. : 

great, fine P1-4=1111-4=1 

toilet; bathroom 6.419_1  ,a4.11,.; 

Tunisia um-1-9 1.  

three Z3 ,A.:011.3 	,(r)ziN3 

eight 4:11...0_ ,Zil.4_z ,(A) ii t..,i1.4:-i 

two C.)—..-11  	 , C)--. 1 	A 1 ) Cr-1 , I ,CJI—j4 

new a /.44---;: 

Algeria j,J134-11 

university 4is41> 

sentence 
.4144 

beautiful, pretty elL1-!-(6:1- 
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ready LijsbL 

neighbor ■11,1--- 

hungry 1:./j1.24. 	,LioLag..1.. ,O /,:j 1..ci_a. 

good 6/ 4..--- 

(I) love, like 
° 

k7,-,-I-! 	.4,--N• 	46)- 1  

(you) love, like (masc.) .6:‘,..li' .  

(you) love, like (fern.) v4-7_,*. 	,v4-...-. ! , j--:•,..-- 1.  

(he) loves, likes • ..-• 	462 !• 	.4"4. 

(she) loves, likes  

(my) darling, dear (to a female)
? 

(my) darling, dear (to a male) -,-.!=,- 

veil, head covering 11--1.-,.. 

hot (feeling hot) ii /j13:3.. 

you (fern., polite) j:irl,-;  .‘=1-1. ,,13.3=,-; 

you (masc., polite) 4=1-1.r:=,-; .e=1:1). ,  4-=,-; 

milk 

asimarama■smssmi 

 

• 
,...,_.......1 - .. 

pretty, beautiful .114.6.  )46. 
response to How are you?; thank God Ail 143.1 

bathroom, toilet 4-4:- 
thing, something, anything j-1..1-2" 

something else, anything else  24.1_3.. kr' 	• 

news (fern.) )1-4.1 
bread .)-!7"' 

pita bread 
-- 	„ 

.7-! -)--a .3-!".: 
- 	, •.' 

.,.7-!5-a .3-!-'-  

green 
 ,- 

)...i.i..1 

exhausted idoLz.L+ 

five ( 6 ) 

this (masc.) I3 

chicken El—:-'  ,EL?; 

lesson Lr► .)-, 

doctor (MD, PhD) L/.)9-; 
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this (fern.) i.P 

Igo ,.,,eb' 	ii 

you go (masc.) 4.-i-i:) 

you go (fern.) 
-  .,..- 

4 -+ 

he goes ,,i.i4 

she goes ,e-ifii 

four (n .;1_14.,f 

man J-2.4) 	• 14.) 	.J -:':.j 

hello 1÷;!)-Z 	, I=!='-.)-6  

friend 649,tij 

number fc-ki 

telephone number j9-a-±-4 rz-i3 

I go c9) 	.C9) 1  

you (masc.) go; she goes C9):-'  CIA 

you (fern.) go 
e 

eli..".  ,r,-9.)-1 

he goes C9.. 	'DA 

I want ...v.. ji 

you (masc.) want; she wants .-: „t, 

you (fern.) want .-,.' 
C..H4-1.)-4 

he wants 4 ..1 J.1 

upset (angry or sad) Lit.1)'1=c3 

zero 9.H...) 

question jj4Lua 

seven (V) .424--Cu 

woman, lady l_t.ho 	,"..,L_t.0 

six (1) " -4__i_ua 

happy 'a / ,a t stit 

Saudi Arabia .44)9.211■LI-4 	1 

sugar .)--C44"  ,.)--C-L"'   

sugar, medium 0 	11-1e4 	 ;_c_kL.  j:5-lju  ,1=A;Ji 

hello. Greetings! (Islamic greeting) 0:1:-CLL--c .C.'N-LJI 
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Feel better! Get well soon! !:1:,-0' ILL 	!111..ZILL , 

name ra_u,11_ 

(my) name is v."'"u/- 

easy i/j.e..1; 

black (masc.) J9-uu I 	,4-1.uf 

Sudan 01J9.L.  31 

Mr., sir . L.._■ 11 

Mrs., lady ,.....w ,asibi 	O .1.;tm 

Syria 1-:?.)9—"' 

clock, watch, hour a L 1,,,J 

car, automobile 6.) 14-' %; 

the movies, the cinema 1-4-'.-t-L-11 

tea 4" 

young people, "guys" (including mixed gender) ,.II.. ..1 
. 

window 4:.1142i, 	,J14_11; 

tree . 	- 	1 
C1)..?J.1.1 

I drink ,16-1:11. 1 	,Y.i-Ltil 	,676-̀11  

you drink (masc.) Y5-1,141: .Y5-14 	, ‘ ,5-li 

you drink (fern.) -6--1.4 s-14  ,af45-ad 

he drinks ,71.3-1-1  .43-1-.1 	,Y,i-hil-i 

she drinks 45-4 .YS-111:1 	.476-'11j 

street E3L.1 

Nice to meet you! 1_1,11 ,Lirj_Li ,L.13_15 

thank you 
3 	, 
1)..S.J.L 

problem al_c_Iii..o 	,Z.14tia 

I watch ..k..a.L.11 

you (masc.) watch; she watches .k..a.1.41Li 

you (fern.) watch j-1-'4°Lij 

he watches .1.4:14 I-41/i 

What? !9..1 

What's wrong (with you)? , c149...11 _l_9__11 
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hot ii. /4"-i-u_4  

I see, watch ,_.49.LI 	,Li9i► l 

you (masc.) see, watch; she sees, watches j) 9-'LL: 	4-19-11; 

you (fern.) see, watch ..?-4-alq 	•-14-4.0  

he sees, watches ,-i)9. 	3-19-4! 

something 
q-1 	̀; 9-'1' 

something else 
7')1:1  7-'''' 	̀)-;.1 cq-'1  

(a) little, a little bit a .J. -9-1 	4i-Lta 

morning CL!""" 

good morning )41  C 1-...; 

response to good morning )92;j 1  Cl- -0  

friend (also, boyfriend/girlfriend) 6 1‘..1-3.Ln 

correct; Right! Correct! cr..,..0 ,c_..0 	.cr_,_,-,c) 

class, classroom 
- 

6 0 

page a_.;:ii:m 

zero 

mom 

 

(•) yl,,. 

difficult, hard 6 /,,L2, --0 

small, little; young '6/ '..,'..L'. ,i)/_441 

table 6..)-2-!!)-1; 	,,J9 I-6  

student ii /,,JL6 

tall, long 6  /J-29J; 

good-hearted (for people); good, (for food) a/.. = t; 

OK then, fine !.110' 

Arab, Arabic 6 /74,...6_-_c 

car 6L,J! .31  

Iraq L9.1)4J 1  

ten (1  •  ) '6,..,.■11.  

juice c 

thirsty '6 /,-J IILC 

you're welcome 9 -Lt.11 	,19.a..c. 

building Cv  Lox. 
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Oman 
4.)I-4=a' 

May I be excused? (taking leave) ,L1.:61,  c.)..2 

you have (masc.) ,J.I.L.0 	d.11.i.a ,..1.1..,..c. 

you have (fern.) ,I.L.,..L.0 	,114.L.0 	,JI.....c 

(he) has 0L;c 	.o..L.L.c 	oLLa 

(she) has Leb:IC. 	Lb-LI:C. 	,Lbi;c 

I have  
41Lc  qi.xLa  4.1.1.-c 

I do not have 1,1 ....0 Lo 	Lo 	-J„ti 65.:C 	4.i ..x„ 

(it/that) means; that is 
4.7-.1-74  

want (adjective) it3.,,Lc 

bread 
 

sick, ill 
64)1;1 

strange, odd '‘') A,,..b:_C 

Morocco ,..i_-_1.1 

room ,i_i`jZ_C 

wrong, a mistake in EC 

chicken 
t/i4 

class, classroom 
 

please ,i-11: Li c.)--.3 

please (come in; go ahead; sit down) 0.2.1%.131]Lj......a.31 v.e.:11.34J.L..ii 	,71-Lif,/ Y.,1..id 

please (come in; go ahead; sit down) (plural) I 	19.1.L13 	19 1 :%, ,• i 9LL,..131 

that's all, only lois'' 

movie 
r4-L..-i 

money 
J.49-1-.0 

Palestine  1.... 	,:,i a .. 

in (location in time or space) 
L7-6  

Where? ,...y.4..e 

there is 
 

...IA f—c LL.:.....- 	....a --I-1 	---:__a i 
o 

the Qur'an 

close to; near 

31)-iJ 1  

C.)-4 	/..)=.6  
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Story 

cat 11:1_i 	11;_i 

Qatar j_:-.laii 

short a/ s:,_;_,I.' ,O/j_i 

(a) little, a little bit il4"e. 

pen, pencil iv-Ei 

coffee 64.--..a.  

American coffee As*.°0i '6 9..-_ii 

Arabic coffee A='!-1.5169-: 

your (fem. suffix) ,:..L 	,,LL 	,J- 

your (masc. suffix) ,- 	,4L- 	,J- 

large, big; old (of people) Eij-m---5 

book .L.5 

office; desk .  ,—,-iLii 

library; bookstore iiC 4  

chair 4.)5 

dog , . 1--5  

word ;i4.L5  ,S__0LS.  ,a_445 

Kuwait .:i::S.J1 

good, fine Bit)A49-5  

How? !,..4.1 	,!6.S.4-  

How are you? !J.ALS  ,!JL31 6.145 

no Y 

nothing Lr''.' Yi 	'%:,?-1  Y  
milk Cili 

Lebanon ji--1  

must, need to, have to (fixed form) NY  •NY  

nice, pleasant (of people) .6/4a 56:t 

but c..1...cre 

Libya 1.....1 

(is) not o4 
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there isn't ,LILLio 

What? 1..4 

What's wrong? ,IJ Lo /!6'..11 Lo 	,!,a.1 L..0 

OK ,,_ALLo 	,,..1Lo 

I do not have Lii,_?. Lo 	Lo ,,,so..LC 	,, s..Li.c. Liu4 

there isn't J:;-!4 1-4 	.4÷11 I-0  

happy 'O/L9_,.u.÷.4 	ii/.69_us....4 

test, examination jLo..:,..o I 

city '4LL,I4..ii 

woman '6.)3. 	,'O'l-ol_ 

sick, ill Lij.,..s.)..Z 

drill, exercise ,•.)-Do=- 'i 

evening ;L_Lui) 

good evening j.„:3* .1 ; LJ.w..:i 

response to good evening Al I pl.J.w..ii 

(am/are/is) not Sm-4> 

Egypt .)-^'-4 	..)=' u^a-9. 

money 41L2...-5 

(coffee with) medium or "just right" sugar _In9.1......i 

with (people) E—°-  - 

good-bye ;1_4 L_Lw..11 t_o-  - 

never mind, that,s OK ■ju-t9-1_731-Z 	014-.4-2-4  

(it is) possible, can 5 '7 ''' 0 j 

from (a source or point of origin) ‘)—o 

from where? !C.Y.6.-..A 	, C.31'9 OA 	,V.1.1- Ci-fi 

good, fine Lic..,.......o 

(am/are/is) not 9-0 

Mauritania 1—!II--...)9-4 

money JI-4 

water 44-0 	:',-4 	,P 1-4  

yes ---:- 

ro-2-' 
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number 6.)-41.. 	4.)-4.0  

telephone number 09-1141. off;  ,4)9-1)41. .6.)-0.1  

wrong number! 1.,..LL -4)..4_;i1 	,I.LLE .4.).._ut 

this (fem.) 4.4 1: hiaLb 	,o41_12, 

this (masc.) I 4..t.i daLb 	,1.126 

there is ,!.11;1, 

he, it (masc.) 
, . , A 	 , .1 	_,  .0 

9-6 	.9-6 	,9-1,  

she, it (fem.) .24' ,:e. 	, c.,4 

his (possessive suffix) 4.-:- ,AL - 	..,f,_ - 
hers (possessive suffix) 4-- 

and i 

homework ,,--1- 1 9 

one (1) J_.,-19 

piece of paper "A  ;11i5i 
wide, spacious Eit.,..., .uI9 

homework A.41.1..1.  :ii 

or ifi 	:14 

nothing t) 14 	.A-1-1-2- - 14 

boy 4.4 

but 0....cii, 

Where? s.t.ri* 	9 

my (possessive suffix) 
4:7-  — 

signal that you are addressing someone directly L 

Let's go! 1-.4.-! NI-I-1 	Nil 

Yemen 0=443  
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